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PROCEEDINGS 

No 
4 wef _- we 

= 7 i a 2 copies (5) of complaint issued. U.S. Atty. ser 
a 

& - oO 

Defts Vebster & FBI ser 2-23-73. Justice & Atty. Gen ser 3-2-78. 

| ANSWER of defts to complaint; exhibits (3); appearance of Daniel J. Metcalfe; c/m 

3-30-78. 

| CALENDARED. CD/N 
| 

| REASSIGNMENT of case from Judge Oberdorfer to Judge Smith. 

STATUS CALL: Oral motion to consolidate this case with Civil Action No. 78-420, 

granted. (Rep: D. Copeland) SMITH, J. 

NOTICE of defts of filing of proposed order of consolidation. 

ORDER of consolidation for all purposes, pursuant to Rule 42(a), FRCP, consolidat- 

ing CA 78-322 & CA 78-420. (WN) eMirH, ds 

STATUS CALL: Further Status Call set for 9:30am on 10-14-80. (Rep: 
Dawn Copeland) SMITH, J. 

CHANGE of address of counsel for ptlf. to 2101 L Street, N.W. Suite 203. CD/N 

STATUS CALL. Further status call 9:30 A.M., Dec. 2, 1980. _ 

(Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J. 

STATUS CALL: Further Status Call set for 2-11-81 at 9:30A.M. (Rep: 
Dawn Copeland) SMITH, J. 

STATUS CALL: Further Status Call set for 9:30 A.M., May i8, 1981. 
Rep: Dawn Copeland SMITH, J. 

STATUS: Report by counsel made to the Court with a further status call to be set 
at a later time. (Rep: D. Copeland) SMITH, J. 

TRANSCRIPT of Proceedings taken on 2-17-81; Court's copy; pps 1-7; 
Rep: Dawn T. Copeland. 

APPEARANCE of Henry I. LaHaie for defts. Cal/N. 
| 

STATUS CALL: Further status call March 10, 1982. Rep: Dawn 
Copeland SMITH, C.J. 

MOTION by defts. concerning the adjudication of certain exemption 
claims; Memo of P&A's; Declaration of John N. Phillips. 

» Pg Peres, (STE NENT DACTY  
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“LAINTIF® ! DEFENDANT - - 
! pockeT No. _/8-9322 

.ROLD WEISBERG | WILLIAM H. WEBSTE et al P | 
! | PAGE = _OF____PAGES 

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS | 

182 
far 10 STATUS CALL: further status call and motions hearing set for 

9:30 A.M. on 3/25/82. (Rep: D. Copeland) SMITH, J. 

xr 15 OPPOSITION by Pltf. to defts' motion concerning the adjudication 
of certain exemption claims; Affidavit of Harold Weisberg; 
Affidavit of James H. Lesar. 

r 22 REPLY by defts. to pltff's. opposition to defts' motion concerning 

the adjudication of certain exemption claims; Exhibit A vi / 

Attachments 1] through 4; Exhibit B. 

er 25 MOTION by deft. to allow selective Vaughn Index, heard and taken 
under advisement. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITH, J. 

or O05 SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL by Pltf.; Attachments 1, 2 & 3. 

r 15 RESPONSE by defts' to pltf's. settlement proposal. Declaration of 

John N. Phillips; Exhibits 1 through 5. 

ty 03 MOTION by defts. for partial summary judgment; Memo of P&A's; 
Declaration of John N. Phillips; Statement of material facts. 

y 12 MOTION by Pltf. for extension of time to and including May 31, 1982 
within which to oppose defts' motion for partial summary 
judgment. 

y 18 ORDER filed May 18, 1982, that pltf's. time for opposing deft's. 
motion for partial summary judgment is extended to and 
including May 31, 1982. (N) ; « SMTTH,- Gs Jz 

ne 02 MOTION of plaintiff for extension of time within which to file Opposition. to 
defendants" motion for partial summary judgment. 

a 04 MOTION by Pltf. for extension of time within which to file opposi- 
tion to defts' motion for partial summary judgment; EXHIBIT 
(Opposition) 

n 7 MEMORANDUM by defts. advising the Court of Related Case in this 
District; Exhibits A through E. 

ng ORDER filed June 8, 1982, granting pltf's. motion for extension of 
time within which to file opposition to deft's. motion for 
partial summary judgment to and including June 3, 1982. (N) | 

SMITH, J. 

n 14 MOTION by Pltf. for an order compelling defts. to seek joinder of 
| copywright holders pursuant to Rule 19(a); Memo of P&A's. 

in 14 AS OF JUNE 3, 1982, OPPOSITION by Pltf. to defts' motion for 

partial summary judgment; Statement of genuine issue;Affidavit 

of James H. Lesar w/Attachments 1; Affidavit of Harold Weisberg 
w/Exhibits 1 through 18, 19A and 9B. 

(SEE NEXT PAGE)      
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DATE | PROCEEDINGS | 

— 

1982 
Jun 17 MOTION by deft. to strike and to have its statement of material 

facts deemed admitted; Memo of P&A's. 

Jun 21 RESPONSE by Pitt. to defts' memorandum advising the Court of | 
related case in this District. ! 

Jun 28 RESPONSE by deft. to pltf's. motion for an order compelling the 
deft. to seek joinder of copyright holders pursuant to Rule 
19 (a). 

July 1 STIPULATION extending pltff's time to respond.to Defts' motion to 
strike and to have its statement of material facts deemed 
admitted; extended to and including July 23, 1982 - APPROVED. 
(N) SMITH, C. J. 

Jul 02 REPLY by Deft. to pltf's. opposition to the motion for partial 
Summary judgment; Exhibit A & B. 

Jul 8 REPLY by Pltf. to defts' response to pltf's. motion for an order 
compelling defts. to seek joinder of Copyright Holders 
pursuant to Rule 19(a). 

Jul 8 NOTICE by Pltf. of filing; Attachment. 

JaL 9 ORDER granting pltff's motion for an Order compelling defts. to 
seek the joinder of a copyrightholder in this case and in 
C.A. 78-420, further ordered that defts. seek joinder sought 
by pltff. in these cases from Dallas File No. 89-43-1A81, 
which is being withheld on grounds that its release is 
barred by the Copyright Act 17 USC S 101, et seq., and 
exemption 3 of the FIA 5 USC S 552. (WN) SMITH, C. J. 

Jul, 23 NOTICE by pltff. of filing of affidavit of Harold Weisberg; affi- 
davit of Harold Weisberg; attachments 1-2; exhibits 1-11. 

Jai, 23 OPPOSITION by pltff. to deft's motion to strike and to have its 
statement of material facts deemed admitted. 

Jul 26 AMENDED STATEMENT of genuine issues of material fact in dispute by 
plete. 

Jul 26 MOTION by pltff. for order compelling defts. to provide pltff. with 
photographic copies of all movie films and still photographs of 
the FBI's Dallas and New Orleans field offices; memorandum of 
points and authorities in support. 

Aug 5 MOTION and MEMORANDUM by deft. of points and authorities in support 
of an extension of time.   

(SEE NEYT PAGE) 

| 
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PAGE J OF. PAGES 

DATE i NR. PROCEEDINGS 

2 ; 

1g 9 ORDER filed 8/6/82 that deft's time to serve its response to pltff's 

motion to compel is extended to and including 8/19/82. 
SMITH, C.J. 

ig 18 MOTION (unopposed) by deft to Stay Court's Order of 7-8-82, 

pending settlement negotiations between pltf and the copy- 

rightholder; exhibit A&B. 

ig 19 OPPOSITION by deft to pltf's motion for Order compelling deft 

with photographic copies of all movie films and still 

photographs of the FBI's Dallas and New Orleans Field 

Office; seventh declaration of John N. Phillips. 

1g 26 | ORDER filed 8/25/82 granting deft's motion to stay Court's order 
of 7/8/82 pending settlement negotiations between pltff. and 

copyrightholder. (N) SMITH, J. 

ep 2 (REPLY by deft. to pltff's opposition to deft's motion to strike and 

to have its statement of material facts deemed admitted; 

exhibits A-B. 

2p 3 |ERRATA by deft.; attachment. 

pt 10 4 |MOTION by deft for a hearing. 

ne 4 | MOTION of deft. for partial summary judgment and motion of deft. 

to strike heard, argued and taken under advisement with counsel 

to be notified at later time. (Rep: D. Copeland) SMITH, J. 

t 13 |NOTICE by pltff. of filing affidavits; attachment (affidavits). 

st, 29 MEMORANDUM filed 10/27/82. (N) SMITH, J. 

zt 29 (ORDER filed 10/27/82 denying defts' motion for partial summary 

judgment. (N)(See order for details.) SMITH, J. 

se 5 INTERROGATORIES (first set) of pltff to defts. 

2c 6 INTERROGATORIES (first set written) of deft. to pitff. 

2c 6 REQUEST (first) of deft for production of documents to pltff. 

2c 6 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS from 10-5-82; pages 1 thru 48-A; 
(Rep: Dawn T. Copeland) COURT COPY 

2c 21 REQUEST of pltff for production of documents. 

2c 21 REQUEST of pltff for admissions. 

SEE NEXT PAGE      
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WEISBERG ! WEBSTER, et al. ' PAGE _4 oF PAGES 

DATE | PROCEEDINGS 

1982 |, 
| 

Dec 21, | MOTION for extension of time within which to answer or otherwise 
respond to defts' interrogatories and request for production of 
documents. 

1983 _ . : - Jan 3 ; MOTION AND MEMORANDUM OF P&A'S of deft in support of an extension of 
time. 

Jan 17 | | MOTION by pltff. for a protective order; memorandum of points and |, 
| authorities in support; attachment l. 

Jan 20 | RESPONSE by deft. to pltff's request for production of documents; 
| attachments A-B. . 

Jan 20 | | RESPONSE by deft. to pltff's request for admissions. 
. 

Jan 24 | RESPONSE by deft. to pltff's first set of interrogatories. 

Jan 27 MOTION by deft. for a hearing. 

Jan 27 OPPOSITION by deft. to pltff's motion for a protective order. 

Feb 4 ORDER denying pltff's motion for a protective order and that pltff. shall 

answer deft's interrogatories and requests for production of documents 

within twenty (20) days from date of order and denying deft's request for 

expenses, including attorneys’ fees incurred in opposing pltff's motion. (N) 

SMITH, J. 
Feb 7 MOTION of pltf. for an order compelling defts. to answer request 

4 for admissions, P&A's. 
{ 

Feb 18 OPPOSITION By deft. to pltff's motion for an order compelling 
deft. to answer the request for admission. 

| 
reb 22 MOTION by pltf. for extension of time to respond to defts discovery. 

Mar 8 MOTION by pitff. to strike all sworn statements by FBI Special Agent 
John N. Phillips and motion to hold evidentiary hearing on 
pltff's charges that defts. have submitted false intormation to 
the Court; P&A's; affidavit of pltff.; attachment. 

Mar 8 ' RESPONSE by pltff. to defts' first request for production of docu- 
ments; affidavit of pltff. 

| 

Mar 8 | OBJECTIONS by pltff. to defts' interrogatories. 
| 

| 
Mar 15.; ene of deft for an order compelling discovery; P&A's. 

Mar 15 ! ERRATUM by deft to interrogatories propounded on 12-6-82.
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DATE NR PROCEEDINGS 
1922 

far 21 MOTION of pltf£. to compel answers to interrogatories; P&A'S. 

far 21 MOTION of pltf. Harold Weisberg for an order compelling defts. to produce 

documents requested by item No. 1 of pltf's request for production of 

documents; P&A's. 

far 21 MOTION of deft. for an extension of time to serve its response to p1tf's 
motions; and memorandum of points and authorities. 

far 28 OPPOSITION by pitf. to defts' motion for an order compelling discovery. 

far 29 OPPOSITION by deft. to pltf's motion to strike and to hold an evidentiary 
hearing; Exhibits A-B. 

\pr 4 OPPOSITION of defts. to pltfs motions for orders compelling deft. to produce 

documents and to answer interrogatories. 

\pr 6 REPLY of deft. to pltf's opposition to deft's motion for an order compelling 
discovery; Exhibit A. 

\pr 8 HEARING on motions of pltf to compel admissions and answers to certain 
interrogatories and motion of deft to compel heard, argued and taken 
under advisement; Rep. D. Copeland SMITH, J. 

spr 12 MOTION of pltf. for leave to file April 10, 1983 affidavit of Harold Weisberg; 
memorandum of P&A's; EXHIBIT (affidavit w/exhs.). 

Apr 15 “ORDER filed 4/13/83 denying pltff's Motions to Compel Deft to 
answer his request for admissions; further that within 30 
days of the date of this Order deft. shall serve upon pltff 
and file with the Court answers to interrogatories 12(b), 
32, and 33; Pltff shall serve upon deft. and file with the 
Court responsive answers to deft's interrogatories and 
request for production of documents, providing finally his 
contentions concerning the adequacy of the FBI search; Deft. 
shall submit an affidavit within 10 days from the date of 
this Order, detailing expenses, including attorney's fees, 
which were incurred in obtaining the Order compelling pltff 
to answer interrogatories and produce documents. (N) SMITH, J. 

Apr 18 ORDER granting pltf's motion for leave ed file the April 10, 1983 affidavit of 
Harold Weisberg. {N) | SMITH, J. 

Apr 18 AFFIDAVIT of Harold Weisberg; exhibits 1 through 16. 

Apr 18 MEMORANDUM of pltf to the Court. 

(SEE NEXT PAGE)      
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[Apr 25 | ' APPLICATION of deft for expenses incurred in obtaining the order 

| : compelling pltf to answer its discovery requests; Declaration 

| of Henry I. LaHale; Exh. l. 

| API 27 | REQUEST (second) by pltf. for production of decuments to defts. 
Attachments 1-5. 

‘Apr 29 ORDER filed 4/28/83 that pltff's motion for an order compelling 

| defts to produce documents is denied; pltff's motion to strike 

sworn statements of FBI Agents John Phillips; plitff's motion 

for evidentiary hearing is also denied. (N) SMITH, J. 

Apr 29° ORDER filed 4/28/83 awarding expenses to deft under Rule 37(a)(4), 

FRCP in the amount of $684.50; and that pltf£ shall pay said 

1 amount to the United States within 60 days from date of this 

! Order. (See order for further details) (N) | SMITH, J. 

May 4 | INTERROGATORIES (second set) by pltf to defts; attachment. 
| 

May 13 | | MOTION by deft and memorandum of points and authorities in support 
| of an extension of timeto file answers to interrogatories 12(a), 

a b 32 and 33.of pltf's first set of interrogatories. 
| 

May 13 | ANSWERS by deft Dallas Field Office to interrogatories 12(a), 32 and 
| 33 of pltf's first set of interrogatories. 

May 16 | | ANSWERS of deft New Orleans Field Office to interrogatories 12(a), 
| 32 and 33 of pltf's first set of interregatories. 

May 18 | ORDER filed 6/16/83 that deft's time to serve the responses of its 
| New Orleans Field Office to interrogatories Nos. 12(a), 32 and 
| 33 of pltf's first set of interrogatories is extended to, and 

| including May 18, 1983. SMITH, J. 
| 
{ 

May 18 | MOTION by deft pursuant to Rule 37 for dismissal of these consoli- 
| dated actions; memorandum of points and authorities in support. 

May 20 |MOTION by deft and memorandum of points and authorities in support 
| of a stay of pltf's discovery; 

t 

May 31 | MOTION of pltfs for extensions of time to oppose defts motions for 
a stay of pltf's discovery and for dismissal of these actions. 

| 
Jun 6 | ; MOTION of pltf for reconsideration; memorandum of PSA's. 

Jun 6 | | OPPOSITION of pltf to defts motion for a stay of pltf's discovery. 

(SEE NEXT PAGE) 

|  
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183 

in 6 OPPOSITION of pltf to defts motion to dismiss. 

in 6 NOTICE by pltf of filing of April 29, 1983 affidavit of Harold 
Weisberg;Declaration of Harold Weisberg; attachments. 

in 6 NOTICE by pltf of filing of May 5, 1983 affidavit of Harold 
Weisberg; Affidavit; Exhibits 1 through 16. 

in 6 NOTICE by pltf of filing of May 28, 1983 affidavit of Harold 
Weisberg; Affidavit. 

a 20 OPPOSITION of deft to pltf's motion for reconsideration. 

n 21 REPLY of deft to pltf's opposition to deft's dismissal motion. 

n 23 REPLY of deft to pltf's opposition to its motion for a stay of 
pltf's discovery. 

ul 21 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS (7): of 3/22/79, pp 4-6; 3/25/80, pp 1-5; 
10/14/80, pp. 1-10; 1/7/81, pp 1-7; 5/27/81, pp 1-4; 12/10/81, 
pp. 1-5; 3/10/82, pp 1-7; 3/25/82, pp. 1-10; Rep. Dawn T. 
Copeland. (Filed in CA 78-0420) 

g 29 NOTICE of pltf of filing of June 13, 1983 affidavit of Mr. Harold 
Weisberg; Exhibits 1-14; and Addendum of June 17, 1983. 

g 29 NOTICE of pltf of filing of July 16, 1983 affidavit of Mr. Harold 
Weisberg; attachment. 

g 29 NOTICE of pltf of filing of July 6, 1983 affidavit of Mr. Harold 
Weisberg; attachment. 

ig 29 NOTICE of pltf of filing of July 22, 1983 affidavit of Mr. Harold 
Weisberg; Exhibits 1-36. 

t 19 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS of 4~-8-83; pages 1-61; (Rep: Dawn T. Copeland) (sb) 

v 9 HEARING on pltf's motion to reconsider this Court's Orders and 
deft's motions to dismiss and stay further Discovery heard, 
argued and taken under advisement, with counsel to be notified. 
Rep: D. Copeland. SMITH, J. (sb) 

(SEE NEXT PAGE)      
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1983 

|Nov 23 | /MEMORANDUM filed 11-18-83. (N) SMITH, J. (sb) 
| ' 

Nov 23 , ORDER filed 11-18-83 that pltf's motion for reconsideration of this 
Court's orders, or in the alternative, to amend this Court's 

; orders to certify for interlocutory appeal, is DENIED; Deft's 
motion to dismiss these consolidated actions is granted; Cases 
are DISMISSED with prejudice. (See for details)SMITH, J. (sb) 

! 

Dec 2 |} , APPLICATION of deft for expenses incurred in prosecuting its 
dismissal motion under Rule 37(b)(2); Declaration of Henry 

| I. LaHaie; Exhibit 1. (sb) 

Dec 15 | ‘OPPOSITION by pltf to deft's application for expenses in prosecuting 
its dismissal under Rule 37(b)(2) (sb) 

Dec 20} | REPLY of deft to pltf's opposition to its application for expenses 
incurred in prosecuting the dismissal motion under Rule 37(b). (s 

Dec 22 | ORDER filed 12-21-83 (1) That deft is awarded expenses under FRCP 
| 73(b)(2) in the amount of $1,053.55; (2) Pltf£ and his counsel 

James H. Lesar, shall pay said amount to the United States 
| within 20 days from date of this Order; and (3) such payment 

be.made by check payable to "Treasurer of the united States 
of America and shall be sent to deft's counsel. (N) SMITH,J.(s 

Dec 27 APPLICATION of deft for Entry of Judgment. (sb) 
| 

1984 | | 
i 

Jan 10; JUDGMENT in favor of deft. Federal Bureau of Investigation against 
pltf Harold Weisberg in the sum of One Thousand Fifty-Three 

| Dollars and Fifty-Five Cents ($1,053.55) plus interest; expenses 
! in the sum of Six Hundred Eighty-Four Dollars and Fifty Cents 

($684.50) plus interest; directing pltf. to pay said amount to 
the United States within Sixty (60) days from date of this 
order; Approved. (N) SMITH, J. (sb) 

Jan 20 | MOTION of deft to amend judgment; Memorandum of P&A's. (sb) 

Jan 23 NOTICE OF APPEAL by pltf from order entered November 23, 1983. 
°5.00 filing fee and $65.00 docketing fee paid and credited 
to U.S. Copies mailed to: Henry LaHaie. (sb) 

Jan 24 COPIES of docket entries and no   preliminary record to USCA. 
tice of appeal transmitted as 
(USCA# 84-5058 ) (sb) 
  

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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DATE NR. | PROCEEDINGS 

984 | 

‘an 31 AMENDED JUDGMENT ordering that the pltf take nothing; that these actions be 

dismissed with prejudice; that deft. F.B.I. recover from pltf Harold Weisberg 

and his attorney, James H. Lesar, the sum of one thousand fifty-three dollars 

and fifty-five cents ($1,053.55) plus interest from the date of judgment at 

the legal rate of 10.1% computed daily and compounded annually until paid in 

full; directing that deft F.B.I. recover from pltf Harold Weisberg the sum 

of six hundred eighty-four dollars and fifty cents ($684.50) plus interest 

from the date of judgment at the legal rate of 10.1% computed daily and 

compounded annually until paid in full. Approved. (Signed 1-30-84) (N) 
| 

SMITH, J. (sb) 

eb 2 | MOTION of plte to vacate, or, in the alternative, to alter the | 
amended judgment filed on 1-31-84; P&A's. (sb) 

eb 2 OPPOSITION of pltf to defts' motion to amend judgment. (sb) 

‘eb 9 MOTION of plitf for stay of proceedings to enforce judgment pending disposition 
of pltf's motion to vacate or to alter or amend amended judgment filed 

1-31-84; P&A's; Attachment 1. (sb) 

‘eb 13 OPPOSITION of defts to pltf's motion to vacate or, in the altermative, to alter 

the amended judgment entered on 1-31-84. (sb) 

‘eb 16 ORDER filed 2/14/84 denying pltfs motion to stay enforcement of the 
judgment; denying pltfs motion to vacate or alter the amended 
judgment. (N) SMITH, J. 

Feb 21 REPLY ot pltts to defts' opposition to pltt's motion to vacate or, 
in the alternative, to alter the amended judgment entered 
on January 31, 1984. (sb) 

ar 30 APPEARANCE of Cornish.F.-Hitchcock:asetounsel for James Lesar. (sb) 

ar 30 NOTICE OF APPEAL by Harold Weisberg and James H. Lesar from the ~ 
amended judgment on 1-31-84 and order entered 2-16-84. No fee, 
pursuant to F.R.A.P. 4(a)(4). Copies mailed to Christine R. 
Whittaker. (sb) 

pr 2 COPY of docket entries and notice BE appeal transmitted as prelimi- 
nary record to USCA. (USCA# 84-5201 ) 

fay 8 TRANSCRIPT of Proceedings taken on 11/9/93 before Judge Smith. 
Pages 1-27. (Rep: Dawn T. Copeland) (vajm) 

spt 24 [RECORD ON APPEAL delivered to USCA;receipt acknowledged. 10/15/84 (elf) 

con't page 10      
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1985 - 7 
far 22 ‘PRAECIPE entering appearance of Renee M. Wohlenhaus as counsel 

of record and removing Henry I. LaHaie. (hls) 

lar 13 ‘CERTIFIED copy filed 3/13/85 from USCA dated 12/7/84 affirming in 
part and remanding case. (opinion attachedJ (hls) 

Mar 27 HEARING on mandate of 12/7/84; Gov't given until 4/29/85 to file 
' brief on issues with respect to atty's fees award and costs with 

pltf until 5/20/85 to respond; Further hearing set for 10:30 AM 
- 5/23/85. SMITH, dd. (his) 

Mar 28 : _ NOTICE to take deposition of Henry LaHaie. (hls) 

Mar 28 , , REQUEST by pltf£ for production of documents. (hls) 

Mar 28 | | PRARCEPE filed changing address of pltf's counsel. (hls) 

Apr 29 | | SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM by deft of P & A's in support of an award of attorneys' 
fees pursuant to rule 37 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; Table 
of authorities; exhibit A; attachmetn A exhibit B thru E. (mE ) 

Apr 29 | NOTICE OF FILING of deft's respons to pltf's request for production of | 
documents. (mE ) 

May 2 APPEARANCE of Mark H. Lynch entered as counsel for pltf. and | 
withdrawal of James H. Lesar's appearance as counsel for pitt . 

(mj) 

| 
May 2 | NOTICE by pltf. to take the deposition of Christine Whittaker. (mj) 

May 2 NOTICE by pltf. to take the deposition of Leonard Schaitman. (mj) 

May 7 ! MOTION by pltf. for an enlargment of time; P & A's. (mj) 

May 10 | NOTICE OF FILING by deft; Declaration of Christine R. Whittaker. (m 
| 

May 10 | ORDER (Filed 5/9/85) granting pltf's moiton for an enlargement of tim 
to and including May 28, 1985 in which to oppose deft's fee 
application, with hearing 10:30 a.m. June 11, 1985. (MN) 

| SMITH, J. (mj) | 
May 28 | MEMORANDUM by James H. lesar in opposition to defts' request 

| for attorneys' fees under Rule 37, Federal Rules of. 
| Civil Procedure; Table of Contents; Table of authorities. (mj) 

May 28 | ; OPPOSITION by Weisberg to deft's application for an award of 
| fees; exhibits; Declarations of Mark H. Lynch and James 

| H. Lesar. (mj) 

May 31) | NOTICE OF FILING by pltf.; attachment to Mark H. Lynch declaration.     
  

  
  

  

  
(mj)  
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sROLD WEISBERG ! FBI, ETA | - | page ‘or PAGES 

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS 

1945 

ine 4 DEPOSITION OF LEONARD SCHAITMAN taken on May 9, 1985 on behalf of 

pltfs; errata sheet. {mj) 

ine 4 DEPOSITION OF CHRISTINE WHITTAKER taken on May 9, 1985 on behalf of 

of pltfs; errata sheet. (m3) 

ine 4 DEPOSITION OF HENRY LAHALE taken on May 6, 1985 on behalf of 

pltfs; errata sheet. (mj) 

ine 7 REPLY MEMORANDUM by deft. in Support of an Award of Attorney's 
Fees Pursuant to Rule 37 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure; Exhibits A and B. (gh) 

n 13 MEMORANDUM and ORDER filed 6-13-85 awarding defendant attorney's 
fees under FRCP 37 in the amount of Eight~hundred and forty- 
eight dollars (848.00) said to be paid within thirty (30) 
days from the date of this Order; Further Mr. Lesar is not 
liable for payment of said award; denying deft's application 
for attorney's fees for time spent in litigating these cases 
in the USCA for the District of Columbia and denying deft's 
oral petition for leave to file an application for fees 
associated with the remand. (N) SMITH, J. (gh) 

il 1 MOTION by pltf's counsel For Leave to Withdraw. (gh) 

iil MOTION of deft. for attorneys' fees heard on 6/11/85 and taken under 
advisement. (Rep. G. Sodysko) SMITH, J. - (lp) 

ly 10 ORDER granting Counsel's motion to withdraw and FURTHER MARK H. LYNCH IS WITH- 
DRAWN AS COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFF. (N) SMITH, J. (ke) 

ly 12 MOTION (Rule 60 (b) by pltf. to vacate judgment, reopen case and for other pur- 
poses; exhibits. (ke) 

ly 22 OPPOSITION by deft. to pltf's Rule 60(b) motion. 

g 06 RESPONSE by pltf. to deft's opposition to pltf's Rule 60(b) motion. 

t 8 ORDER denying pltf's motion to VACATE Rule 60(b) to vacate 
judgment. (N) | SMITH, J. (mj) 

= 9 JUDGMENT that deft. FBI recover from pltf. Harold Weisberg 
the sum of Eight Hundred Forty-eight ($848.00) plus 
interest. (N) SMITH, J. (mj) 

St 16 MOTION by pltf. for reconsideration of thi i = S Court's Ord on the 15th af November 1984, and the 8th of October, 1985. 

(OVER)      
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1925 

det 25 | OPPOSITION of deft to pltf's second motion to reconsider final 
judgment. (io) 

Nov 5 RESPONSE of pltf to deft's opposition to plitf's motion to 
reconsider. (io} 

dec 10 HEARING on pltf's motion for reconsideration argued and taken 
under advisement. (Rep: Catherine Rebarick) SMITH, J. {io) 

1936 

Mar 4 MEMORANDUM. (N) SMITH, J. (io) 

Mar 4 ORDER reaffirming Court's orders entered 11-18-83 and 10-8-85. 
. (N) SMITH, J. (io) 

May 2 NOTICE OF APPEAL by pltf from order entered 3-4-86. $5.00 filing fee and 
$65.00 docketing fee paid. Copies mailed to: Daniel J. Metcalfe, and 
Renee M. Wohlenhaus. (io) 

' May 5 
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FILED 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT CouRT Mar 4 Wo. 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 
DISTUICT OF ClLUNI3.., 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Vv. Civil Action No. 78-0322 

WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, et al. 

Defendants. 
(CONSOLIDATED CASES) 

  

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 78-420 
Ve 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

INVESTIGATION, et al., ) 
) 
) Defendants. 

ORDER 
  

Upon consideration of the plaintiff's motion for recon- 

sideration of the Court's orders of November 18, 1983 and 

October 8, 1985, defendant's opposition, oral arguments, and the 

entire record, it is by the Court this Gt day of Prank: 

1986 
| 

ORDERED that the Court's orders, entered November 18, 1983 

  
and October 8, 1985, are hereby reaffirmed. 

 



Exhibit Il 

JAMES H.LESAR 

ATTORNEY AT LAW 

910 SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W. SUITE 600 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006 

TELEPHONE (202) 223-5587 

December 25, 1977 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST 

Special Agent in Charge 
New Orleans Field Office 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
701 Loyola Avenue 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113 

Dear Sir: 

On behalf of a client, mr. Harold Weisberg, I am request-— ing copies of all records On Or pertaining to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 

This request includes all records on or pertaining to persons and organizations who figured in the investigation into President Kennedy's murder that are not contained within the file(s) on that assassination, as well as those that are. 

This request also includes all records on or bertaining to Lee Harvey Oswald, regardless of date or connection with the in- vestigation into President Kennedy's assassination. 

In addition, this request includes all records on or pertain- ing to Clay Shaw, David Ferrie and any other persons Or organiza-— tions who figured in District Attorney Jim Garrison's investigation into President Kennedy's assassination. 
- 

I would appreciate it if you could let me know the estimated volume of records involved in this request and when you expect to begin processing them in compliance with my client's request. 

Sincerely yours, 

ff 
feel Puan 

iy James H. Lesar
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| mir A — 4/24) $2 p pt 1 A, - | 
I. PROCEDURES UNDERTAKEN BY THE DALLAS 

FIELD OFFICE IN RESPONSE TO PLAIN= 
mrooe VATA eeAricam 
4icer Ss ruin REQUEST 

  

A. Initial Search 

S. By letter to the Delles Field office dated Decembe? 25, 

1977, plaintiff's attorney requested "all records on or pertaining 

to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,” including "all 

records on or pertaining to persons or organizations who figured 

in the investigation into President Kennedy's murder that are not 

contained within the file(s) on that assassination, as well as 

those that are." Also requested were "all records on or 

pertaining to Lee Harvey Oswald regardless of date or connection 

with the investigation into President Kennedy's assassination.® 

(A copy of this letter is attached to plaintiff's complaint in 

Case No. 78-322). 

6. Because many of the Dallas documents had been previously 

processed pursuant to a separate FOIA request by plaintiff for 

FBIHQ records on the JFK assassination, plaintiff's request was 

forwarded to FBIHQ. Upon review of this latest request by 

plaintiff, Special Agent Thomas H. Bresson, then Assistant Chief 

of the FOIPA Branch, determined that four “main" files in the 

Dallas Field Office were responsive to plaintiff's FOIA request: 

89-43 - "Assassination of President John F. 
Kennedy, November 22, 1963." This file 
consists generally of allegations about 
individuals (other than Lee Harvey Oswald 
and Jack Ruby) or groups involved in the 
assassination, and other miscellaneous 
information. 

100-10461 -° “Lee Harvey Oswald." This file consists of 
information developed about Lee Harvey 
Oswald before and after the assassination. 

44-1639 - "Jack Ruby, Lee Harvey Oswald-victim.® 
This file concerns the killing of Oswald 
by Ruby. 

62-3588 - "president's Commission on the 
Assassination of President Kennedy.” This 
file consists of material concerning the 
Warren Commission and the report it 
issued. °



First, I want to thank the Court 

of my medical and physical limitations. 

because this hearing is limit ed to the 

my Motion is based, so as not to ramble 

not a lawyer — I have typed what I want 

it. Without interruption, it will take 

Thereafter, if the Court or FBI counsel 

copies of the official records I quote 

provide them. 

LYM CAST 

for its consideration 

Because of them and 

new evidence on which 

in ad-libbing - I am 

to say that I may read 

about 20 minutes. 

desire, I have extra 

and will be pleased to 

, af



MOTION TO RECONSIDER 

My motion on which this hearing is being held seeks to have 

a judgment against me vacated. The judgment was awarded the FBI 

because I allegedly refused to provide alleged discovery. [In fact 

I provided about two file drawers of this information. After the 

record before this Court was closed, while the case was on appeal, 

the FBI began disclosing records to malck Allen in a case in another 

court. With one exception, all the nelu evidence on which my motion 

is based consists of the FBI's own records disclosed to Allen. 

In seeking discovery the FBI represented that the information 

sought would enable it to establish that it had complied with my 

requests. It also represented that it required my unique subject- 

matter expertise. Both representations are untruthful - in fact, 

impossible. 

These FBI records disclosed to Allen are attached to my 

filing. 

A little over a month ago I received additional new evidence, 

FBI records subsequently disclosed to Allen that are relevant to my 

undenied allegations of fraud, perjury and misrepresentation by the 

government to obtain the judgment. 

I restrict myself to this "new evidence" and, to save the 

Court's time, I now refer to only a few of these matters. While 

none are frivolous, I regard some as of greater importance. 

In addition, a few weeks ago a doctoral candidate gave me a 

copy of a report on FBI files by the Archives and FBI to judge 

Harold Greene in still other litigation and I use a few excerpts 

from it.



TICKLERS 

BI SA John N. Phillips, of the Records Management Division, 

| 
rj 

is case supervisor in this litigation He provided most of the FBI's 

attestations after accrediting himself as competent to do so. It is 

undenied that he is in the identical role in the Allen case in Which 

he also has attested. He thus supervised the disclosure to Allen 

of what disproves his attestations in this litigation. 

With regard to ticklers, or control files, Phillips provided 

several attestations in which he swore that these ticklers are 

always routinely destroyed after a short period of time and that 

there are none in the Dallas or New Orleans field offices. On July 

2, 1982, he swore that "the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices 

do not produce or maintain ticklers," [T1] repeating this August 

267 1982. [f2] 

He also swore that in any event ticklers hold only copies 

of records from the main case file. In all respects he swore falsely. 

While I do not know the extent of the FBI ticklers disclosed 

to Allen thus far in that litigation, the incomplete copies I have 

fill two file drawers. These ticklers go back more than 22 years,   

they refer to other old ticklers, and it thus is apparent that they 

are not routinely destroyed and that the FBI and Phillips were aware 

of this when Phillips swore falsely. If this were not the case, 

before remand I put the FBI and Phillips on notice and this false 

Swearing was neither withdrawn nor apologized for in any way. 

In the joint FBI~Archives study reported to Judge Greene, 

the records of the Dallas field office, among others, were examined, 

including those relating to the assassination of President Kennedy.



That report refers to the existence ol 

hh
 

pv
 the purpose of having é li information| regardi 

ticklers, as “maintained for 

immediately available without the necessity of reviewing numerous 

case files," in Dallas more than 100,000 pages in the JFK assassination 

files. This report refers to files in the plural in describing the 

contents of ticklers and it says further than “they contain copies 

of serials filed in individual case files." 

attested to the contrary. 

The expert Phillips 

Without ticklers the FBI would be utterly lost in these massive 

files in ongoing cases. They were created and they were not destroyed. 

Another tickler record disclosed to Allen states there was no destruction 

of any assassination records in either field office. 

Page 5 of one FBI tickler record disclosed recently to Allen 

makes it clear that Phillips was untruthful in attesting that the   
ticklers contain nothing not in the main file and are identical with 

it. At 15(b) it is stated that "Only the tickler version contains 

the Hosty data," another matter about \which Phillips attested untruthfully. 

And at (C) it is stated that "The tickler, 

differ in many respects." [73] 

Dallas SA Hosty was involved in 

report and amended pages 

several serious scandals and 

was disciplined. Phillips attested that all relevant Dallas Hosty 

records were disclosed, although the Hosty search slip is entirely 

blank. When I identified an FBIHQ 47 file in which Dallas Hosty 

information was hidden, after denials bf relevance, the one record 

I could identify by serial was provided.   As this just-disclosed 

FBIHQ tickler states, it is captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald" and is 

of obvious relevance. (Another serial from this file identified



by Phillips in this litigation indicating where some were, in particular, 

of the assassination period recordings of the Dallas police broadcasts. 

As fast as I disproved one of his untruthful attestations, Phillips 

made up another, was never truthful and, to this day, these existing 

and relevant recordy4long with existing and related records remain 

withheld. That this is not an innocent false swearing is reflected 

by the Department's letter of a year ago to me in which it admits 

that as of then one such recording had been blundered into exactly 

where I had stated it would be, along with relevant records. [R1] 

As ‘soon as I received this letter I offered to help locate 

the other relevant recordings that the FBI did make in Dallas. I 

also asked for the cost of a second copy of the recording for me 

to provide to others engaged in this research. Almost a year has 

passed and I have had no response to my letter nor have I received 

any copy of any recording or any of the relevant records and neither 

the recording nor the records are subject to any claim to exemption. 

One possible reason for this continued withholding in overt and deliberate 

violation of the law is to keep me from displaying it £6 this Court 

as proof positive of Phillips’ repeated false swearing and of the 

FBI's repeated misrepresentations to this Court. 

Another possible reason relates to whether the FBI misled 

a panel of the National Academy of Sciences that was requested to 

make a study of these recordings by the Attorney General at the request 

of the House of Representatives. 

This is not the only version of those recordings obtained 

by the Dallas FBI and, contrary to Phillips' attestation that all 

relevant information is in the four main files, neither they nor



the records relating to the FBI's making the recordings is in any 

of these main files. 

An example of Phillips' false swearing with regard to these 

records is his March 22, 1982, attestation, “plaintiff has been furnished 

with all releasable films and tapes." [R2] 

He repeated this word-for-word July 2, 1982 [R3] and August 

26, 1982 [R4], appending one of his complete fabrications in August, 

that an FBI employee made copies of the police tapes for the Warren 

Commission and that the FBI kept no copy- In fact, not a word of 

this is true. 

CRITICS 

Those known as “critics" of the JFK assassination investigations 

are included in my requests but no search was ever made, despite 

Phillips' attestations that such a search was made and that there 

are no such records. His resort to semantics does not avoid false 

swearing. On page 4 of the tickler outline referred to above [T5] 

is this entry, at 3 C7, “Subsequent preparation of sex dossiers 

on critics of probe." Such records are filed at the office of origin, 

Dallas, were not provided, and remained withheld even after I provided 

FBI Dallas and New Orleans file numbers for some. It is obvious 

that such dossiers could not be prepared without retrievable and 

retrieved records. Here again I emphasize that Phillips was supervisor 

in the disclosure of this record to Allen, so this information was 

known to him and his staff when he Swore other than truthfully with 

regard to critics. 

On several occasions Phillips swore to searches to locate 

attestedly non-existing records on "critics." But the search slips



provided, which he also swore are full and complete, reflect that 

no such search was ever made. With regard to the alleged New Orleans 

search he attested on April 29, 1982, on page 11, that "an all references 

indices search was made ... for 'critics' ..." [Cl] and with regard 

to the alleged Dallas search, on page 10, that "No material was found 

on ‘'critics' ..." [c2] 

The absence of any such search on the search slips attested 

to as full and complete means that any claim to any such search is 

knowingly false and the claim that there are no such records likewise 

is knowingly false. After I provided accurate FBI information neither 

false attestation was withdrawn. 

ALL RELEVANT RECORDS ARE NOT IN MAIN FILES 

Phillips attested that all the FBI's information responsive 

to my requests is in the four main Dallas files to which, without 

any search at all being made, compliance was restricted. He cannot 

have read my requests and sworn to this without knowing he was swearing 

falsely and he released to Allen tickler pages which remove any doubt 

on this score. 

One such gaye ds headed, "L. H- Oswald in Cuba allegation" 

and thus is of obvious relevance. Under "Material researched for 

memo" the last item is not cited to any of these mail files but is 

cited to a "Foreign Miscellaneous" file, "64-44828 Martins Main file." 

[F1[ 

When a search was made for newspaper stories reporting that 

Oswald had been an FBI informer, as another of these new tickler 

pages reflects, the search was in the 94 files on those papers, mistitled 

"Research Matters" by the FBI, which seeks to hide these files and



refuses to search them. "Houston Post NR for date 94~-8-sub 75" 

and "DL Morning News, NR for the date, 94-68431." [F2] The companion 

field office files, also mistitled, are "80. Laboratory Research 

Matters." They have nothing to do with the laboratory or its research, 

as I attested and the report to Judge Greene now confirms, there 

were relevant 80 file records in both field offices, as Phillips 

knew, and they were withheld from me. [F3] 

OTHER UNTRUTHS ABOUT RECORDS AND INDICES 

Phillips' attestations to the FBI's once-secret hiding places 

and methods are directly contradicted by the joint FBI-Archives report 

to Judge Greene and by Phillips himself. 
    

On August 26, 1982, Phillips attested that "'June' files are 

what the FBI sometimes calls the files that encompass the electronic 

surveillance conducted by a field office." In fact, they are and 

they "encompass" much more. "Information in the 'June' files," he 

attested, "like all other FBI files, is thus retrievable through 

a search of a field office's general indices." This also is untrue.[01] 

Phillips then pretended not to understand what is meant by 

keeping field office records outside its general files in the SAC's 

safes and by other means, but he did swear that "a search of the 

SAC safes in both the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices was made." 

In this he directly contradicts himself because he also swore that 

I was provided with all records of all alleged searches and no such 

search was even requested, leave alone made, from the search records 

provided in this litigation. Moreover, from his own words, even 

if there had been such a search, it was not a search responsive to 

my requests because it was, in his own words, limited to what the



FBI captioned as JFK assassination and specifically, my requests 

of both offices are not so limited. [02] 

With regard to Phillips' attestation to the retrievability 

of all records by 3 search of the general indices, the report to 

Judge Greene says there is "a variety of other indices." [03] 

It states also that "Some records are maintained separately 

from the related case files," including in special file rooms, surveil- 

lance materials and, addressing Phillips' feigned uncertainty, “materials 

maintained under the personal control of the Special Agent in Charge." 

Quoting, and again in direct contradiction of the FBI's attestations, 

"The Field Offices have special file rooms for informant files and 

ELSUR materials." And they also have "'Do Not File' materials" for 

what the FBI regards as “sensitive" to “ensure that such information 

would not appear in the case file." That “June" is for more than 

electronic surveillance next follows in a listing that includes the 

"highly controversial." And when the “June" designation was abandoned 

during this litigation, the FBI "required continued special handling 

and separate filing of sensitive material." [04] 

"Do Not File documents are used in sensitive matters," the 

Report to Judge Greene states, “such as illegal break-ins and political 

gossip, but they were used also for policy making and administrative 

documents, in which restricted circulation and filing was desired." 

Again, directly contradicting Phillips, this report to Judge Greene 

states that "There is no procedural cross-referencing between the 

ELSUR index and the General Index." 

I have not exhausted Phillips' permeating infidelity to fact 

ranging from his deliberate resort to semantics to evade, misrepresent



and mislead to the overtly false but have restricted myself to a 

selection of the large amount of FBI information tha cr
 it, itself, 

disclosed and this I use as what it is, "new evidence." What makes 

all this official dishonesty even more blatant is the fact that most 

of this new evidence was disclosed under Phillips' personal supervision 

and control, albeit delayed until after the case record in this litiga- 

tion was closed. It is beyond question that none of Phillips' perme- 

ating dishonesty was not and could not have been accidental. 

OFFENSES BY FBI COUNSEL 

Paralleling all this FBI sworn-to official untruthfulness 

to this Court is serious misrepresentation by its counsel and, sur- 

prisingly, some of that, for reasons not apparent to me, also is 

Sworn to. This is consistent with the behavior of all FBI counsel, 

who entirely disregarded all the proof I provided of Phillips' and 

other FBI untruthfulness, myself under oath, when those counsel filed 

with this Court additional attestations already proven to be untruthful. 

I reemphasize that the FBI and its counsel have not made even 
  

pro forma denial of the new evidence I provided and its meaning and 

that it thus is the only evidence before this Court on the limited 

question before it, of vacating the judgment based on this new evidence. 

I believe that both the FBI and its counsel ought be subject to sanc- 

tions because of their undenied wrongful and I believe criminal 

conduct. 

With regard to my Motion, through its counsel the FBI makes 

two knowingly untruthful representations. One is that I have done 

no more than "rehash" the question of search when in fact I have 

done no such thing, not in any way, as is obvious in any reading 

10



of what I have filed. The other is that under Rule 60(6) time has 

run. This is false on two counts, and again, there is no question 

of deliberateness in these miscepreentations. With regard to the 

time permitted by the Rule, the one-year limit, specifically, pertains 

to the first three of its six clauses only. If by any remote chance 

learned FBI counsel, trained and experienced in the law, knows less 

than an aged, infirm and ill layman, the possibility of ignorance 

causing this serious misrepresentation vaporized when I quoted the 

entire Rule verbatim. Yet thereafter the same and certainly deliberate 

misrepresentation, that the one-year limit applied and had run, was 

repeated by the FBI's counsel. 

Moreover, even if this were not true, the year still has not 

run because it is much less than a year since this Court issued its 

judgment, so not only the last three cl auses of the Rule can be 

invoked, all of them can be and are. 

THIS COURT ERRED IN NOT MAKING ANY FINDING OF FACT 

I also invoked Rules 52 and 59, the latter pertaining to new 

trial and the amending of judgment. The first words of clause (a) 

of Rule 52 are, "In all a@tions tried upon the facts without a jury 

or with an advisory jury, the court shall find the facts specifically 

and state separately the conclusions of law thereon, and judgment 

shall be entered pursuant to Rule 58; and in granting or refusing 

interlocutory injunctions the court shall similarly set forth the 

findings of fact and conclusions of law which constitute the grounds 

for its action ..." Clause (b) provides for amending judgments. 

Even "when findings of fact are made in actions tried by the court 

without a jury" - and this Court made no "Findings of fact" - "the 

11



question of the suftieioney of the evidence to support the findings 

of fact may thereafter be raised ..."| The FBI has not raised any 

question of the sufficiency of the evidence I presented. In fact, 

it has entirely ignored all the evidence I presented and, with ample 

Opportunity to do so, has presented no evidence of its own for, in 

truth, it cannot. The only evidence before this Court is the encirely 

undenied evidence I presented and thus there is no other evidence 

before the Court on my Motion for it to consider. On its part the 

Court erred in not making any Findings of Fact. For these reasons 

the Court may, and I believe it should, vacate the judgment obtained 

by the serious, undenied and I think criminal misconduct by which 

it was procured. Moreover, in the absence of even a scintilla of 

contradictory evidence, I believe that under the Rules I am entitled 

to no less and that the Court has no alternative. 

12



> FBI searche . : processed all the Dallas and New Orieans — 

  

files thi. were re--onsive to Alointi.. s FOIA request.* 

  

(Emp.asis added). And fina. vy, in paragra; 25 of my fourth 

declaration, filed on May 3, . stated that the same files 

set out in pars: 7h 3 of m irst declaration “were [the 

ones] determined b; *"* FBI to be responsive to plaintiff's FOIA 

request.” Notwithstanding these unequivocal statements, I will 

once again declare, in an attempt to satisfy plaintiff's concerns, 

that the records listed in paragraph 3 of my first declaration and 

paragraph 25 of my fourth declaration encompass all the records 

rE! 

which were determined by the FBI to be responsive to plaintif 

a 

s 

FOIA request. 

4. Plaintiff's counsel next raises a question whether the 

FBI searched its “tickler” records in Dallas or.New Orleans on the 

Kennedy assassination. Before addressing that question, a brief 

explanation of *ticklers" is in order. 

A "tickler® is a carbon copy of a document which is 

prepared for the information and temporary use of individuals at 

FBIHQ who need to follow the progress of a certain matter. There 

are no set policies or procedures for the retention or maintenance 

of “ticklers.” Rather, each employee has his own system for 

handling “ticklers,” depending on what ig most convenient for him. 

In addition, each employee normally discards his *tickler" copy of 

a document once it is no longer of any use to him. 

Not all FBI divisions maintain “ticklers.” Indeed, most FBI 

field offices, including the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices, 

do not produce or maintain “ticklers.” 

Accordingly, the answer to plaintiff's question concerning 

"ticklers" is simply that there are no such documents in the 

Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices. But even if those field 

offices had maintained *ticklers", it would have been virtually 

jmpjgeshje to search for the ones responsive to plaintiff's FOIA 

heir maintenance varies among the employees 

requests inasmuch as t 

wie wse *tter weorecrer, it world tave Deen useless to do so 

since they are merely carbon copies of documents, that have already 

been ‘processed in cesponse to plaintiff's requests. 
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of a certain matter. I also stated that not all FBI divisions 

maintain “ticklers" and that indeed most FBI field offices, 

including the Dallas and New Orleans Offices, do not produce or 

maintain these types of records. 

In response to those statements, plaintiff produced a docu- 

  

ment (i.e., Exhibit 2 attached to Harold Weisberg's affidavit of 

July 21, 1982) ("Weisberg Affidavit"), which he claims 

demonstrates that the Dallas Field Office does produce and 

maintain ticklers. That document indicates that a file on Marina 

Nikolaevna Porter was being closed on March 6, 1978, but that the 

agent wanted to reopen the case in six months “for verification of 

the address of subject and family.” To remind him of the 

reopening, the agent directed a rotor clerk, per a notation at the 

end of the memorandum, to prepare a “six (6) months tickler for 

reopening.” 

In this context, it is clear that the agent was not request- 

ing the production of a photostatic or carbon copy (i.e., a 

“tickler” copy) of the memorandum in question. He was instead 

directing a clerk to prepare a 3 x 5 card indicating the action 

that was to be taken six months hence. This card, in turn, would 

have been placed ina chronologically arranged system of other 

_ cards which contained similar types of reminders. As each 

time period elapsed, the noted action would be taken and the 

“tickler”™ card would be thrown away. 

Exhibit 2 attached to Weisberg's Affidavit thus does not 

refute the statement in paragraph 4 of my fifth declaration that 

most FBI field offices, including the Dallas and New Orleans 

Offices, do not produce or maintain “tickler" copies of the / 

documents that they generate. Rather, it merely demonstrates that 

FBI agents often utilize an informal card system to remind them of 

certain actions that should be taken in the future.



    SEO Set CAV SIE nan ion of President John F. Kennedy Ne 

(12) Bureau airtel dated 2/14/64, advised Dallas and 
New Orleans that the amended pages were not to be inserted in the 
12/23/63, report since the changes were not substantive and 
dealt primarily with page numbering, of the original address book. 
The amended pages did not include the Eosty data (105-82555- 
2021). SAC Francis M. Mullen, Jr., New Orleans Division, reviewed 
the New Orleans Lee Harvey Oswald file on 11/15/77, and advised 
that pages 672 through 701 conformed to Bufiles. 

(13) Former SA Gemberling and SA Kessler furnished 
affidavits dated 2/25/64, Bufile 105-82555-2243 and 105-82555- 
2244 respectively, which essentially explained the conversion 
of Kessler's office memorandum to a report insert and stated that 
the Hosty data was omitted from both the memorandum and report 

‘since it was not of lead value. These affidavits vere furnished 
to the Warren Commission by Bureau letter dated 2/27/64, 
C105 82595 2240). 

ie . (14) SA Udo H. Specht, Dallas Division, has conducted 
exhaustive searches to locate the original Kessler memorandum 
without success. 

(15) Comparison of all four versions of paces 672 a 
; _ Eapougi 701 reflect the following: oi 

(A) The 12/19/63, version appears identical to the ° 
12/23/63, report version except for a minor pen change to a street 
number. 

Cc 
(B) Only the tickler version contains the Rosty data. 

(C) The tickler, report and amended page versions differ 
in many respects. For example, 25 pages of the ticzler copy do not 
coincide with the 30 pages of the report version to include : 
page 696 which pertains to the Hosty data. 
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“eGR, U.S. Department of Justice 

‘ Oe >} i} Office of Lezal Policy 

ihr of Information and Privacy 
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Washington, D.C. 20530 

Xo? 
av" 

K& 

Mr. Harold Weisberg ke: Appeal Nos. 80-1644 

7627 Old Receiver Road and 81-0533 

Frederick, MD. 21701 RLH: PLH 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

This letter is to advise you that we have located certain 

records that appear to be responsive to your requests to the 

Criminal Division for records relating to the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy. Those requests are the subject of 

Appeal Nos. 80-1644 and 81-0533. These records contain the 

original dictabelt provided to the HSCA by the Dallas Police 

Office. We have also located unindexed working copies of 

portions of that tape in the Technical Services Division of 

Bureau Headquarters. These records are now being reviewed and a 

release determination will be made as soon as possible. 

You will be interested to know that these records were 

located as a result of a lead uncovered by Ms. Hubbell during the 

processing of certain documents you requested from the Criminal 

Division that were referred to this Office. The dictabelt and 

related documents have been stored for the last several years in 

the office sate of Roger Cubbage, a Criminal Division attorney, 

who waS an assistant to Robert Keuch. 

Sincerely, 

}) 

Richard L. Huff, Co-Director 
Office of Information and 

Privacy 

     

 



Indices searches were made in the Dallas Field Office to 

locate material on Mr. Hosty. No main files or miscelianeous 

files on Mr. Hosty were located; however, there was a general 

personnel matters file (67-425) containing material on Mr. Hosty 

relative to the JFK assassination which was Processed and, where 

appropriate, released to plaintifé. 

The New Orleans Field Office conducted indices searches for 

material on Mr. Garrison. Two files (included in the NO 

miscellaneous references) were located and Processed for release. 

“Two other documents relative to the JFK assassination which 

contained Mr. Garrison's name (i.e., see references) were also 

located and processed. Because Mr. Garrison is a well know public 

figure in New Orleans, his name was found in numerous other 

documents, none of which pertained to the Kennedy assassination; 

accordingly, those documents were not processed. 

Finally, no files were located on "critics" or "Warren 

Commission critics* in either the Dallas or New Orleans Field 

Offices. 
| 

5. Contrary to his assertions, Plaintiff has been 

furnished with all releasable films and tapes relative to the JFK 
aa. ie 

  

assassination contained in the Dallas and New Orleans Field ee 

Offices. 

6. In his opposition papers, Plaintiff contends that the 

94,965 "previously processed” pages should be included in the 

proposed sample Vaughn “Index.. As noted in paragraph 4 of my 

earlier declaration, the “previously processed" documents consist 

of material in FBIHQ files on the JFK assassination. Those 

documents were processed prior to this litigation pursuant to a py 

separate FOIA request by plaintiff for FBIHQ records on the : 3 

Kennedy assassination. Accordingly, when plaintif£ later 

requested DL and NO documents on the JFK assassination, the FBI 

teviewed all such documents and excluded records duplicative of 

those that had been processed in the FBIAQ reayest, To have 

“2 = 
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the th.-1 criticism presented by plainkife%s counsei with | 

respect to the uequacy of the FBI's searc: is the assert .on that 

tt agency : ---d to produce cert -‘n films, tapes and photographs 

contained i- the Dallas files on the Kenne..; assassination, 

“including tapes on ‘critics' like Jim Garrison and the Dallas 

police radio bre: cast." Pl. Opp. at 11. This assertion is c—=_) 

false. - 

All photographs in the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices’ 

files on the Kennedy assassination, including those referenced by 

plaintiff's counsel, were processed in response to plaintiff's 

FOIA requests. Those photographs not subject to a FOIA exemption 

were provided to plaintiff in the form of photostatic copies. 

In addition, I have indicated on a number of occasions that 

plaintiff has been furnished with all releasable films and tapes | 

relative to the JFK assassination contained in the Dallas and New | 

Orleans Field Offices. (See paragraph 5 of my second declaration, | 

filed on March 22, 1982; paragraph 3(g) of my third declaration, 

filed on April 15, 1982; paragarph 20 of my fourth declaration, 

filed on May 3, 1982). In one last attempt to placate plaintiff's 

doubts, I reiterate that the FBI has notified plaintiff of all 

films and tapes in the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices' files 

which pertain in any manner to the Kennedy assassination, and that 

he has been provided with copies of those films and tapes which 

are releasable. 

6. The fourth accusation made by plaintiff's counsel in his 

opposition brief is that the FBI ignored certain parts of 

plaintiff's FOIA requests. This accusation, similar to the 

previous ones, has absolutely no foundation. 

As I spelled out in great detail in my fourth declaration, 

filed on May 3, 1982, all records on or pertaining to persons or 

organizations who figured in the-investigation of the Kennedy 

assassination -- as far as those records were related to that 

investigation -- were processed and, where appropriate, released



  

(? jefe sth 

(d) Whether the FBI searched for records referenced in 

a Dallas memorandum dated October 23, 1975, attached as Exhibit ll 

to Weisberg's Affidavit. 

As I indicated in paragraph 18(e) of my fourth declaration 

attached to Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary, filed on 

May 3, 1982, the FBI's search in these cases did locate records 

concerning the allegations of Mr. William Walter. By letter dated 

May 15, 1981, plaintiff was provided with the records pertaining 

to Mr. Walter's allegations that had not been previously processed 

in the FBIHQ files.—/ 

(e) Whether the FBI searched for all films and tapes. 

ae 

As I have stated several times in these cases, —’ 

plaintiff has been furnished all releasable films and tapes in the 

Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices which pertain to the JFK 

assassination. Furthermore, as I indicated in paragraph 3(g) of 

my third declaration, some tapes and films (this includes the 

“Thomas Alyea film") were sent to FBIHQ during the investigation 

and thus are involved in the pending administrative appeal of 

plaintiff's separate FOIA request for FBIHQ material. Lastly, 

there are no tapes of “the recorded police radio broadcasts" in 

aa / x 

either the Dallas or New Orleans Field oOffices.—— 

«7 Most of the records surrounding Mr. Walter's allegations were 

previously processed pursuant to a separate FOIA request by 
plaintiff. That processing of the FBIHQ Kennedy files was 
explained in paragraph 6 of my second declaration attached to 
Defendant's Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to the Motion 
Concerning the Adjudication of Certain Exemption Claims, filed on 
March 22, 1982. 

ae / See Second Declaration of John N. Phillips, q 5, attached to 

Defendant's Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to the Motion 
Concerning the Adjudication of Certain Exemption Claims, filed on 
March 22, 1982; Third Declaration of John N. Phillips, { 3(g), 
attached to Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Settlement 

Proposal, filed on April 15, 1982; Fourth Declaration of John N. 
Phillips, {{ 20 and 24, attached to Defendant's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, filed on May 3, 1982; Fifth Declaration of John 
N. Phillips, ¢ 5, attached to Defendant's Reply to Plaintiff's 
Opposition to the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, filed on 
July 2, 1982; and Seventh Declaration of John N. Phillips, { 3, 

attached to Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Order 

Compelling Photographic Copies of All Movie Films and Still 
Photographs in the FBI's Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices, 

filed on August 19, 1982. 

##*/ Tt should be noted that a tape of the recorded Dallas police 

radio broadcasts was made by an FBI official for use by the Warren 

Commission. However, a copy of that tape was not maintained by 

the ‘Bureau in its files on the assassination. 
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21. In addition, the FBI agreed, pursuant to a request by 

Plaintiff's attorney, to furnish him all the indices search slips 
Prepared by the Dallas Field Office. Thus, plaintiff has the 
capability for determining what files were searched and Sroceseed 
by the FBI in response to his Dallas FOIA request. 

B. Searches Undertaken In The New 
Orleans Pield Office As A Result 
Of The Administrative Appeal 

22. As a result of the Associate Attorney General's decis- 
ion on plaintiff's administrative appeals, the New Orleans Field 
Office conducted, again under the direction of Special Agent 
Clifford H. Anderson, new indices searches for ail the subjects 
listed in that decision. (See paragraph 17, supra). Moreover, an ( : ~—¥ all reference indices Search was 

4 

  
made for material on George 

DeMohrenschildt, as well as for "critics" or “criticism of the 
assassination investigation. 

23. In February 1981, the New Orleans office advised PBIEQ 
that no- additional "main® or “see” references had been located on 
the subjects listed by the Associate Attorney General. Likewise, 
no “main" or “see™ references had been found on George 

DeMohrenschildt (other than an FOIPA administrative instructional 
document) or on "critics" or "criticism" of the FBI's assassina- 
tion investigation. However, the New Orleans Field Office did 
forward to FBIHQ all material filed in 89-69 subsequent to that 5 

file having been sent to the FOIPA Section for Processing. Upon 
processing this new material, plaintiff was furnished the 
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releasable portions. 

- 

24. Furthermore, as a result of the administrative appeal, 

the PBI conducted a search for films and tapes contained in the 

New Orleans Field Office pertaining to the JFK assassination. Two 

tapes were located and -processed: one was released to plaintiff 

whereas the other was withheld pursuant to (b)(7)(C), (D) of the 

FOIA. (See paragraph 3(g) of my declaration of April 15, 1982. 

25. In addition, the FBI: agreed, pursuant to a request by 

plaintiff's attorney, to furnish plaintiff with all the indices 

search slips prepared by the New Orleans Field Office. Accord- 

ingly, similar to Dallas, plaintiff has the capability for 

-~ll-  



   
d) George DeMohrenschildt accrge DeMohrenschildt 

1 "main" file: 105-632 - “George DeMohrenschildt,® This file consists of an internal Security inves~ tigation on Mr. DeMohrenschildt beginning in 1940, 
i "see* reference in file 100-8149; caption \ withheld pursuant to privacy interests. 

@) Administrative Files 

152 "see® references in the following files; 

67-425 - "Personnel Matters General.” This is the material on SA James P, Hosty. (151 "see" references), 

One file - captioned, “Inquiry Concerning Authenticity of Alleged Teletype Directed to All SACs 11/17/63 Captioned ‘Threat To Assassinate President Kennedy, in Dallas, Texas 11/22/63, Miscellaneous Information Concerning.'*® This file concerns the allegations of a William Walter that there was a teletype sent to all SACs about a threat to assassinate President Kennedy. (1 "see" reference). 

£) Warren Commission and Critics or Criticism of the FBI's Investigation 

No additional "main® files or miscellaneous “see” references on the Warren Commission were located. Likewise, no material was oT) found on “critics” or “criticism® of the 
t | 

FBI's assassination investigation, 
: ‘ 19. The additional Dallas material listed above was processed 

and the releasable Parts were furnished to Plaintiff. Plaintig¢e¢   was also furnished with all releasable material filed in 89-43 and 
44-1639 subsequent to those files having been sent to FBIHQ for 
Processing by the FOIPA Section. 

20. Furthermore, as a result of the administrative appeal, 
the FBI conducted a search for films and tapes contained in the 
Dallas Field Office pertaining to the JFK assassination. Six 

films and six tapes were located and Processed. As noted in 
paragraph 3(g) of my declaration of April 15, 1982 (attached to 
the Defendants‘ Response to Plaintiff's Settlement Proposal), 
Plaintiff was furnished those films and tapes that were 

releasable. 

- 10 =
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c-3 
(\ The Bureau establishes control files as another means of ewaintaining control 

of inforeetion and ectivities on specific subjects. Control files usually are 
get up in connection with warious investigative activities much ae geablinag 
iavestigations, organized crime programs, political organizations under 
investigation, protection of the President, and any other topic needing 
control between the individual case files. Por example, a Headquarters 
control file exists for benk robbery suspects in classification 91, Bank 
Robbery. This file, in Headquarters 91-1419, consists of documents relating 

‘ to uspects who are the ouvbjects of warfous classification 91 
inwestigations. Sometimes the control files are lists of other files, names 
of organizations end case files members, or public correspondence files on a 
epecific case that has drawn public attention. 

Another stenderd filing procedure is the use of sub-files. At times they are 
created when the original file is too large and is divided into eub-units, 
each with its own mimerical designation. The Bureau also uses alphabetically 
designated sub-files to control records such as newsclippings, inf, = 
reports, end transcripts when they become too voluminous to be included the 
main case file. Finally, the Burem routinely files voluminous enclosures to 
correspondence or reports directly behind the case file es an enclosure- 
behind-file (EBF). 
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Two classificstions, 62 (Administrative Inquiries) end 66 (déministrative 
Matters), were established about 1921 as repositories for miecellaneous 
administrative files. Bureau mamals list major subject sreas for inclusion 
in the classifications, but there are file topics beyond those subject sreas 
in both classifications. The documentation is voluminous and waried, and thus 
the classifications are very heterogenous in topics and significance 
example, classification 62 contains chronic public correspondence ea 
informant control files. The miscellaneous nature of the two adwinistfative 
classifications is an aberration from the Bureau’s adherance to a strict case 
file eyste= of records keeping. 

Although most of the files maintainance procedures adopted in the Bureau 
Headquarters are duplicated in Field Offices and overseas Legsts, some 
wariations do exist. Field Offices separate their closed end pending 
favestigative files. The latter are retained by the operational unit pureuing 
the isvestigation, while the former are centrally maintained im a clesed file 
ares. Closed Fleld Office and Legat files in which there ere fez serisls ere 
frequently consolideted into one wolume of records. 

Because the files are membered consecutively, the came case will mot hawe the 
seme umber et Headquarters and in the Mleld Offices. Classification of 
dnvestigations is idiosyncratic, both in the Plield Offices and Headquarters, 
@o thet the same cases way be in different classifications im the Field 
Offices and Headquarters. The OO files in the Pleld Offices are weually only 
copies of policy documents from Headquarters with few internal Field 
documents that would alter § the policies im each  elassif(cat 
Classification 80 at Headquarters is Laboratory Besearch Matters, while 
Fleld Offices it is the public relations classification euphemistically naned 
Research Matters at Readquarters (classification 94). 
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Whether the FBI searched for “ticklers.* 

In paragraph 4 of my fifth declaration, I stated that, 

because the Dallas and New Orleans Field ffices did not produce 

or maintain “tickler" copies of documents, the FBI did not 

undertake a search for such records. I also explained that even 

if those field offices had maintained "tickler" copies, it would 

have been virtually impossible to search for the ones responsive 

to plaintiff's FOIA requests inasmuch as their maintenance varies 

among the employees who use them. Moreover, I noted that it would 

have been a duplication of effort to search for “ticklers® (again 

assuming their existence) since they would have been merely carbon 

copies of documents that were already processed in response to 

plaintiff's requests. 

(c) Whether the FBI searched “June files." 

“June files" are what the FBI sometimes calls the files that 

encompasses the electronic surveillance conducted by a field 

office. These files, consistent with the FBI's filing 

<vatem, are index according to who or what organization or 

company was under surveillance. Information in the ‘June files," 

like all other FBI files, is thus retrievable through a search of 

a field office's general indices. 

In the instant cases, the FBI utilized its general indices to 

identify material responsive to plaintiff's FOIA requests. If any 

of that material was located in a “June file," that file was 

searched and the releasable material pertinent to plaintiff's 

requests was furnished to him. However, not all of the “June 

files" in the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices were searched 

for, as can be readily imagined, most of them have absolutely 

nothing to do with the JFK assassination. 

  

af For a detailed explanation of the FBI's filing system, see 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of my fourth declaration attached to 
Defendant's Motion for Partial 6ummary Judgment, filed on May 3, 
1982. 

 



  

t 

(m) Whether the FBI has searched SAC confidential files 

and safes. 

  The FBI is unsure what plaintiff is referring to when he 

talks about SAC (i.e., Special Agent in Charge) confidential 

files. Plaintiff may be referring to materials on highly 

sensitive investigations and personnel matters which are 

maintained in the offices of the SACs. Those materials are kept 

in safes for eecurity purposes. 

In the instant cases, the FBI did undertake a search of the 

SAC safes in both the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices. Any 

records that were located therein which pertained to the JFK 

assassination or which were responsive to the Associate Attorney 

General decision of December 16, 1980, were processed and, if 

nonexempt, were provided eo praintiee. 

{(n) Whether all records identified on "see" references __ 

have been provided. 

*/ 
As I have stated before in these cases,— all releasable 

information pertinent to plaintiff's FOIA request has been 

provided to him. This includes records identified by way of "see" 

references. Furthermore, as I stated in paragraphs 21 and 24 of 

my fourth declaration, plaintiff was provided -- by agreement 

of the FBI -- with copies of all the indices search slips prepared 

by the Dallas and New Orleans Field Offices. Plaintiff thus has 

the capability for determining what files (including those 

identified by way of "see" references) were searched and processed 

by the FBI in these cases. 

*7 See, e.g., Fifth Declaration of John N. Phillips, ¢ 3, 
attached to Defendant's Reply to Plaintiff's Opposition to the 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, filed on July 2, 1982. 
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It was assumed that some kind of etatistical sample of FBI records would 

ultimately be sade permanent and transferred to the National Archives. To 

assure that historically importent records, which might be missed by such «a 

eseple, were preserved, a list of spproximately 4,000 Exceptional Cases was 

ds developed. Contributions to the list were sought from the research 

nd communities through their journals and newsletters and through letters sent to 

he gone 600 scholars. In addition, the team members provided Exceptions] Cases 

et frem their research and their work with the case files. (Section 3.) 

Based upon the proportional sampling technique employed nearly one-half of the 

ret case files examined cape from 33 classifications. Case files from two 

FBI clessifications = 100 (Domestic Security) and 105 (Foreign 

lwe Counteriatelligence) —- comprise more than 10% of the 18,000 case files. 

Although it is commonly assumed that FBI case files are bulging dossiers, two- 

‘ ehirds of the sample are. less than one-fourth inch thick. Another common 

ter assumption that most FBI : case files are rich historicsl sources .is not 

000 supported by the 18,000 case files in the data. base. Indeed, only 26.52 of 

ces the sample have any ‘research potential.. (Section. 4.) oS 

Information on the case files in the data base was used. to eonthee— 

214 . “clessification..profiles” that formed part of: the background msterial relied 

FBI upon: in making sppraise] recommendetions. (Section 5.and. Appendix A.). The 

teBo date base also was used to“test several hypotheses about FBI case files. 

2eBe Contrary to what one might expect, more criminal related case files are opened: 

- tnst than security related ones, although it is clear the latter tend to. have 

each greater research potential. An analysis of the data base revealed only one 

— tion time period — the 1940s for security related classifications — when -Tesearch 

potential was significantly greater than any other time period. Another 

analysis discloged that Field Office/Office of Origin case files tend to have 

use more' research potential than Fleld Office/Auxiliary Office case files, and 

In that the research potential of Mleld Office/Office. of Origin case files is 

ical identical. to. Headquarters. <A comparison of selected::-FHield Office/Office of . 

arly Origin case files. with Headquarter counterparts shows -thet 602% had identical 

r in research potential ratings; and where the research potential rating differed, 

les, a higher research potential was marked .for Headquarters case files. Finally, 

"fat files" clearly had greater research potential than “chin files”. and 

proved to be the best: single predictor of research potential. This analysis 

ean, also suggested ther 2 “fet file” or milti-section file should consist of two 

RARS er wore sections. (Section 4.) + 

Several . studies of special topics - euch as indices; abstracts, non-textual 

2g of records, and the like vere conducted. The permanent walue of ma 

ntial % index cards is determined by the disposition instructions for ated case 

  

   

  

ject: files. <A vwariety of other indices, including some relating to e ectronic 

files surveillance activities, .have research potential and should -be retained. 

{ons: Generally, the value of non-textual records derives from whether or not the 

related case file is to. be permanently retained. With few exceptions, 

disposal of computer tapes is not authorized at this time, alth some 

> [gt orl ereas they are of permanent walue. A review of the Bureau’s abstfact sys 

indicated that only abstracts arranged by “source” and those relat 

SIS program in Latin America should be permanently retained. (Appendix A.) 

ed 
; 

entice Based upon analyses of the case files in the data base, examination of other



2.3 Records esintained seperately from main file 

Sous records are waintained Separately frog waintained as a Separate series 
records in Special Pile Rooas, ELSUR materials, ‘personnel and Budget record Public inquiries, eutomated and materials maintained Mader the personal control ef the Spec 

Psl 
materials, 
Agente 

rational Acadeny records, 

in Charge. 

Ie 1948, « Headquarters Special File Room was that have en unusually confidential or 
Until recently 
The criterla for records to be through the years, but the following categories have? 

obscene enclosures.” 
Special records rooms. 
File Room have changed 
usually been in ¢ special file 
wsterials (ELSUR), 
aed prominent people, undercover 
and several smal) sensitive series 

Iwo Bureau record keeping practices . 
received widespread attention. established a separate filing procedure for information st sensitive sources" 

have 

the Bureau's 
mot appear in the case file. 
“June” (a codevord used because 
turo was placed in 
Confidential. The 
only for the most 

electronic 
as a eiphenise to concea] the exis 

from techniques (especially elect 

informant files, sensitive materials 

Such mail was to be 
the progrem began in June). another envelope addressed 

Same SAC Letter specified that “June Mail” wag secretive sources, 
be discussing such 

surveillance or surreptitious entries ani 

roo 

Gutside the mein file room. 

ead audiovi 

established te hold 
peculiar background . .. { 

there were several 

Pleced in the Special ¥ 

“all fil      

    

   

   

room: June mail, electreaie eurveillance 
Sa amployees # Operations records, foreign seurce records, of records. 

“June Mail" and "Do Hot Ale” @enoranda, The SAC Letter no. 69 of June 29, 1949, 
frcea or Felating to to ensure thet such information would 

sealed in an envelope marked 

to the Director, Personal and 
“to be used 

Secretaries to high 
attitudes, or when 
techniques.” 

@uch as Governors, 
officials and their 
unusual investigative 

   
    
    

POR Le 

   

  

  
tance of such activities. 

| 

ronic surveillance) used in Security cases. In 1964 some information relating to criminal intelligence, euch ag = 
Nostra and Top Echelon Criminal Informents, wes also authorized to be bk cient 
under June procedures. A May 26, 1970, sac Letter further broade the 
definition of June mail by leaving to the discretion of each SAC whet should 
be considered June mail. FBI Headquarters Memo 52-70, dated Noveaber 7, 1978, 3 
discontinued the June designation tut required contimed Speciel handling and 
Seperate filing of sensitive material. In 1976 extant June mail was indexed 
imate the Central Records Systen. 

“Do Wot File® Procedures began 
1940, 
would be prepared ca blue forns, abstracts be Prepared for those d 
Were typed on pink paper with wari 
should be destroyed after appropriate action, writer, or should be retained in the Director’s office. 

Be instructed that memoranda “written merely for informative   would not be filed, ser 
ccuments. Later, the Do Hot File memoranda ous annotations indicating 

should be   
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Do Wot File documents were used in sensitive seatters, such as illegal break- | 

ins ami political gossip, but they were used also for policy makiag aad 

edainistrative documents in which restricted circuletion end filing was 
desired by the Bureau. Souctimes Do Not File restrictions were struck out by 
che writer or an Assistant Director, and the documents were in fect serialized 

ead filed in eo regular case file. 

Hoover end the Executive Conference of the Bureau (composed of Assistant 

Directors who regularly reviewed FBI policies and procedures, recomended 
appropriste ection, and forwarded the recommendations to Mr. Hoover) sttempted 
to control the growth and filing ef the Do Not File materials, and after 
Pebrusry 1950, the colored Do Mot File memorenda procedure was stopped. 
However, the procedure was still used oa occasion, porticslerly ty L. Petrick 
Gray, after the discontinuance of the colored forms. As hes been the case 
from the earliest days of the Bureau, documentation ef very rastine 
eduinistrative business is not serialized or filed in case files. 
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' Electronic eurveillance (ELSUR) refers to both telephone eurveilleace (wiretap | 
or technical eurveillance) and microphone surveillance (bug er electronic 
listening device). Both techniques have been used by the Burem s 
1930’s, though the legal bases for them changed through the years. The 
always considered BLSUR records as sensitive waterials. Uatil recently they 

were filed in special file rooms, SAC pares in special dravers in the 
operstional divisions, and with the Do No e and June mail procedures. In 
fect most of the records handled as June mail were ELSUR materials. 

   

    
In the FBI Headquarters Memo 52-78 dated November 7, 1978, the June 
designation was discontimed, tut the memorandum required contimed special 
handling and separate filing of sensitive ELSUR materials. At present, ELSUR 
records are filed in regular case files (many times as sub-files), indexed in 
the ELSUR Index, and if the materiels are placed in the Headquarters Special 
File Room, there sre cross reference sheets in the case files. 

The ELSUR Index maintained in all Meld Offices and at Headquarters, was begun 
in 1966 and includes the names of people who were monitored by the by c 
were the proprietors of premises in which an BLSUE was conducted since Gamary 
1, 1960. There is no procedural cross referencing between the E.SUR -~ 
ji ex, but ft its Vikely that the subjects of BELSUK oserations 
eppear in the General Index eas a result of investigative operations. 

   
   

The personnel records of the FBI are classification 67, but they are 
maintained seperately from the main file roca by ea unit of the Becords 
Management Division in Headquarters or by the SAC in the Pleld Offices. There 
ere three categories of files identified mumerically by e classification 67 
@amber. The first are the Official Personnel Folders for both out-of-service 
ead fa-service personne]. The second category is employment applications, and 

@Ghe third is Special end General Files. The latter include personnel policy 
@etters esch as training, overtime, and performance ratings. 

  
Beadqarters budget records are maintained in and eutside the Central Records 

, System. Approximately 300 feet of budget records, thet dete from 1939 to the 
present, are maintained outside of the Central Records System. Some of these 
Baeerde are duplicates of documents included in classification 66 but these 
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HAROLD WEISBERG, 
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JAMES H. LESAR, 
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Vv. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION et al., 

Defendants-Appellees. 

  PETITION FOR PERMISSION 10 PROCEED OUT OF ORDER 
AND ADD TO PETITION FILED JANUARY 9, 1985 - 

Harold Weisberg, Plaintiff-Appellant, petitions for permission to proceed 

_ out of order and add to petition filed January 9, 1985. 

CONCISE STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR THIS ADDITION TO 
PETITION FILED JANUARY 9, 1985 

Plaintiff-appellant Weisberg is without counsel for the reasons stated 

earlier. He is aware that this court frowns upon requests for extension of time 

or more than 15 pages, but he believes that the information not available to him 

until after he filed his petition of January 9, 1985, is of such exceptional 

importance to the nation and to this court, involves the integrity of this court 

and the judicial system, as he specifies below, thif he therefore petitions this



court to accept this addendum to his petition. 

BACKGROUND 

Although he is not a lawyer, Weisberg was aware of the limitation to 15 

pages and to 45 days under the rules of this court. In addition to his serious 

ilInesses, which are documented in the case record and of which the panel was 

aware], as the case record also reflects this time of the year he is subject to 

bronchial infections that have had numerous, painful, debilitating and lingering 

complications. He had such an infection when he drafted his petition and he 

feared that if he did not file it immediately he might not be able to file it at 

all, so he filed the retyped rough draft. 

Then he received and was able to examine records pertinent in this liti- 

gation and withheld from him that were provided to another litigant, Mark Allen, 

by the rer 

This particular batch of FBI JFK assassination records disclosed to Allen 

relates to FBI SA James P. Hosty, Jr., who, as without contradiction Weisberg 

attested, was involved in several major public scandals. Yet the supposed Dallas 

search slip was and throughout the litigation remained blank. Without refutation 

Weisberg attested to the great volume of Dallas Hosty records that had to be 

identified in any honest search; that the FBI withheld them because of their 

embarrassing content (and because it always stonewalls Weisberg); that the FBI 

had hidden assassination investigation information, among other places, in the 

Hosty personnel file, which is duplicated at FBIHQ (Weisberg provided the correct 

file nombar for it); and that the FBI's attestations were knowingly and del iber- 

ately false, which also was not refuted. 

l/ Allen's suit is for records made available to the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations. It duplicates an earlier request made by Weisberg, whose 
request, as is the FBI's practice, was ignored when Weisberg was not able to 
file suit.



After a leak there was partial disclosure of records related to one of 

the incredible Hosty scandals, his destruction after the assassination of a pre- 

assassination note from Lee Harvey Oswald that Dallas FBI employees who saw it 

state was a threat to blow up the Dallas FBI office and the police headquarters. 

Those disclosed records left in doubt whether or not FBIHQ was aware of the 

Oswald threat and of Hosty's destruction of that note. What was disclosed to Allen 

and is required to be recorded in the Dallas files and was withheld from Weisberg 

removes any doubt. The records withheld from Weisberg after attestation to a 

search for them and of providing everything confirm that withheld relevant infor- 

mation was indeed hidden in Hosty's personnel file, and it, too, is scandalous 

in nature. 

One of the few Weisberg appeals that was acted upon relates to the two 

field offices! records relating to so-called “critics of the official solution 

to the assassination. The FBI was directed to make such a search and process 

any relevant records. (Weisberg had even provided the correct title and file 

number of some.) SA John N. Phillips, who had been held not to be competent be- 

cause he lacked personal knowledge of the investigation by the same panel only 

two days before it issued its decision in this litigation in which he provided 

virtually all of the FBI's attestation, attested, as without refutation Weisberg 

stated, misleadingly, deceptively and falsely to represent that the FBI had no 

such records. The records disclosed to Allen are shockingly specific in describ- 

ing the nature of the "critics" records the FBI, and in particular Phillips’ own 

division, knew it had and had at the time of its attestations: 
  

Weisberg alleged that one of the reasons the FBI stonewalls him and 

refused to make the required searches. in ehis litigation is because it knew that 

it had never investigated the crime itself and instead had sought only, from the 

very outset, to make it appear that Oswald was the lone assassin and that there 

had been no conspiracy. He also alleged that it was less than cooperative with



the Presidential Commission headed by Chief Justice Warren and resented its 

existence. Records withheld from Weisberg anit disclosed to Allen confirm this 

graphically. 

Perhaps most sensational of all is the information withheld from Weisberg 

but on file in Dallas, just disclosed to Allen, that Oswald, before the assassi- 

nation, allegedly told the Dallas FBI two times that he had been contacted by the 

USSR's "MVD!" Also sensational is the statement by a Dallas FBI agent that the 

alleged Presidential assassin was its informant or source - as Oswald's assassin 

was. 

THE NEW INFORMATION 

The character of this relevant and withheld FBI information is such that 

. Weisberg minces no words. He attested repeatedly that SA Phillips lied repeatedly 

about the alleged nonexistence of relevant ticklers and in particular that it is 

his and a stock FBI lie in this and in other litigation that ticklers are "“rou- 

tinely destroyed" in a matter of days. The information disclosed to Allen, 

referred to herein and attached, is from old FBI ticklers that still exist. And 
° 

these very copies were in Phillips’ own division. It thus is apparent that the 
  

FBI has lied to the courts "routinely" with regard to the ticklers it does have, 

that can embarrass it and that it hides them from disclosure when they are not 

exempt under FOIA. 

Attachment A is of Dallas information. The SAs identified were all 

assigned to the Oswald investigation. (When Fain retired Hosty became the Oswald 

“case agent.") This states that Oswald "said he had been contacted by the MVD." 

This information is not included in any Dallas record disclosed to Weisberg and 

the FBI also withheld it from the Warren Commission: Whether true or not (and as 
  

a subject expert Weisberg believes it is not true) it should not have been with- 

held from the Warren Commission and ought not have been withheld from him in 

this litigation. 

The FBI's outline of its information in Attachment B confirms Weisberg's 

he



beat his wife, hardly a record of nonviolence. ) Hosty thus was praised for 

deceiving, misleading and lying to the Commission with all records withheld and 

omitted from the search slip. 

That a large number of FBI Dallas employees knew about Oswald's pre- 

assassination threat and its post-assassination destruction and were entirely 

silent about it throughout the period of the Warren Commission and for more than 

a decade afterward is explicit in Attachment D. This high-level FBIHQ record 

reflects that FBIHQ knows its Dallas SA did lie in its Yr eference to “not dis- 

ciplining others who are not being truthful." (Paragraph 2) 

The FBI's general lack of forthrightness and reluctance to provide copies 

even to the committees of the Congress is reflected in Attachment E. (The records 

it required the Senate committee to examine at FBIHQ were disclosed to Weisberg 

under the compulsion of litigation. ) 

The second Hosty disciplining referred to also is required to be in the 

Dallas files and index, yet that search slip is as void on this as it is on 100 

percent of the many other known Dallas records relating to Hosty. It happens, 

perhaps by the most remarkable of coincidences, that this disciplining after 

Director Hoover's personal praise of Hosty was on the first. day after page proofs 

of the Warren Report were disclosed officially. | 

At least one Dallas FBI SA stated that "Oswald was an informant or 

source of SA Hosty," yet no such information was disclosed to Weisberg. The FBI 

here passes this off with a rather large exaggeration, the untruthful claim that 

this "was looked into by the President's Commission, and there was no substance 

2/ 
whatsoever to this particular claim." | 

2/ The fact is that the Commission did not and recognized that it could not 
make any such investigation and that its only source was the FBI's self- 
serving testimony, of Director Hoover and Assistant Director Belmont. Former 
CIA Director Dulles, in an executive session transcript Weisberg obtained via 
FOIA and published in facsimile, told his fellow Commission members that lying 
about this kind of report is right and proper. 

‘p



Selec ted pages of a longer report of the Senate Intelligence Committee's 

a an necdnan ~ Nallac Att he had been assigned to Dallas, are Attach 

db 

interview of SA Robert M. Barrett, who 

ment F. He confirms (page 5) Weisberg's unrefu ted and ignored attestations and 

appeals, that pertinent and withheld Ruby records are in Dallas files and are 

withheld: “... opened a PCI case on Ruby." Weisberg correctly identified even 

the FBI printed form the agents are required to fill out after each contact with 

any kind of informer. None has been disclosed, Barretfconfirms the existence of 

such a file, known. . normal FBI practice, and the Barrett confirmation was in 

Phillips' own Division. 

- That even FBI SAs knew and admitted that it never intended to investigate 

the assassination itself, FBI motive for withholding that Weisberg attested to 

without refutation, is reported on page 13. Barrett denied knowing this but the 

commi ttee informed him “explicit directions that the investigation was to estab- 

lish that Oswald acted alone" were reported to it by “other FBI agents." (page 13) 

This and other disclosed FBI records, including Attachment B, hold spe- 

cific reference to an organized crime aspect of official assassination investi- 

gations. Yet, as with all else where it is equally false, the FBI represented 

to the District Court that it required "discovery" from Weisberg - so it could 

Prove ."compliance" - so that in some manner neither the district court nor this 

court's panel was troubled about, “discovery” from Weisberg would permit the 

FBI to "prove" that it had provided the — it had not searched for, pro- 

cessed or disclosed and knew it had not. 

Whether or not true, existing Dallas FBI records reporting that Oswald,. | 

the only officially alleged Presidential assassin, had been contacted by the 

USSR's-MVD and at the same time was an FBI informant or source, without doubt 

exist, without doubt are relevant, without doubt do not appear on the Dallas 

search slips attested to be al] of them and genuine, and without doubt remain 

withheld from Weisberg. No “discovery” from him is or was necessary for the FBI



to know of the existence of these records and indeed, the very Division that 

handled them for both the Congress and Allen provided the false attestations by 

which the defendant-appellant prevailed before the district court and this court. 

Without doubt Jack Ruby, who murdered Oswald and thereby eliminated the 

possibility of any trial, had been an FBI informer and it without doubt had the 

usual records relating to that association. It without doubt did not require 

“discovery” from Weisberg to be aware of this. But, as with all other alleged 

“discovery” matters, he had, in fact, provided this information in detail and 

with documentation. Yet no search for any of this existing information has ever 

been made and Weisberg's appeals, falsely represented as acted upon, remain 

ignored. 

The FBI and in particular the very FBI Division that provided uniformly 

false attestations to the district court knew very well that it had and deliber- 

ately withheld by subterfuge and false representation records relating to the 

so-called "critics" it had been directed to process by the appeals office. The 

attachment to this petition relating to the "critics" also was in that very 

Division at the very time it provided sworn misrepresentation and untruth. An 

obvious reason for the FBI's knowing and deliberate untruthfulness to the courts 

is found in its own words, that among the dossiers it prepared on these "critics" 

is what it, described as sexual dossiers. This is not a known law-enforcement 

purpose, not a proper function of any agency of government and is a form of 

abhorrent police-statism. Even the respected and eminent members of the Warren 

Commission were not immune in the FBI's quest for the defamatory after it had 

been mildly criticized. | 

Certainly the FBI, at either Dallas or FBIHQ, required no “discovery" to 

be aware of the existing and withheld records relating to the ordered destruction 

after the assassination of Oswald's threat to bomb delivered to Hosty before the 

assassination. That the FBI received such a note, destroyed it and then kept this 

g



entirely secret from the Commission and the world - and that Director Hoover 

praised Hosty for what was known to be perjurious, his false Commission testi- 

‘mony, that Oswald, the self-proclaimed bomber, was a flower boy - may appear to 

be incredible, but it is confirmed, as is the existence of relevant information 

withheld in this case; yet without hearing, without finding of fact, in opposi- 

tion to all of the evidence in the case record, Weisberg and his former counsel 

in this litigation are to be punished because of the FBI's knowing and deliberate 

untruthful representations to the district court and to this court. 

Only a few days before this panel issued its decision, which ignores all 

Weisberg's unrefuted attestations to FBI falsification, a member of that panel 

wrote a decision (Liberty Lobby v Anderson) stating that “It is shameful that 
  

Benedict Arnold was a traitor; but he was not a shoplifter to boot; and one should 

not have been able to make that charge while knowing its falsity with impunity." 

Benedict Arnold is long dead but the FBI agents who swore falsely not only did 

so with “impunity” but with acceptance and rewarding by the district court and 

the vanel. Indeed, it is the very same panel which only two days earlier, in the 

previously cited Shaw case (No. 84-5084), held the very same SA Phillips not 

competent to provide first-person attestations because he “did not claim any 

personal participation in the investigation," the identical JFK assassination 

investigation involved in Weisberg's litigation, yet accepted all of his attesta- 

tions in Weisberg's litigation even after, without refutation, Weisberg under 

oath described them as in varying degrees unfactual and possibly perjurious. 

The panel thus is inconsistent with itself in the Shaw case and with 

Liberty Lobby, which was written by a member of the panel. 

The FBI records withheld.from Weisberg in this litigation and only now 

are disclosed to Allen are of historical importance that cannot be exaggerated. 

This is true of their content and in what they reveal about the FBI in that time 

of great crisis and thereafter; of the FBI in its investigation of that most. 

Jb



subversive of crimes, the assassination of a President; of the FBI's instant 

preconception and what it did and was willing to do to have its preconception 

accepted as the official solution; of its domination of even a Presidential Com- 

mission and its ability to control who would - and who would not - run the Com- 

mission's investigation; of the FBI's policy of defaming those who did not agree 

with its instant preconception, its “sex dossiers" on the critics and even its 

preparation of dossiers, after the Commission's Report was published, on the 

eminent members and on its staff. What the attached records, the FBI's own reveal 

about the FBI completely supports what Weisberg attested to based upon other 

records which likewise provide it with motive for stonewalling, noncompliance, 

any and every false pretense necessary to suppress what is embarrassing to it, 

up to and including perjury. 

This previously secret FBE information is so utterly destructive of all — 

its representations under oath and by its counsel that. officially withholding it 

and representing the opposite of what it says and means undermines the constitu- 

tional independence of the judiciary. This new information is pungent confirma- 

tion of what Weisberg had alleged under oath and under penalty of perjury. It . 

was not refuted yet was not credited by the panel, which depended instead upon 

what the case record disclosed is untrue. In the panel's acceptance of and 

dependence upon what Weisberg characterized as deliberate lies, the integrity of 

this court itself is involved even more by this new information. 

For these additional reasons and proofs in this new information that was 

improperly withheld from him and was not available earlier, Weisberg prays that 

his pétition be granted and that it lead to a full and impartial judicial inquiry 

into the abuses documented with the FBI's own to now secret records. 

Respgctfully submitted, 

  

Harold Weisberg, /pro se 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

td,
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Plan & Eval — 

yrom : 5A JAMES P. Kodry, JR. = 

KANSAS CITY OFFICE 
Lexel Coon —— 

_ 

. Terme Bel 

subject; PERSONNEL MATTER 
Director 

In compliance with your instructions following our 

conversation in Kansas City on 10/19/73, I am setting forth the 

basic facts that we discussed. I am convinced that the adminis- 

trative action taken against me in December, 1963, and again in 

October, 1964, was unjustified for the following reasons: 

(1) The letter of censure in December, 1963, and the 

guspension in October, 1964, were based upon answers to 

questions telephonically furnished by former Assistant Director 

James Gale on 12/5/63. I answered these questions by memo to 

the SAC in Dallas dated 12/6/63. 

About four years ago I had an opportunity to review 

my Held eo file in the Kansas City Office and noted that 

érial 157 of the Dallas section of this file contains answers dated 

12/8/63, which are not the same answers I submitted on 12/6/63. 

Most particularly I object to the answers to Questions 5 and 6 

that appear in my personnel file. Iam enclosing a copy of my 

\ memo to the SAC, Dallas, dated 12/6/63, which you will note is 

different from the one appearing in my personnel file 

he 994 2 LT] 
I am aware, however, er Supervisor Kenneth 5, - 

Howe did make alterations to my answers without my, advices 4573 

c onsent, but with my knowledge. I am enclosing a copy of my___ —-—__—- 

  

  

  

\ memo to the SAC, Dallas, dated 12/6/63, with his corrections, and 

\ 

CRE VSR—OD~ — 

a copy of a routing slip from Howe to me furnishing me with the 

. gorrections. However, the answers appearing in my personnel 

file are not these answers either. It appears my answers were 

changed a second time, probably on 12/8/63, without my knowledge. 

The most obvious change is the false answer to Qu stions 5.and 6, _ 

in which I am falsely quoted as saying, “Perhaps I should have — * 

potified the Bureau earlier," This constitutes an admission of 

guilt, which I did not at any time. 
i . ot 

CO? 
JPH:mfd (enc. YY" -*- 

on gid Ble 
- U.S. Saviags Bends Regularly os the aan Sevings Flee Noe #34



  

   
       

As to the motive for the above and the 
Dh of eee eens 

letter dated pretty well pinpoints the responsi- 

ility. Iam enclosing a copy of this letter. ° 

  

B roa ep os 
ee    

    ee 

(2) The letter of censure and suspension dated October, 

1964, constitutes double jeopardy based upon the letter of censure 

dated December, 1963. The only thing added to the letter of October, 

1964, was the statement that I made inappropriate remarks before a 

Hearing Board. Yet former Director Hoover personally advised me 

on 5/6/64, and SAC Gordon Shanklin of the Dallas Office in June, 

1964, that my testimony before the Warren Commission was excellent. 

The Bureau had a summary of my testimony on 5/6/64, and the full 

test of my testimony one week later, five months before my letter of 

censure in October, 1964, and no mention was made at any time con- 

cerning my inappropriate remarks until October, 1964. Mr. Hoover 

also assured me.on 5/6/64, that the Warren Commission would com- 

‘pletely clear the FBI. The unexpected failure of the Warren Com- 

mission to do this, I believe, was the principal reason for my second 

letter of censure and suspension in October, 1964. 

(3) The matters covered in both letters of censure 

had nq bearing whatsoever on the outcome of the case; namely, the 

prevention of the assassination of President Kennedy. 

In accordance with your specific request on 10/19/73, the 

following should be noted regarding the failure to place Lee Harvey 

Oswald on the Security Index: 

Oswald was not on the Security Index because he did not fit 

the criteria in existence as of 1/22/63. The criteria was later 

changed to include Oswald. It should be noted, however, even if he 

had been on the Security Index, no specific action would have been 

taken regarding him or any other Security Index subject at the time of 

President Kennedy's visit to Dallas. 

The FBI as of 11/22/63, had only one responsibility regard- 

{ng presidential protection, at the insistence of the U. &. Secret



Service. The responsibility was to furnish the Secret Service any 

information on persons making direct threats against the President, 

in possible violation of Title 18, USC, Section 871. I personally 

participated in two such referrals immediately prior to 1/22/63. 

In conclusion, Bye: ee in his b L 

letter dat eds gums up my attitude in this matter that be- 

cause of the action taken by the Bureau in October, 1964, the 

Bureau in effect told the world I was the person responsible for 

President Kennedy 's death. 

    

   
TGP iae 1 RS Boh ee 

Seema ge eae a MES 3 ree eater 
Denne Ye ar or apa a      

  

On 10/19/73, you asked me what I think should be done. I 

believe that it first must be determined if I was derelict in my duty 

in any manner, and was responsible for President Kennedy's death. 

we can discuss the third point - what action should be taken. []recs that it should be determined what damages I suffered, and then 

‘I can state with a perfectly clear conscience that I in no 

way failed to do what was required of me prior to 11/22/63, and 

based upon information available to me, which was not all the infor- 

mation available to the U. 5. Government on 11/22/63. I had ab- 

golutely no reason to believe that Oswald was a potential assassin or 

dangerous in any Way. 

I have no desire to blame anyone else or to seek an 

alternate scapegoat. Iam firmly convinced, despite the totally 

unjustified conclusion of the Warren Commission, that the FBI was 

not in any way at fault. 

In accordance with your instructions, I will not discuss the 

contents of this letter with anyone. In the event you want further 

clarification on any point, I will gladly furnish additional information 

to you. .
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
MR. HELD 

H. N. BASSETT? 

PURPOSE: E : 

Cs On 10/21/75 Mr. 

  

has advised that since the 

memorandum, therefore, is to analyze this situ: 

OF PRESIDENT J 

  

Adams test 
*Telative to Lee Harvey Oswald's visit to the Dallas Office prior tothe | assassination of President Kennedy, his leaving of a note and its subsequent destruction. A question was raised at that time and subsequently by the press as to what disciplinary action the Bureau planned on taking. The Bureau's official stance Was 

  

pate: 8/17/76 
toms. \ 
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Lege! Coun ___ 
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As es LTS 

ified before a Congressional Committee 

  

er has been followed since that time. Mr. Minty Congressional inquiries are now conclided, he sees Ro reason to delay further administrative action. The purpose of this 
appropriate recommendations. 

SYNOPSIS: 

had to be given to possibly 
they can within the bounds 

were four principals involve 

a ee ‘ 

Excluding Hosty, 

() GSEP 21 tarp 

of their 
others who are not being truthful. 

AS a result of the inquiry, it was positively established that there d, namely, Nannie Lee Fenner : Howe, SA James P, Hosty, Jr., and retired SAC Gordoa the inquiry Fenner and Howe ha ve retired.- 

   
llections may be hazy. Further, consideration discipli ning some who have been ag candid as 

recollections and yet not disciplining 

    

  

oS Y there are 16 current employees who, during th inquiry, admitted to varying degrees sbme knowledge of Oswald's visit, the note and the destruction. Some of the information they furnished was 

1 - Messrs, Adams, Jenkins, Mintz, Walsh [' Katt t Crrsuue 
SY CONTINUED - OVER q 116 

\su wusy US. Savines Bonds Reoularly om the DeweJi C gc me OW, ¢



subversive of crimes, the assassination of a President; of the FBI's instant 

preconception and what it did and was willing to do to have its preconception 

accepted as the official solution; of its domination of even a Presidential Com- 

mission and its ability to control who would - and who would not - run the Com- 

mission's investigation; of the FBI's policy of defaming those who did not agree 

with its instant preconception, its “sex dossiers" on the critics and even its 

preparation of dossiers, after the Commission's Report was published, on the 

eminent members and on its staff. What the attached records, the FBI's own reveal 

about the FBI completely supports what Weisberg attested to based upon other 

records which likewise provide it with motive for stonewalling, noncompliance, 

any and every false pretense necessary to suppress what is embarrassing to it, 

up to and including perjury. 

This previously secret FBE information is so utterly destructive of all — 

its representations under oath and by its counsel that. officially withholding it 

and representing the opposite of what it says and means undermines the constitu- 

tional independence of the judiciary. This new information is pungent confirma- 

tion of what Weisberg had alleged under oath and under penalty of perjury. It . 

was not refuted yet was not credited by the panel, which depended instead upon 

what the case record disclosed is untrue. In the panel's acceptance of and 

dependence upon what Weisberg characterized as deliberate lies, the integrity of 

this court itself is involved even more by this new information. 

For these additional reasons and proofs in this new information that was 

improperly withheld from him and was not available earlier, Weisberg prays that 

his pétition be granted and that it lead to a full and impartial judicial inquiry 

into the abuses documented with the FBI's own to now secret records. 

Respgctfully submitted, 

  

Harold Weisberg, /pro se 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

td,
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subject; PERSONNEL MATTER 
Director 

In compliance with your instructions following our 

conversation in Kansas City on 10/19/73, I am setting forth the 

basic facts that we discussed. I am convinced that the adminis- 

trative action taken against me in December, 1963, and again in 

October, 1964, was unjustified for the following reasons: 

(1) The letter of censure in December, 1963, and the 

guspension in October, 1964, were based upon answers to 

questions telephonically furnished by former Assistant Director 

James Gale on 12/5/63. I answered these questions by memo to 

the SAC in Dallas dated 12/6/63. 

About four years ago I had an opportunity to review 

my Held eo file in the Kansas City Office and noted that 

érial 157 of the Dallas section of this file contains answers dated 

12/8/63, which are not the same answers I submitted on 12/6/63. 

Most particularly I object to the answers to Questions 5 and 6 

that appear in my personnel file. Iam enclosing a copy of my 

\ memo to the SAC, Dallas, dated 12/6/63, which you will note is 

different from the one appearing in my personnel file 

he 994 2 LT] 
I am aware, however, er Supervisor Kenneth 5, - 

Howe did make alterations to my answers without my, advices 4573 

c onsent, but with my knowledge. I am enclosing a copy of my___ —-—__—- 

  

  

  

\ memo to the SAC, Dallas, dated 12/6/63, with his corrections, and 

\ 

CRE VSR—OD~ — 

a copy of a routing slip from Howe to me furnishing me with the 

. gorrections. However, the answers appearing in my personnel 

file are not these answers either. It appears my answers were 

changed a second time, probably on 12/8/63, without my knowledge. 

The most obvious change is the false answer to Qu stions 5.and 6, _ 

in which I am falsely quoted as saying, “Perhaps I should have — * 

potified the Bureau earlier," This constitutes an admission of 

guilt, which I did not at any time. 
i . ot 

CO? 
JPH:mfd (enc. YY" -*- 

on gid Ble 
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As to the motive for the above and the 
Dh of eee eens 

letter dated pretty well pinpoints the responsi- 

ility. Iam enclosing a copy of this letter. ° 

  

B roa ep os 
ee    
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(2) The letter of censure and suspension dated October, 

1964, constitutes double jeopardy based upon the letter of censure 

dated December, 1963. The only thing added to the letter of October, 

1964, was the statement that I made inappropriate remarks before a 

Hearing Board. Yet former Director Hoover personally advised me 

on 5/6/64, and SAC Gordon Shanklin of the Dallas Office in June, 

1964, that my testimony before the Warren Commission was excellent. 

The Bureau had a summary of my testimony on 5/6/64, and the full 

test of my testimony one week later, five months before my letter of 

censure in October, 1964, and no mention was made at any time con- 

cerning my inappropriate remarks until October, 1964. Mr. Hoover 

also assured me.on 5/6/64, that the Warren Commission would com- 

‘pletely clear the FBI. The unexpected failure of the Warren Com- 

mission to do this, I believe, was the principal reason for my second 

letter of censure and suspension in October, 1964. 

(3) The matters covered in both letters of censure 

had nq bearing whatsoever on the outcome of the case; namely, the 

prevention of the assassination of President Kennedy. 

In accordance with your specific request on 10/19/73, the 

following should be noted regarding the failure to place Lee Harvey 

Oswald on the Security Index: 

Oswald was not on the Security Index because he did not fit 

the criteria in existence as of 1/22/63. The criteria was later 

changed to include Oswald. It should be noted, however, even if he 

had been on the Security Index, no specific action would have been 

taken regarding him or any other Security Index subject at the time of 

President Kennedy's visit to Dallas. 

The FBI as of 11/22/63, had only one responsibility regard- 

{ng presidential protection, at the insistence of the U. &. Secret



Service. The responsibility was to furnish the Secret Service any 

information on persons making direct threats against the President, 

in possible violation of Title 18, USC, Section 871. I personally 

participated in two such referrals immediately prior to 1/22/63. 

In conclusion, Bye: ee in his b L 

letter dat eds gums up my attitude in this matter that be- 

cause of the action taken by the Bureau in October, 1964, the 

Bureau in effect told the world I was the person responsible for 

President Kennedy 's death. 

    

   
TGP iae 1 RS Boh ee 

Seema ge eae a MES 3 ree eater 
Denne Ye ar or apa a      

  

On 10/19/73, you asked me what I think should be done. I 

believe that it first must be determined if I was derelict in my duty 

in any manner, and was responsible for President Kennedy's death. 

we can discuss the third point - what action should be taken. []recs that it should be determined what damages I suffered, and then 

‘I can state with a perfectly clear conscience that I in no 

way failed to do what was required of me prior to 11/22/63, and 

based upon information available to me, which was not all the infor- 

mation available to the U. 5. Government on 11/22/63. I had ab- 

golutely no reason to believe that Oswald was a potential assassin or 

dangerous in any Way. 

I have no desire to blame anyone else or to seek an 

alternate scapegoat. Iam firmly convinced, despite the totally 

unjustified conclusion of the Warren Commission, that the FBI was 

not in any way at fault. 

In accordance with your instructions, I will not discuss the 

contents of this letter with anyone. In the event you want further 

clarification on any point, I will gladly furnish additional information 

to you. .
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Memorandum 
MR. HELD 

H. N. BASSETT? 

PURPOSE: E : 

Cs On 10/21/75 Mr. 

  

has advised that since the 

memorandum, therefore, is to analyze this situ: 

OF PRESIDENT J 

  

Adams test 
*Telative to Lee Harvey Oswald's visit to the Dallas Office prior tothe | assassination of President Kennedy, his leaving of a note and its subsequent destruction. A question was raised at that time and subsequently by the press as to what disciplinary action the Bureau planned on taking. The Bureau's official stance Was 

  

pate: 8/17/76 
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ified before a Congressional Committee 

  

er has been followed since that time. Mr. Minty Congressional inquiries are now conclided, he sees Ro reason to delay further administrative action. The purpose of this 
appropriate recommendations. 

SYNOPSIS: 

had to be given to possibly 
they can within the bounds 

were four principals involve 

a ee ‘ 

Excluding Hosty, 

() GSEP 21 tarp 

of their 
others who are not being truthful. 

AS a result of the inquiry, it was positively established that there d, namely, Nannie Lee Fenner : Howe, SA James P, Hosty, Jr., and retired SAC Gordoa the inquiry Fenner and Howe ha ve retired.- 

   
llections may be hazy. Further, consideration discipli ning some who have been ag candid as 

recollections and yet not disciplining 

    

  

oS Y there are 16 current employees who, during th inquiry, admitted to varying degrees sbme knowledge of Oswald's visit, the note and the destruction. Some of the information they furnished was 

1 - Messrs, Adams, Jenkins, Mintz, Walsh [' Katt t Crrsuue 
SY CONTINUED - OVER q 116 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held 
Re: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy 

at variance with information furnished by others, but there was no way to 
establish whether they were being untruthful or the passage of time had 
simply made it impossible to recall the events. The main fact, however, 
was that none of these individuals played any role in the handling or 
destruction of the note. Moreover, without exception, when asked why 
they had not braught the matter to the attention of their superiors, they 
advised that they assumed a matter of such gravity would have been brought 

to the attention of the SAC. 

There are eight current employees who disclaim any knowledge of 
the matter whatsoever. There is no reason to question the veracity of 
these denials yet the inquiry certainly established a large mmber of 
individuals had some knowledge but were not directly connected with the 
incident. Furthermore, not everyone assigned to Dallas at the time of 
the assassination was interviewed simply because there was no logical 
reason todo so. It is possible that they too may have known of the situation 

and wauld truthfully inform us of it, thus raising the question: Is it fair 
to take action against those who were candid with us when there are others 
where no action would be Eaken aimply because there was no reason to 
interview? IRR 5 is 

    

LG 

ft is possible that we will never know what really happened. We 
know that the Congressional Committees did not establish anything that 
our inquiry did not. Hf Hosty is telling the truth and he destroyed the note 
on the instructions of the SAC, this must be taken into consideration even 
though former SAC Shanklin denies any knowledge of the matter whatsoever. 
Also, tt must be considered that Hosty has already paid a heavy price. He 
was in effect placed in position of double jeopardy when censured and 
placed on probation in 1963 and, with no really new information developed, 
later was censured, placed on probation, suspended for 30 days, and 
transferred. He was denied a within-grade lverease because of this latter 
action for . : 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held - 
Re: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. That no action be taken against those employees listed in the 
details of this memorandum who admit some knowledge of the matter but 
are not directly related to the incident. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held 
Re: Assassination of President John F. Kemedy 

DETAILS: 

On 10/21/75 Mr. Adams testified before the Subcommittee on 
Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary. 
On that occasion Mr. Adams discussed in detail the inquiry conducted by 

_ the Bureau relative to Lee Harvey Oswald's visit to the Dallas Office prior 
’. to the assassination of President Kennedy and the note left by Oswald and 

\ its subsequent destruction. During that testimony the issue of possible , 
disciplinary action was raised and Mr. Adams, in essence, pointed out 
that this was a grave responsibility and a grave matter to consider since 
we must recognize the possibility that in view of the passage of time, 
recollections may be hazy. Further, consideration had to be given to 
possibly disciplining some who have been as candid as they can within | 
the bounds of their recollection and yet not disciplining others who are 
not being truthful. 

in adaun 
folder. 

Shortly after Mr. Adams’ testimony press inquiries were received 
as to what action the Bureau planned on taking, and the official Bureau stance 
was that since the matter was still pending before Congressional Committees, 
no action would be taken at that time. 

This matter has been followed on a 30-day basis with Mr. _. 
On 8/13/76 Mr. Mintz advised that he had been informed by Gan 
that testimony taken by the Edwards Committee has not yet been p rma = 
and it is unlikely that the hearings will be printed. Further, Congressman 
Edwards has‘no plan at this time to issue a report stating any conclusion 
regarding this matter. His intention was to await the outcome of the Church 
Committee inquiry to determine whether the Church Committee developed 
any facts at. variance with the testimony offered before the Edwards 
Committee. According to Gs ze apparently no inconsistent facts were 
developed by the Church Committee. Mr. Mintz also advised that it was 
recommended by the Church Committee that the Inouye Committee continue 
the inquiry regarding President Kennedy's assassination, but the Inouye 
Committee has not acted to authorize a continuation of that inquiry as yet. 
William Miller, Staff Director of the Inouye Committee, advised on 

8/12/76 that the Inouye Committee will adopt the recommendation to contime 
the inquiry; however, it is not believed that their inquiry would be directed 
at the Oswald visit, the note and destruction of same. Mr. Mintz advised, 
therefore, that the Congressional inquiries are now concluded and sees 
no reason to delay further administrative action in this matter. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held 
Re: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy 7 

As may be recalled, the Bureau ws able to determine that there were four principals involved in the matter at hand, namely, Nannie Lee 

Briefly, the facts developed were that Oswald did indeed visit our Dallas Office sometime prior to the assassination of President Kennedy. He delivered a note to Mrs. Fenner. She claimed the note was threatening in nature and said something to the effect, "Let this be awarning. [ll blog up the FBI and the Dallas Police Department if you don't stop bothering my wife."" The note was addressed to SA Hosty. She Claimed she showed the note to the then ASAC Kyle Clark (now retired) who instructed her to give if to Hosty. Howe, then the supervisor of Hosty, could not remember the contents of the note but seemed to recall it Contained some type of threat. 

In conducting our inquiry we learned that Several people were aware to some degree that Oswald had visited the Office and left a note for - 

untruthful or whether the Passage of time had simply made tt impossible to recall the events. The main fact, however, with regard to all of these individuals is that none of them played any part whatsoever in the handling of the note as outlined previously. Those People who are still employed who had some knowledge of this matter in varying degrees are as follows: 

As hopears 
in Qdain Polder 
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U. S. S=UATE SELECT CwsIvice MM 

SIULCY GOVESMMATAL OPERATIO“NS WITH 

KESPOCi 2D TAL uLiIG~4ce ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

1 = Mr. 
lL - Mr. W. O. Cregar 

Mr. 

Reference is made ta SSC letter dated iecerder 11, 
1975, vequestinz eccess to varinus materials containec 
in Dureas files relatinz to this iureau's investicatien 

3 of ree Harvey “sweld and/ar the assassinatinn ot yresicent 
o John fF. wenmecy. Set fnrth belew is this Ecreeu's resoease 

_ to incicetedc itexs mentioned in referenced letter, s2ssenses 
to the re=ainin: itens are beinz presarea cm yeu will se 

: advised wuen sucon predaratioans nave been completed. 

- Item ] references the July 6, 1954, resorencum 
— . fron 2. Cavicsoa to ic. Callzuaa, wrica was proviced by 

this Bureau in ressease ton Soo incuiry cated iinvexber 18, 

1975, and requests materials perzaininn to the iecerser 13, 

Hasty, Jr. iio memorancun dated July 6, 1964, enuld be 
located as heavinsz been furnished the Ssc as stidulated 
above. it is pelieved the abnve request vertezs to tna 

‘ April 6, 1964, memnrencum from C, 2, Pavicsen which vas 
made made availabic to the SSc in response te the letters 
request of unvember 16, 1975. i-aterials responsive ta all 
sections oz Iten l are "available at FSI lieacquarters rer 
review by acorooriate SSS persnnnel. this raterial, ior 

* --- reasons of vrivacy, bas been excised to celete names af 
\S indivicuals, nther than Sa Hosty, against wanm acninistrative 

action was taken. 

Item 2 requests materlels similar toa that 
requested in Iten 1, es sucn materials pertain to the 
censuring of Sa Hosty on or about Septexber 25, 1264. 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Materials responsive to Item 2, excised for reasons stated 
above, are available at FBI Headquarters for review by 
appropriate SSC personnel. 

Item 15 requests all materials pertaining to the 
meeting subsequent to November 24, 1963, and prior to the 
submission of the Bureau's initial report to the White House, 
which meeting is more fully referenced in the September 23, 
1975, affidavit of former SA_Henry A, Schutz, in response 
to Item 5 of the SSC's request dated October 31, 1975. 
The Inspection Division of this Bureau made no further 
inquiry concerning information in former Schutz'"s 
affidavit other than it should be noted all Bureau officials 
and supervisory personnel were interviewed by the Inspection 
Division concerning Oswald's visit to the Dallas Office 
prior to tue assassination and his leaving of a note for 
SA Hosty, No additional information was developed concerning 
the meeting at the office of former Bureau official 
Mr. Alan Belmont, and, in fact, the only Bureau official 
who claimed to have any knovledge of such a visit and note 
was Sullivan. The SSC has previously been furnished 
the results of all interviews conducted of Bureau officials 
and supervisory Agents concerning this matter, 

Item 16 requests all materials, reports, analysis 
or inquiries conducted as a result of the statement by 

A_ Joe A, Pea that “Oswald was an informant or source of 
SA Hosty and it was not uncommon for sources to occasionally 
come to the office for the purpose of delivering some note 
to the contacting Agent."' The above quoted statement is 
contained in an affidavit furnished by SA Pearce to the 
Inspection Division during the latter's inquiry concerning 
the Oswald visit to the Dallas Office and his leaving a note 
for SAUosty. However, in reporting the results of this 
interview to the Attorney General earlier this year, attention 
was directed to the fact that this allegation concerning 
Oswald's being a source or informant oF ea was looked 
into by the President's Commission, and there was no substance 
whatsoever. to this particular clain. 

1 = The Attorney General
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= ¥K CATION 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION . 4 fhe win inf” 

.¢ Birmingham, Alabama a 

In Reply, Please Refer to December 24, 1975 
fF 

File Ne. 

- SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL ASENT 

ROBERT M. BARRETT, 

DECEMBER 17, 1975 

I, Special Agent Robert M. Barrett, was inter- 

yiewed by Comuaittee staff member Paul Wallach. in Room 

608, Carroll Arms, Washington, D.C. The interview began 

at 2:02 PM and was recorded by Mr. Alfred H. Ward. 

; At the outset, Mr. Wallach advised that the 

Committee was attempting to determine whether or not 

there was any basis for reopening of the case of the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. He further 

stated the Committee was reviewing the activities of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) before and after the 

assassination. 

Mr. Wallach asked when I arrived in Washington, 

p.c., and how I received notice to come to Washington, D. 

c., for this interview. Fe was told I arrived about 

5:45 PM on December 16, 1975, ance that on Friday, December 

12, 1975, I had received notice of a teletype from FBI 

Headquarters to my office in Birmingham, Alabama, instruct- 

ing me to report to Washington, D.C., on December 17, 1375, 

for this interview. 

Mr. Wallach asked if I had conferred with any 

Bureau cfficials prior to this interview. I informed him 

that I had met with Inspector John Hotis of the Legal 

Counsel Division. Mr. Wallach asked for the contents of 

this disceurcFrica ané I adviseé hin that I had asied Mr. 

otis if he knew the reason why I was being interviewed by 

the Committee, and that Mr. Hotis had stated he did not 

know the reason or purpose other than it concerned my role 

in the assassination investigation. 

Ese eer a2 7 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held 
Re: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy 7 

As may be recalled, the Bureau ws able to determine that there were four principals involved in the matter at hand, namely, Nannie Lee Fenner, SA Kenneth C. Howe, SA James P. Hosty, Jr., and SAC Gordon Shanklin. At the time of our inquiry Shanklin was the only one of the four in a retired status. Since that time, however, Fenner retired 3/12/76 and Howe retired 6/18/76. 

Briefly, the facts developed were that Oswald did indeed visit our Dallas Office sometime prior to the assassination of President Kennedy. He delivered a note to Mrs. Fenner. She claimed the note wag threatening in nature and said something to the effect, "Let this be a warning. Ill blow up the FBI and the Dallas Police Department if you don't stop bothering my wife."’ The note was addressed to SA Hosty. She claimed she showed the note to the then ASAC Kyle Clark (now retired) who instructed her to give it to Hosty. Howe, then the supervisor of Hosty, could not remember the contents of the note but seemed to recall it Contained some type of threat. Howe seemed to recall that he found the note in Hosty's workbox probably about the day of the assassination and brought the note to SAC Shanklin. Hosty admits the existence of the note, claims it was not threatening in nature, and that he destroyed the note upon the instructions of SAC Shanklin. Shanklin disclaimed any knowledge whatsoever of the matter. . 

In conducting our inquiry we learned that several people were aware to some degree that Oswald had visited the office and left-a note for - Hosty. In talking to these People, without exception, when asked why they had not brought the matter to the attention of their superiors, they advised 

of these people furnshed information at variance with that furnished by others, leading one to raise the question as to whether they were being untruthful or whether the Passage of time had simply made it impossible to recall the events. The main fact, however, with regard to all of these individuals is that none of them played any part whatsoever in the handling of the note as outlined previously. Those people who are still employed who had some knowledge of this matter in varying degrees are as follows: 

As Appears 
in Ad min Polder, 
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Memorandum to Mr. Held . 

Re: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy >? . 
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On the other hand, there were people in the Dallas Office who 
  

     
- : se While we have no information at all 

questioning the veracity of the denials of these individuals, the inquiry 

covering interviews with both current and former employees certainly 

established a large number of them had some knowledge of the matter but 

were not directly connected with the incident. Therefore, to take action 

against those employees who admit some knowledge but were not directly 
connected with the incident and at the same time take no action against 
those denying knowledge could be an injustice to all concerned. 

Another thing to take into consideration is the fact that everyone 
who was assigned to Dallas at the time of the assassination was not interviewed. 

Many of them are current employees assigned to various offices. They were 
not interviewed simply because there was no logical-reason todo so. E is 

possible that they too may have known of the matter and wauld truthfully 

inform us of it, but here again we are placed in the same position as we 

are now with regard to those people we did interview. All things considered, 

it is not felt that any action should be taken against the aforenamed individuals 
y ci Ses Pathe lieeea, 

    
       

  

With regard to Hosty, he claims he was instructed by the 8AC to 

destroy the note. We probably will never know the facts as to whether this 

actually occurred. B is our understanding that the Congressional Committees 

never learned of anything other than what we developed in our inquiry. If 

Hosty indeed destroyed the note on the instructions of the SAC, he was 

following the instructions of his superior and this must be taken into 

» & = CONTINUED - OVER
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conside ration. Also taken into consideration is the fact that Hosty suffered 

considerably many years ago. In fact, Hosty in effect was placed in double 

jeopardy. On 12/13/63 he was censured and placed on probation for 

inade qate investig
ation. With really no new information develop

ed 

-‘eoncerning Hosty, later he was censured, placed on probation, suspe 

for $0 days, and transferred to Kansas City. This action occurred in 

October, 1964. He was eligible for within-grade increase beginning 9/27/64 

. but was not given same and, in fact, was finally granted a within-grade 

" increase 6/20/65. As can be seen, Hosty has already paid a beavy penalty. 
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RESPLCi 20 LIELLIGSICe ACTIVITICS (ssc) 

b ( 

t
p
 

Reference is made ta SSC letter dated iecerder il, 
1975, requesting eccessS to varinus materials contcinec 
im Sureas files relatinz te this Sureau's investisatien 

3 of Lee Harvey Asweld and/or the assassination at Yresicent 
o John Ff. ienmecy, Set farth belew is this Euresu's resonnse 

= to incicetec itexs mentioned in referenced letter. x2ssenses 
to the re=ainin; itens are beinz prenarea ene vou will se 

: advised wuen suca predvaratians have been completed. 

Item ] references the July 6, 1954, renorzncum 
an _froa R. Daviesoa to iz. Caliciaa, wrica was provicec by 

this Bureau in ressease ta Soo incuiry cated .invexber 16, 
1975, and requests materials pertainim: to the Lecexser 13, 

Hasty, Jr. iin “Remorancun cated July 6, 1964, enuld be 
located as havinz been rurmisned the Ssc &S stidulated 
above. it is believed the abnave request refers ta tne 

' foril 6, 1964, memnreancum from C, 2, Pevicseg which was 
made availebdle tn the SSC in respense te the latter's 
request of unvenper 16, 1975. i:aterials responsive ta all 
sections oz Iten 1 are available ac FSI Leadcuarters fer 
review by a>arooritate SSC personnel. ihis material, for 

* --- Feasons of vrivacy, Das been excised to celete names af 
\f Aincivicuals, nther than Sa Hosty, ageinee wnen accinistrative 

actinn Was taken. 

Item 2 requests materials similar to that 
requested in Iten 1, es sucn raterials pertain to the 
censuring of SA Kosty on or about Septexber 25, 1°64. 

  

TJM: lhb : 
(12) ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG 

1963, censurins and prnbetinn of Ssecial Azent (54) Jenes Po...
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Materials responsive to Item 2, excised for reasons stated above, are available at FBI Headquarters for review by 
appropriate SSC personnel. 

Item 15 requests all materials pertaining to the 
meeting subsequent to November 24, 1963, and prior to the 
submiss.on of the Bureau's initial report to the White House, 
which meeting is more fully referenced in the September 23, 
1975, affidavit of former SA Henry A utz, in response 
to Item 5 of the SSC's request dated October 31, 1975, 
The Inspection Division of this Bureau made no further 
inguiry concerning information in former Schutz's 
affidavit other than it should be noted all Bureau officials 
and supervisory personnel were interviewed by the Inspection 
Division concerning Oswald's visit to the Dallas Office 
prior to tue assassination and his leaving of a note for 
SA Hosty, No additional information was developed concerning the meeting at +he office of former Bureau official 
Mr, Alan Belmont, and, in fact, the only Bureau official 
who claimed to have any knowledge of such a visit and note was W. C, Sullivan. The SSC has previously been furnished 
the results of all interviews conducted of Bureau officials 
and supervisory Agents concerning this matter, 

Item 16 requests all materials, reports, analysis or inquiries conducted as a result of the statement by SA Joc A, Pearce that "Oswald was an informant or source of A_Hosty and it was not uncommon for sources to occasionally come to the office for the purpose of delivering some note to the contacting Agent." The above quoted statement is 
contained in an affidavit furnished by SA Pearce to the 
Inspection Division during the latter's inquiry concerning the Oswald visit to the Dallas Office and his leaving a note for SA Hosty. However, in reporting the results of this interview to the Attorney General earlier this year, attention was directed to the fact that this allegation concerning Oswald's being a source or informant of op ltosty was looked into by the President's Commission, and there was no substance whatsoever. to this particular clain. 

1 = The Attorney General
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

  

PEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION | rey ch ul 

= Birmingham, Alabama Tat” mn 4 

In Reply, Please Refer to December 24, 1975 fF 

File Ne. 

- SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

INTERVIEW OF SPECIAL ASENT 

. 
ROBERT M. BARRETT, 

DECEMBER 17, 1975 

I, Special Agent Robert M. Barrett, was inter- 

viewed by Comuaittee Staff member Paul Wallach, in Room 

608, Carroll Arms, Washington, D.C. The interview began 

at 2:02 PM and was recorded by Mr. Alfred H. Ward. 

° 

a . At the outset, Mr. Wallach advised that the 

Committee was attempting to determine whether or not 

~~ = there was any basis for reopening of the case of the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. He further 

stated the Committee was reviewing the activities of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) before and after the 

assassination. 

Mr. Wallach asked when I arrived in Washington, 

pD.c., and how I received notice to come to Washington, D. 

C., for this interview. Fe was told I arrived about 

5:45 PM on December 16, 1975, anc that on Friday, December 

sf 12, 1975, I had received notice of a teletype from FBI 

i Headquarters to my office in Birmingham, Alabama, instruct- 

” ing me to report to Washington, D.C., On December 17, 1375, 

for this interview. 

“Mr. Wallach asked if I had conferred with any 

Bureau cfficials prior to this interview. I informed him 

that I had met with Inspector John Hotis of the Legal 

Counsel Division. Mr. Wallach asked for the contents of 

this discurricn ena ft aivisec him that I had asied Hr. 

Hotis if he knew the reason why I was being interviewed by 

the Committee, and that Mr. Hotis had stated he did not 

know the reason or purpose other than it concerned my role - 

a: 
° 

in the assassination investigation. 
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SENATE SLLECT COMMITTEE ON _— 
INTLLLICVUCL ACTIVITIES 
INTERVIEN OF SPUCIAL «GENT 
ROBERT M. BARRETY, ° 
DECLHMELR 17, 1975 

_~ 

I told Ir. Wallach that Hr. Hotis had further ‘in- 
. formed we that I should dccline to answer any questions as 

‘ * to sensitive sources, sensitive techniques, on-going investi- 
, ' gations, and any information received from a third agency. 

Mr. Wallach ashed if I head talked to pee ba Dal 

and he wes informed i'r. Daly was in and out of the office fre- 
QuéhiLIy’ e228 thas I hac hae very Litela conversation Vita ban. 
Myr. Wallach asked new long I had tuinead With iis, Eescis, and I 
told his the above GOnVErSation was very brief, that i vas 
originwlly informsd the interview was to take place at 10:09 : 
BM, ther this was subsecvently changed to 2:00 Pit and that I 
had spent the time in Mr. Notis' office waiting and occasionally 
Giscussii:g other unrelated matters. 

  

I also teld Mr. Wallach that I had been intervicted 
earlier ar Necevlar 17, 1975, hv Assistant Director Harold 

H._ basse pt, and Deputy Ascistamt Dirgetor bison Conicy. 
Mr. Waltecn asked what tris interview was ebout, and I told 
him I was cuestijioncd as to any knowledse I had cf Lee Harvey 
Ocwale coming to che FBI Cf fice im Dallas prior to the esses- 
Sinadtics and leceise a He.e for SpreiaAl Agent James = 
I told Kr. Waliach what I had previously told Mr. Bassett 

* that some four or five months after the assassination I was 
a asked Ly semeonc in the Dallas Office, whose ider.tity I can't 
= recall, (bccause what this unreczlled person asked me was a 

rumor and insignificant) if I had heard the rumor that Oswald 
had come to the Dalias Office where he asked Man Fenner, the 
Receptionist, to see Hosty. I recall there being no ircntion 
of any note lefi by Oswaic, nor did Nostyv, or anyone clse in 
Dallas cver talk to me about the incident, the note or the: 
contents of the note. Mr. Wallach asked if I had reported to 
anyone in Dallas at the time the above incident and Mr. 

: Wallach was advised I did not report a rumor and that I 

: treated it as a runor, in that I prosptly forgot about it as 
I was very busy at the time conducting investigations of othncr 
matters having to do with the assassination. 

   



  

SEN..TE SCLECT COMMITTED ON 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

INTERVILW OF SPECIAL AGENT 

ROBENT NM. BARRLTT, 

DECLERBERn.17, 1975 
-- : 

Mr. Wallach asked if Mr. Hotis had informed me of 

my right to counsel and I stated this had been done. . Mr. 

Wallach then advised me of my right to counsel and my right 

-to refuse to answer any questions. I advised Nr. Wallach I 

was aware of my rights. 

Mr. Wallach advised me that recorded results of 

this interview would later be ava.lable to me, in Washington, 

D.C. I asned i: I would be furnished a copy and if a cor, 

would be furnished the Bureau. I was informed that the Bureéu 

woule not be furnisi.ed a copy nor wousd anyone, other than my- 

sclf, from the Bureau, have access to this report. I was also 

told that I would re advised by mail when I.could have access 

to the rejort. Mr. Wallach did not say if I would be furnishec 

a copy. He also said I could request the presence of a Senator 

during the interview, which request I did not make. 

fr. Wallach then ashcd about my Burezu career and 

assignments prier to Novenher 22, 1963. He was advised of ny. 

assignients in Phoenix from 1952 to 1954, in Amarillo, Texas, 

fron 1954 te 1956; ard in Dallas from 1956 to 196¢.| Kr. 

Wallach inguired es to what kind of investigative Work I was 

doing as of Hover:ber 21, 1963, and I told him that primarily I 

was assigned to investigztions having to do with organized 

crime, gambling, and criminal intelligence, and occasicnclly 

some involvec civil rights cases, and some extortion cases. 

Mr. Wallach askec hew long I had been Going such work ana wh 

else in the Dallas Office was cither working with me or coing 

similar work. I told him I had becn working these type cases 

‘since Hoventer, 1957, and that I was assisted by SA Iven D. 

Lec from abcut 1960, or so, until the assassinetion, at which 

tine Lee and i were both assigned to the assassination investi- 

gation, primarily, for about a year. 

Mr. Wallach then asked me to define a “hip pocket 

informant" and after I gave him my definiticn, he asked if I 

had any in Dalias. I.defined a "hip pocket informant" as @ 

source of information whose identity was never made known nor 

was there ever any record made that such a person was being 

used as an informant. I told Mr. Wallach I have never employed 

"Hip pocket informants" in Dallas or elsewhere.
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE O} 

INTELLICENCL ACTIVITIES 

INTERVIA OF SPECIAL 7 GENT 

ROBERT MH. BARILTT, 
DECEIMRER 17, 1975 

Mr. Wallach asked if I knew of, or hud heard of 

"Carlos" Trafficzute of Tampa, and Carlos Marcello of New 

Orleans, Louisiana. I suid that in investigations of or- 
ganized crime inatters, I had become acquainted with these 
names, but 1 believed the correct-.nane was’ Suntos Trafficantc, 

to which Mr. Wallach agreed. Mr. Wellach asked if I knew of 

aman named weWillie (Phonetic) and I said I covld not recall 

ever having neerd af this name. ° 

Mx. Wallacn asked if I knew of Jack Ruby. I said 

Y hed krewn Teety as the owner or operator of two Dailas night: 

clubs, that were frequented by pimps, prostitutes and persons 

invoived in criiinal activities. I was asked if I had ever 

talked to Ruby anc I saicé I had on mazyke two occasions prior 
to November 21, 1963, but I could not recall the contents of 

these conversations, other than it most likely had to Go with 
persons who frequented Rey's nicht clukrs. 

Mr. Wallach ashed if-I was aware of a connection 

of Ruby with Trafficantc, with Marcello, and with Mctlillie 

(Phonetic). I said I was not aware of any connection by Ruby 
with any of these perse:ns and repeated that I did not recall 
the name MelWillic. . 

. Mr. Wallach ashed if I was acquainted with the tern 

"PCI" - “potential criminal informant", if I knew Jack Muby 

was a PCI of the Dallas Office, and if I knew the identity of 

the PLI 7?Agent in Dallas, a "red headed fellow" who had had 

Ruby assigned to him, and which Acent was later disciplined 
or tra::sferred. I had just begun to answer lr. Wallach, 

when U. S. Scenetor Richard D. Schwoeicker, of Pennsylvi.nia, 

entered the recon at 2:35 Pa and thereaiter took part jointiy 
in the interrogation of m2with Mr. Wallach, after introducing 
himself. tir. Wallach briefly revicwed with Senator Schweiclher 

what had previously transpired in the interview. Senator 

Schweicher askcd if I knew Ruby was a PCI and if I was not 
aware of Ruby's connections with organized crime.
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SERRATE SCLOCT COMMITTOVU ON 

~IRTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
INTERVILG OF SPECTAL 7.GEKT 

ROBERT KF. BARRETT 

DECVbiR 17, 1575 

I stated that my investigation of organized crime 
and criminal intelligence matters in Dallas were prinarily 
‘concerned with the activities of Joseph Francis Civello 
and his associctcs anc the activities of a roving band of 
criminals, mot connected witn Civello, who used Dallas as 
a base for their activitics. I sctuted that an these investi- 
gations neither I nor SA Lee had becoire aware of any in-  . 
volva.ent by Ruby in erganuizec crime matters or any asso- 
Cléticn swith the Persons sho were the sukjects of our investi- 
gations 

At this point, 2:37 Pii, Senator Schweickcr asked 
Mr. Wallach aif I hee been sworn, ard when told that JI h2ad 

Sena net, § tor ocheci cher placed me uncer oath, making reference 
to ali the ansvcrs I’had given pricr to being sworn, as well 
as Unooc I wens gave citer boing cvern. 

I pointed out that if Ruly had been involved in 
organized cringe matters, such as association with Trafficante 
or Maicallo, and this hee beceme inewn to the FBI, I was sure 
I, as an hoent assiqned to orgaeninca crime investigations in 

Dallas where hupy resided, would have been so aévised and 
that this was not the case. 

In answer to the questions about Ruhy being a 
PCI, I stated I hac heard something after November 24, 1963, 
that an Agent in Dalles hed at onc tine opened a PCI case on 

_ Ruby, but I aid not Mnow any details such as when this oc- 
curree, the name of the Aaent, and I was not aware that this 
Accnt, whocver he was, had been cisciplined because of any 
dealings with Ruby or for having Ruby as a PCI. 

Senator Schweicler then asked if when a-person is 
designated a PCi, the Acent makes such a recommendation to 
his superior -and that Ruby had been made a PCI because of 
his connections with organized crime. I explained that a 
person can be designated a PCI by the Agent Lecause of his 

associaticn with the criminal] element, his oseeencee his 
employment, or for any of a number of reasons, and that this 
person may. never furnish any pertinent or useful. information 
or be of any value. Senator Schveichker then asked if PCIs 
were not paid and I said they were only paid when they 
furnished pertinent or good useful information only on a 

C.0.D. basis. I was asked if Ruby had ever been paid and 

I suid I had no hnowledye of any such payment. 
5
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SENATE SELECT C 
INTELLIGIUCE. AC ; 

INRTURVIEA Cr SPCCIAL AGLUT 

ROLERL He ARKETT 

DECCIMEDR 17, 1975 

=I ON 

I was asked if I had any opportunity to see 

Oswatd in the police department -t that time or any other 

subscaquent time and I stated to the best of my knowledge 

Oswald had Leen taken to the office of Captain “Will” 

Fritz, that I never did go to Captain Fritz's office at 

any time on November 22, 23, or 24, 1963, and that I had 

neve: personally observed Oswald subsequent to his arrest 

in the theater in O&«k Cliff. 

ht this point in the interrocetion, Mr. Wallach’ 

asked we if I knew that disciplinary action by the Dureau hed 

been taken ecainst £2 (lares) Hosty, I advised them that I 

wes aware of this through my association with Hosty in Dallas. 

I wes then asked if I knew that some Assistant Directors of 

the PRI had been disciplined Leceuse of their handling of 

certain matters in the assassination investigation. I stated 

I was not cwore of this and had no knowledge ef any such 
disciplinery action. 

Mr. Wallach then asked me if I had attended a 
"going away" party held, not in the Dallas Office, for Hosty 

by his fricndas in Dallas. I stated I did not recall ary 
such party and further felt that if there had been such a party 

I would nave been invited and vweuld have attencecd because 

Hosty an@ I vare in the same car pocl, we attendcd the sane 

church, we belonged to the same clubs, and I had coached 

his son on the school foothall team, and further, that many 
of liosty's friends were also my fricnds. 

I was asked if I recalled a conference being held 
by SAC J. Gordon Shanklin on the early morning of November 
23, 1963, in which Asents of the Dalles Office were given 

instructions on investigation to be conducted that day. TIT 

stated that I recalled reporting to work cn Saturday, Rovembcr 

23,at alLout 6:00 AM after having worked to about 3:00 AM 

‘that same morning from the Friday bcfore, and I did not recall 

any such confcrence held by Mr. Shanklin. 

I was asked if there had not been a conference on 

the morning of November 24, 1963, in which Mr. Shanklin in- 

structcd the Dallas Aaents not to go near the arca at the 

city jail where Oswald was being removed that day and 1 

12



    

SENATE SELCCT COMMITTEE OX 
INTLE_LIG“ONCE ACTIVITIES 
INTORVINW Cr STRCIAL AGENT 
ROBERT HM. BARRETT 
DICELPER 17, 1575 

— 

stated I did recall these instructions, and further, I nid 
been instructed, along with ee eee to go to KRLD- 
TV Stcetion to obtain any pertinent Pri crephs that that 
staticn micht have and further, that while there I hed ob- 
served, on closcd circuit. televisicn, the Oswalé@ sheat.ing 
in the bhasencnt ef the police depurtment. I wae ashed if I 
had any knowledae of a telephone céll received by the Ibi 
during the night. af Noverker 23-2’, 1°63, cortaining a ° 
threas against Cswald. 1 said that to the best of =) Enor- 
ledgs, I dic recall something to the effect that SA jii n 
Newson had been on duty during the ea-ly morning hours of 
Nove..ber 24 at the Dallas FBI Office end hea rec@iven such 
a call, I couid mot recall at this time who was the source 
of this information nor @id I recall any details as to the 
contertés of the call. 

ach then asked if there hed not been some 
is Gl the Delias Offices hed been @sscus- 

Sing the assassination and discussing whether or not it wes their opinions that it was the act of one man acting alenre Or Was @ conspiracy. I stated I wes sure that there hac been such discussions on adn informal hacis but that I could not recall] any dcti:ils or anything as to when such discussicns were held or who was present and, further, that I was sure that everyone connected with the investigation would have 
mace sone personal conclusions. 

Mr. Wal 
OCCanions Whea Myc 

=!
 

At this point, Mr. Wallach asked if it was not 
true that Mr, ¢hanklin or some other Bureau official hed given explicit dirc¢tions thet the investication vas to 
establish that Oswald acted alone in connection with che 
assassination. Before I could answer this question, lx. 
Wallach stated that such infoxmetion had been received fron 
other FeI Agents. I stéted that this wes not so, that I did 
net believe any other Aacnts had made such statements, ane 
further, that we had, to the contrary, been given instructions 
to conduct our investigation in an effort to cstablish all 

the facts to identify all persons involved. 

At this point, which was about 4:23 PM, Scnator 
Schweicher left the room and did not take any further part 
in the interrogation. ‘ 

13
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

Civil Action No. 

Ve 78-322 & 78-420 
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Defendant. 

RULE 60(b) MOTION TO VACATE JUDGMENT, REOPEN CASE 

AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

Rule 60(b) relates to reopening litigation because of 

"Mistakes," including "Newly Discovered Evidence; Fraud, etc." 

and it states that "“(o)n motion and upon terms that are just, 

the court may relieve a party ... from a final judgment, order 

or proceeding for ... (2) newly discovered evidence which by 

due diligence could not have been discovered in time to move 

for a new trial ... (3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated 

intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or other misconduct 

of an adverse party ... or (5) ... is no longer equitable ..." 

Weisberg makes this motion under Rule 60(b), based on 

“newly discovered evidence," because he and the courts were 

victimized by fraud, misrepresentation and other misconduct, 

including false swearing that appears not to have been accidental 

Or unintended as stated herein, and because, regardless of 

what may or may not have been true earlier in this litigation, 

it is no longer equitable to assess any fees against him under 

these circumstances. Weisberg believes that the offenses he 

herein documents with this newly discovered evidence ought invoke



the conscience of the court, which did not make the requisite 

"“Pinding of Fact" to begin with, and he prays the court to 

invoke both its conscience and a judicial inquiry to determine 

whether or not the Federal Bureau of Investigation Special 

Agents (SAs) and counsel had knowledge of the misconduct he 

alleges. Weisberg believes also that this is necessary to 

the integrity and the constitutional independence of the judiciary. 

If the court does not grant this motion to vacate and 

reopen, Weisberg believes, particularly because the court did 

not make the requisite “Pinding of Fact," that he has a right 

to a trial on charged offenses, stated with specificity, and 

he herewith requests such a trial. 

BACKGROUND 

Plaintiff Weisberg is 72 years old and is in seriously 

impaired health because of not uncommonly fatal complications 

following arterial surgery- He is severely limited in what 

he is able to do, as is detailed in the case record, which 

also includes his medical history, in particularly great detail 

with regard to the additional illnesses he suffered during 

the period in which the defendant was demanding alleged “discovery" 

from him. 

Weisberg has published six books on the assassination 

of President John F. Kennedy and its official investigations 

and one book on the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jc., and its official investigations. In this work Weisberg 

drew upon earlier experiences as an investigative reporter,



a Senate investigator and an intelligence analyst. His work 

differs from other works in these fields in that he has not 

pursued whodunits and instead has nade a careful and detailed 

study of the functioning (and failues) of the basic institutions 

of our society in those times of great stress and thereafter. 

Two decades after he published his first book (which also was 

the first book on the “Warren Commission" appointed by President 

Johnson) it remains in use as a college text, as his later 

books also are. 

After the enactment of the Freedom of Information Act 

(FOIA) he made information requests, mostly of the FBI, to 

obtain undisclosed information. It is not generally known, 

but the FBI decided not to provide this Presidential Commission 

with a considerable amount of relevant FBI information. It 

ordered its SA witnesses not to volunteer any information to 

theWarren Commission, and its founding director praised SA 

James P. Hosty, Jr., records relating to whom are at issue 

in this litigation, after Hosty deceived and misled the Commission 

and knowingly lied to it. (Hosty was the Dallas office Oswald 

case agent.) Among other things, Hosty attested to the Commission 

that the FBI has no reason to believe that Oswald was capable 

of any violence and had no history of violence when in fact 

Oswald had, in a letter to Hosty, threatened to blow up the 

Dallas FBI office and/or the headquarters of the Dallas Police 

Department. There was an FBI internal investigation of this 

matter when it was leaked to the Dallas Times-Herald in 1975,



after the retirement of the Dallas Special Agent in Charge 

(SAC) Gordon Shanklin was secure. Both versions of the bombings 

Oswald threatened are included in the FBI's investigation of 

itself. In that investigation Hosty attested to his personal 

destruction of Oswald's threatening letter. This he stated 

waspn SAC Shanklin's direct order. On the interpretation that 

it would be "bootstrapping," the Department did not prosecute 

Shanklin for perjury. This is but one of innumerable illustrations 

of FBI withholding of enormously significant information from 

the Warren Commission and thereby of its control of the Commission's 

investigation, for which the FBI provided most of the investigative 

and technical services. 

Like this, the withheld information Weisberg sought under 

FOIA is potentially embarrassing to the FBI and from the very 

first, under a variety of subterfuges, the FBI decided to ignore 

Weisberg's FOIA requests. This was approved up to and including 

Director Hoover, as the records Weisberg provided in his FOIA 

litigation reflect. In 1967 two FBI SAs, Lyndal Shaneyfelt 

and Marion Williams, urged that Weisberg and his writing be 

"stopped," their word, and in Shaneyfelt's case the filing 

of a spurious libel suit against Weisberg, with Shaneyfelt 

fronting for the FBI, was approved all the way up to and by 

Director Hoover. Shaneyfelt then chickened out.1/ 

l/ In C.A. 2301-70 SA Williams swore that if the FBI disclosed 

copies of the results of nonsecret laboratory ballistic-related 
testing, the FBI's informer system and the FBI itself would 
crumble into ruins. The information sought is only that which 
is normally used publicly in prosecutions and when the FBI 

stonewalled that Litigation for almost a decade, it did not



Thereafter, SA T. N. Goble, who had the internal reputation 

of being a “liberal Harvard lawyer," in an opinion aiso approved 

and acted upon, held that because the FBI does not like Weisberg 

under FOIA it is not required to respond to his requests. 

This was FBI policy and almost without exception the FBI ignored 

all of Weisberg's information requests and without any exception, 

once he filed suit, stonewalled with a variety of devices and 

stratagems. In no case did it begin by making and properly 

attesting to the required searches. In this litigation, in 

which Weisberg seeks information from the FBI's Dallas and 

New Orleans offices, it asked for and was granted four years to 

aempiy and even then did not provide any first-person attestation 

to making searches responsive to Weisberg's requests. Instead 

of providing an attestation relating to any search by the Dallas 

office, the FBI provided an attestation by FBIHQ SA supervisor 

John N. Phillips in which he actually attested that no search 

was made anywhere and instead of a search, particularly in 
  

Dallas, to which Weisberg addressed his request, SA Thomas 

Bresson at FBIHO decided to limit Weisberg to the companion 

files of those of FBIHQ that had been disclosed earlier. 2 

crumble with disclosure. However, in 1974, citing that litigation 

the Congress amended FOIA's investigatory files exemption to 

eliminate the FBI's revision of the legislation and its alteration 

of the meaning of this exemption. This opened to public inspection 

some of the FBI's and CIA's "dirty works" in which they targeted 

on and in some instances destroyed Americans who had not engaged 

in any criminal activity but whose views were not in accord 

with the party lines of the agencies. 

2/ Weisberg attested that Phillips was not competent to provide 

the FBI's attestations in this litigation because he lacked 

personal knowledge and because those with personal knowledge



With regard to the New Orleans requests, where again no search 

to comply with Weisberg's request of it is attested to other 

than indubitably falsely, SA Clifford Anderson provided handcopied 

search slips relating to an entirely different request of a 

year earlier. 

The degree to which the FBI has gone not to comply with 

Weisberg's requests is amply reflected, without any refutation 

at all, in the case record in this and in other litigation. 

When the Senate's FOIA subcommittee heard that some 25 of his 

information requests, going back to 1968, had been entirely 

ignored and the Department assured that subcommittee that it 

could not defend the FBI's record and ee take care of thase 

requests, it did no such thing and they remain ignored to this 

day, even after Weisberg filed this list as an additional appeal 

before he filed and during this litigation. His filing of 

this list with the FBI remains without response after a decade. 

These were mostly limited requests, for few records requiring 

little time for compliance. When they were ignored, Weisberg 

believed he had no alternative to making inclusive requests 

and he thereafter made the all-inclusive requests involved 

in this litigation. 

Illustrative of the complete ignoring of Weisberg's requests 

were available to the FBI. This court thereafter continued 

to accept Phillips' incompetent attestations. However, in 
Shaw v. FBI No. 84-5084, the appeals court held that because 

he lacks personal knowledge of the FBI's JFK assassination 

investigation, Phillips is not competent to attest as he attested 
in this instant cause.



are two, for Dallas and New Orleans information, that he filed 

in 1970. (Exhibits 1A and 1B) The proper form has boxes for 

indicating which of the three possible options the FBI exercised. 

It ignored all three. These perfectly proper requests were 

not "granted," not “denied" and not "referred" elsewhere. 

However, although it languished for more than a half year, 

Weisberg's covering check was not entirely ignored. After 

being torn into shreds and then pieced together and taped rather 

amateurishly, as can be seen from the attached xerox of what 

remains of both sides (Exhibit 2), this Scotch-taped confetti 

was actually depsited by the government, accepted throughout 

the banking system and ultimately was honored by Weisberg's 

bank and charged to his account! 

Early on, when it had reason to expect eternal secrecy 

to protect its transgressions against American belief, if not 

also law, the FBI engaged in a campaign of vile defamation 

of Weisberg. This and the other courts did not have to accept 

Weisberg's interpretations because he provided copies of the 

FBI's own records. They include complete fabrications. In 

no instance has the FBI made any response, issued any denial 

or explanationand, naturally, there has been no apology. Only 

widespread misuse. 

One such fabrication consisted in converting an annual 

religious gathering, at a small farm the Weisberg s then owned, 

after the Jewish high holidays (which are in September and 

October) into their alleged annual celebration of the Russian



Revolution, which was in November. Weisberg's alleged subversion, 

if subversion it was, actually was that of a rabbi. It consisted 

of children seeing eggs hatch, playing with just—-hatched chicks 

and waterfowl, gathering eggs just laid and playing with and 

riding on tame farm animals. This was so truly great a subversion 

that the University of Maryland adopted it and carried on the 

project for children as "McDonald's Farm." But, the FBI so 

cherished this fabrication that it gave it wide distribution. 

While the full distribution has not been disclosed to Weisberg, 

records he has filed with the courts reflect distribution to 

thdwhite House, Attorneys General and their closest assistants 

and even to those defending against Weisberg's FOIA suits. 

Another illustration of the FBI's contrived defamations 

of Weisberg resulted from his informing the Department that 

FBI records it provided to the Alabama Highway Patrol were 

being given by it to a notorious racist, J. B. Stoner, who 

was Weisberg's source. The FBI contorted Weisberg's accuratre 

information, provided in the FBI's interest, into a conspiracy 

to defame the FBI by Weisberg and this virulent anti-Semite. 

(Stoner since has peen convicted of bombing a black church.) 

So completely did the FBI contort everything in order 

to better fabricate a defamation, it even stated that Weisberg 

seugii the interview when in fact the FBI knew he had appeared 

” the Department's request and about an entirely different 

and unrelated matter of interest to the Department. 

When those in the FBI who had no knowledge of the subject 

matter of the records disclosed these and other such defamations



and they included reference to withheld underlying records, 

the underlying records remain withheld. Thus the complete 

falsehood that Weisberg had personal relationships with a Soviet 

national in the Soviet embassy is disclosed but the underlying 

records cited, which cannot possibly justify this falsehood 

and cannot have any basis in fact at all, remain withheld. 

The same is true with regard to the FBI's disclosed falsehood 

which states that Weisberg had visitors from the Soviet embassy, 

as he never did. 

Also early on and consistent with its efforts to prejudice 

everyone possible with the untrue belief that Weisberg was 

a Commiunist, toward the end of 1966, the FBI construed its 

law enforcement and national security responsibilities to require 

that it intrude into Weisberg's rights and possibilities as 

a writer in efforts to ruin him and his first two books, according 

to its own records Weisberg provided, from New York to San 

Francisco. In New York it provided information to four private 

lawyers for them to use in an effort to ruin Weisberg and his 

first book on a TV talk show. In San Francisco one of its symbol 

informers tried to red-bait Weisberg with garbled and misrepre- 

sented matters of before the FBI's informer was old enough 

to be aware of them. In both instances the FBI's supposed 

law enforcement and/or national security efforts backfired 

and in both instances it sold out all copies of his books that 

were available. In New York, in ack, its self-defeating propaganda 

efforts required an additional printing of his first book to 

meet the demand created in New York alone.



After POIAs investigatory files exemption was amended 

in 1974, a crew of six Civil Division lawyers was detailed 

as a “get Weisberg" crew, in addition to FBI personnel so assigned. 

After all six appeared in one case and failed, the stonewalling 

detailed and unrefuted in the case record in this litigation 

was opted instead. Thus the FBI consumed the first four years 

of this litigation in processing records of its choice without 

making the initial searches to comply with Weisberg's requests. 

One means of stonewalling was the claimed need for discovery 

prior to any competent attestation to search by those of .personal 

knowledge. In no instance did the FBI present any evidence 

to counter what Weisberg presented to this court relating to 

this alleged discovery. Instead, it counsel merely stated 

what was not true and what, under oath and himself subject 

to the penalties of perjury, Weisberg attested was not true. 

In presenting fabrications to the courts, counsel was no less 

imaginative and innovative than the FBI. For example, in the 

FBI's appeals brief (at page 44), in seeking to attribute serious 

misconduct to both Weisberg and his lawyer and to invoke additional 

Sanctions against Weisberg's lawyer, it told the appeals court 

that "(t)he district court had closely observed counsel's relations 

with plaintiff in this litigation for more than five years." 

The actuality is that this court did not - ev er - see 

Weisberg with his counsel in this litigation because the one 

time he was present, in 1979, having agreed to give the FBI 

time to process records, he Sat with a friend in the audience, 

“not with his lawyer. The FBI then took the first four years 
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of this litigation to process those records and nothing transpired 

before this court. From the time of the first status call, 

as the case record reflects, it was physically impossible for 

Weisberg to be present; and as the transcripts reflect, he 

was never present - not once. Yet to this day no one in the 

FBI or of its counsel has seen fit to withdraw or to modify 

in any way this contrived defamation of both Weisberg and his 

counsel, gross and deliberate a malevent untruth as it is. 

The defendant's obfuscations and misrepresentations were 

so successful, that by the time this case was before the appeals 

court it believed - and actually stated (decision, page 3) - 

that this lawsuit seeks records relating to the Kiny assassination 

and its investigation, as it does not. 

To obfuscate the fact that the FBI did not and never 

intended to comply with Weisberg's New Orleans request, its 

appeals brief, in pretended direct quotation of his requests 

(page 2) eliminates entirely the language of the request that 

relates uniquely to the New Orleans records. This misrepresenta- 

tion, which cannot be accidental, also has never been withdrawn, 

never been apologized for. (It also pretends that the Dallas 

request is limited to its introduct ory sentence. ) 

Essentially, the FBI gave two reasons for its discovery 

demand, Weisberg's unique subject-matter knowledge and expertise 

and the claim that, if and when Weisberg provided it, the FBI 

would be able to prove that it had complied with his requests 

- even though, as it knew and as the case record reflects, 

it had not even made the required initial searches but had 
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without sanction substituted for them and nad even attested 

by SA John N. Phillips, to that. ‘This attestation was provided 

case supervisor. Throughout the last part of this litigation, 

Weisberg provided a series of affidavits, making himself subject 

to the penalties of perjury if he himself lied about what is 

material, in which he detailed the varying degrees of untruthful- 

ness he attributed to Phillips and others in the FBI. When 

this court ignored Weisberg's attestations, he requested that 

it determine whether or not it had been addressed with less 

than truth by the FBI. This court declined. And when Weisberg, 

again making himself subject to the penalties of perjury, presented 

his several reasons for not providing this supposed "discovery," 

the FBI made no effort to provide counter-affidavits and this 

court ignored Weisberg's attestations. 

As Weisberg then noted, what the FBI demanded under the 

guise of discovery greatly exceeded its claimed need. It did 

not demand merely proof of the existence of withheld records 

or of information indicating their existence. It demanded 

"each and every" reason, “each and every" bit of information 

and “each and every" related document. This meant that if 

in Weisberg's some sixty file cabinets of materials he had 

100 different records relating to the existence of what the 

FBI withheld while only a single document would establish the 

existence of the information, he was actually required by the 

demand and the court's Order to search out, copy and provide 

all 100 relevant documents. In addition, the demand and the 

Order also required Weisberg to provide all the other related 
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information he had. With regard to one such Item, to which 

Weisberg returns below, the recordings of the assassination 

period broadcasts of the Dallas Police Department, in order 

to be in compliance with both the demand and the Order, in 

addition to the numerous FBI pages Weisberg had already provided 

- and the FBI thereafter ignored - he would have been required 

to search all that he recalled throughout the 10,000,000 published 

words of the Warren Commission, throughout its 900-page Report 

and appended 26 volumes of evidence, plus what he had earlier 

recalled from the Commission's 300 cubic feet of record s deposited 

in the National Archives. It obviously was and is impossible 

to attest truthfully to having provided what was demanded and 

ordered, “each and every" fact and document Weisberg has or 

of which he knows. And when he noted this great excessiveness, 

the demand was not altered and the Order was not modified in 

any way. Because of the possibility that if he forgot anything 

he would have been subject to a charge of perjury is one of 

the reasons Weisberg declined to comply with the Order. Moreover, 

it is obvious that “each and every" fact, reason and document 

iS not required in any legitimate diseovery demand. A Single 

fact, reason or document is all that is required to establish 

the existence of the withheld information. Conversely, if 

a Single record or fact established the existence of what is 

relevant and withheld, there is no possible way in which "discovery" 

would have enabled the defendant to establish compliance. 

Only the opposite is possible. 

Weisberg also attested, from his knowledge of the FBI's 
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records and record-keeping systems, that the FBI required no 

discovery from him. As with all else to whch Weisberg attested, 

the FBI did not provide any evidence to refute this. Moreover, 

as Weisberg also attested and established by attaching copies 

of them, even the irrelevant New Orleans search slips itemized 

relevant records that were and still, to this very day, remain 

withheld. (Thus the FBI's need to misrepresent to the appeals 

court what was actually requested of the New Orleans office. 

Weisberg attested that and explained how what was demanded 

and ordered exceeded his physical capabilities, and without 

any contrary evidence being offered by the FBI it is unrefuted 

that his physical condition alone made it impossible to comply 

with the discovery demanded and ordered. He argued with regard 

to this and the other reasons he gave that burdensomeness is 

a proper and accepted reason for opposing even legitimate dis- 

covery demands. 

To this, but without taint of evidence, decency, honesty 

or fact, the FBI's counsel claimed that because Weisberg had 

been able to provide affidavits during the period of time in 

question - some six months - he would have been able, in the 

same time, to comply with the discovery demand and Order. 

In this misrepresentation the FBI's counsel omitted what Weisberg 

attested to, that he was able to prepare his affidavits without 

the searches and copying required by the demand and Order, 

which relate to records in his basement when he is limited 

in the use of stairs and can stand only briefly before file 
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cabinets because of his circulatory problems. He also showed 

that the time required of him for the preparation of those 

affidavits came to only a few minutes daily over the period 

of time in question. 

And when the FBI's counsel, without regard to Weisberg's 

age and ill health, with which the FBI has been familiar for 

more than a decede, made the nastiest kind of slurring and 

defamatory remarks to pretend that Weisberg was not honest 

in his: representations regarding the poor state of his health, 

Weisberg provided an additional affidavit to which he attached 

copies of his hospital bills beginning with the first of his 

three serious Surgeries (the second two emergency operations) 

and for the period of the discovery demands, copies of the 

bills of his family doctor. These itemized an additional long 

series of debilitating, painful and not infrequently dangerous 

illnesses, ranging from repeated pneumonia and pleurisy to 

the internal hemorrhaging they caused. (Weisberg has for a 

decade lived on a high level of anticoagulant, for which it 

1S required that his blood be tested at least twice weekly 

to be certain that he does not bleed to death. aA Simple fall 
or bruise or cut that would be insignificant to another can 

be fatal to him, as he, without refutation, attested.) 

In its Memorandum and Order this court cited.what the 
appeals court said, that Weisberg had refused to provide the 

information demanded. While the appeals court did so state, 
it is not correct. Weisberg's position throughout is and has 
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been what he attested to, without refutation, that he had already 

provided all the information and documentation of which he 

is aware, to so great an extent that his copies as he has them 

filed take up at least two file drawers. 

Weisberg had to estimate because he has two full file 

cabinets, eight full file drawers, of such information and 

documentation as he had provided it to the defendant. This 

began with the request of another court, in Weisberg's King 

assassination litigation, and was continued, with the same 

appeals officer, at his request, in this litigation. Because 

FBIHQ records also are involved in the fully stuffed JFK assassi- 

nation file cabinet of what Weisberg provided, while it is 

probable that, because most relevant Dallas and New Orleans 

records were withheld as "previously processed" in the form 

of the FBIHQ records, Weisberg estimated conservatively that 

only half are involved in this litigation. 

Without refutation, without even the customary slurs 

of the FBI's counsel, Weisberg attested that making additional 

xeroxes of what he had already provided, aside from being unneces- 

Sary, also is beyond his physical and financial capability. 

(Since the time of that attestation, his Social Security check, 

his only regular income, has grown to the munificent sum of 

$356.) 

In addition, and it was not possible for Weisberg to 

estimate the considerable extent of this, throughout his affidavits 

in this litigation, Weisberg provided the kind of information 

included in the defendant's "discovery" subterfuge - only to 

have it, as without refutation he attested, consistent with



the FBI's long record in this and his other litigation, ignored. 

Again, the Dallas police broadcasts of the assassination period 

are illustrative. Weisberg informed the court and the FBI 

and its counsel where such materials had been stored in the 

Dallas office - not in the file cabinets but in a special storage 

chest. His source was records provided in this litigation 

and thus no discovery from him was required for the FBI to 

know. In response SA Phillips swore that the FBI never had 

any such recordings and that obtaining the recordings was the 

self-starting, personal endeavor of an FBI employee. When 

Weisberg then provided its own records reflecting that the 

FBI had transcribed those recordings of the police broadcasts 

and provided the transcripts to the Warren Commission, which 

published them, without regard to the obvious inconsistency, 

Phillips then swore that the FBI had given the recordings to 

the Commission. However, those recordings are not in the Commis-— 

Sion's records and, although everything forwarded from the 

field offices was covered with a written record and everything 

delivered to the Commission was hand-delivered and additionally 

covered by a separate FBI record, the FBI could not supply 

any record even suggesting that Dallas had forwarded the recordings 

to FBIHQ or that FBIHQ had given them to the Commission and, 

as of the time this lawsuit was filed, they were precisely 

where, without refutation, Weisberg had attested they were 

in the Dallas office. Then, when the House of Representatives 

created a committee to investigate the assassination, and the 
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PBI did not have them in its main assassination file, it retraced 

what it had done and the Dallas office filed lengthy reports 

on this, which Weisberg attached to his affidavits. Once he 

did that, the FBI withheld the remaining relevant records. 

Nonetheless, Weisberg had informed. of the need for them created 

by the request of the House and again, consistent with its 

long record, the FBI failed to look there. This is carried 

further under “new evidence." It is obvious that there is 

no earthly effort Weisberg could have made to inform the FBI 

fully and accurately, if as it did not, it had required any 

assistance from him, and he did this, under oath and in this 

litigation, complete with copies of the FBI's own indices and 

records. 

All of this was and to this day remains ignored. And 

this is but one of countless such illustrations, where he even 

provided the correct field office file numbers only to be ignored 

and, along with the courts, only to be imposed upon by the 

Spurious claimed need for "discovery" that in turn was only 

an additional and unnecessary demand for what he had already 

provided. 

So, regardless of what both the defendant and this court 

ignored that is without refutation in the case record and, 

regardless of * hat the appeals court stated as the end result 

of persisting misrepresentations by the defendant, the plain 

and simple truth is that Weisberg had already provided - before 

discovery was demanded -all that was demanded under discovery. 
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Despite the total absence of refutation of the numerous 

reasons Weisberg gave for not complying with the Order and 

his likewise unrefuted attestation to having provided all that 

was demanded in any event, and without any “Finding of Fact" 

by this court, Weisberg was held to be subject to sanctions. 

THE NEW EVIDENCE 

By "new evidence" Weisberg means relevant and withheld 

FBI information that the FBI knew it had and withheld from 

him in this litigation despite its obvious materiality and 

importance. As will be seen, its exishenes Was known to John 

Phillips, the FBI's affiant in this litigation, when he executed 

his affirmations subject to the penalties of perjury. This 

new evidence now in Weisberg's possession consists of copies ond (oerences +o 
of field office records which establish beyond any question 

the existence of other and relevant records sworn by Phillips 

not to exist. This is its history. 

The House of Representatives established a Select Committee 

onfAssassinations (HSCA). In order to service this committee 

the FBI collected for its use, in the Records Management Division 

at FBIHQ, which also handles FOIA requests and where Phillips 

1S a supervisor, FBI records relating to the assassination 

of President Kennedy. Independently, both Weisberg anda friend, 

Mark Allen, filed FOIA requests for this information, Allen 

filed suit (C.A. 81-1206) when it was not provided, and when 

Allen provided Weisberg with copies of information he believed 

is of interest to Weisberg, beginning after this case went 
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up on appeal, Weisberg withdrew his request for that information. 

Weisberg has a copy of Phillips! January 12, 1982, affidavit 

identifying himself as Supervisor in the Allen case. Weisberg 

also understands that at least two of the FBI SAs who assisted 

Phillips in this litigation assisted him in the Allen case. 

It thus appears that, in addition to others in his Records 

Management Division and elsewhere in the FBI, including the 

Dallas and New Orleans field offices, at the very least Phillips 
and these two assistants have knowledge of what is relevant 

in Weisberg's litigation and of what they have disclosed in 
the Allen case. They thus knew of the existence, materiality 
and importance of this new evidence at the time of Phillips" 
attestations relating to its alleged nonexistence and with 
regard to the alleged need of discovery from Weisberg and the 
alleged purposes of that discovery. 

Instead of making detailed response to Weisberg's thoroughly 
documented attestations to Phillips! untruthfulness, Phillips 
in the end contented himself with a sworn blanket denial of 
any untruthfulness. 

Whether or not Phillips knew, as Weisberg had written, 
that Allen was Providing copies of what Phillips and his assistants 
disclosed to Allen and that Weisberg therefore had withdrawn 
his request, in his above-cited affidavit in the Allen case 
he attests (in Paragraph 9) to Knowing that Weisberg "made 
a Similar request" on December 4, 1979, At the least, therefore, 
Weisberg believes that Phillips and/or his assistants ought 
at least have SuSpected that he was obtaining copies of some 
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of what they were disclosing to Allen, Samples of which are 

attached hereto. Whether or not t hey had any reason to believe 

that Weisberg had or would obtain knowledge or copies of what 

they were disclosing to Allen, it iS apparent that they had 

personal knowledge of the existence and importance and matériality 
of this new evidence at the time of Phillips’ attestations 

in this instant cause and ever since then, including at the 

time this litigation was before the appeals court, which is 
when Weisberg began to receive copies from Allen. 

| All of the £ ecords of which this evidence is part were 
Physically in the possession of the FBI's responding component 
in this litigation throughout all the time it has been before 
the courts. 

And what was disclosed to Allen, with Phillips as the   

FBI's supervisor, includes copies of withheld and relevant 
field office records as weil as innumerable references to what 
is relevant and is withheld in this litigation. What the FBI 

attestations to the need and purposes of the alleged discovery 
and all other filings related thereon are and were known to 
be false and fraudulent. 

While ma ny more examples exist, Weisberg here limits 
himself to a few that are illustrative to establish the fact 
that the FBI's claimed need of discovery was fraudulent and 
that Phillips' related attestations were more than merely untruthful 
— were made when he was ina Supervisory role in the very case 
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in which this new evidence was disclosed. 

Recordings of Assassination Broadcasts 
on Dallas Police Radio 

In addition, and this also bears on what the FBI's intent 

really is in all of Weisberg's litigation, he provides the 

proof that the Dallas police broadcast recordings, along with 

Yelevant records, were located long ago and exactly where 

Weisberg had indicated under oath, and to this very day remain 

withheld. No claim to exemption is made and indeed, none can 

be made when the FBI has already disclosed its source and 

a supposedly verbatim transcript which it authorized the Commission 

to publish and it did publish. (tart of the FBI's problem 

is its omissions in its allegedly verbatim transcription, of 

which Weisberg is aware from a tape recording of a segment 

he obtained after the Dallas police let others have it. Another 

part of the FBI's problem relates to the special panel of experts 

to study these recordings, convoked by the attorney general 

during the course of this litigation to study what was provided 

by the FBI -) 

Unless the FBI departed from its Standard procedure, 

Phillips' component has copies of all the related Dallas and 

other records and, given Phillips’ Supervisory role, it is 

reasonable to believe that he had knowledge of the foregoing. 

The Department's letter (Exhibit 3) refers only to Weisberg's 
appeals of four and five years ago which also included this 
identical information. It makes no reference to this litigation. 
Here again, consistent with a long record, the appeals had 
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not been properly processed. There is no doubt of relevance, 

as Weisberg's response (Exhibit 4) makes clear. His responee 

also illustrates the kind of detailed information he provided 

only to have it ignored. In this instance, for a half-year 

in which he has heard nothing further and received nothing 

at all. Copies of the recording(s) and all located records 

remain withheld to this very day, and this when no search need 

be made and no claim to any exemption can be justified or has 

been made. Although last December those records were being 

reviewed anda release determination "will be made as soon 

as possible," there has been no further word. 

This new evidence, too, gives the lie to each and every 

one of the untruthful attestations made with regard to the 

material in question and based on which both courts ruled. 

It has been known to the defendant for not less than a half-year 

and none of the untruthful attestations has been withdrawn 

Or modified in any way. 

This new evidence also establishes that no discovery 

from Weisberg was necessary for the withheld information to 

be located and that no discovery from him would have enabled 

the defendant to establish compliance as Phillips attested 

when it knew it had not complied. 

Obviously, the FBI knew that it had these recordings 

and related records - and had not provided them to Weisberg - 

when its attestations said the exact Opposite, such as that 

it had never had them. 
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It also confirms what Weisberg attested with regard to 

the claimed need for discovery, that the FBI has a long record 

of ignoring all the information he provided, and he has provided 

an enormous amount of information and documentation. 

Ticklers 

When no ticklers were provided from the Dallas and New 

Orleans records, Weisberg appealed their withholding and raised 

the matter in this litigation. Weisberg attested that ticklers 

in cases like the assassination investigations are preserved 

as long as the case is "open," as the JFK assassination is; 

that their preservation is required for the efficient operation 

of the FBI, particularly when large volumes of records are 

involved; that FBI ticklers more than a decade old had been 

disclosed to him; and that, because of its great value, he 

had personal knowledge that when a person who had a tickler 

he no longer needed, it was transferred, intact, to the FBI's 

central records. Phillips first engaged in a series of semantical 

exercises based on knowingly incorrect definitions of ticklers 

and their form and purposes, was corrected by Weisberg, and 

he ultimately swore, after qualifying himself. that all FBI 

ticklers are "routinely" destroyed after a few days. There 

thus was direct conflict with regard to what is material between 

Phillips and Weisberg, each having sworn to personal knowledge. 

Weisberg has only a small percentage of what the FBI 

and its supervisor Phillips have to this moment disclosed to 
Allen, but what has been provided to Weisberg fills two file 
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drawers and consists entirely of copies of extant FBI ticklers. 
    

The FBI's file folders are labeled as ticklers, the records 

when copied were designated to the appropriate parts of the 

ticklers, which are elaborate, and without reasonable question 

all of this was known to Phillips and his assistants when and 

after he swore that all ticklers are "routinely" destroyed 

by the FBI. These extant ticklers are more than 20 years old. 
  

There is no discovery from Weisberg which would have 

enabled the FBI to prove it had complied or that it had made 

a proper search when it knew it had not and when Phillips knew 

that, instead of having such a search made in Dallas and New 

Orleans, he, in Washington, swore to the nonexistence of any 

JFK assassination ticklers. No discovery from Weisberg was 

necessary for the FBI to know that it has JFK assassination 

ticklers, but the fact of their existence and even the names 

of the agents responsible for their compilation were provided 

by Weisberg before the FBI and Phillips made false representations 

with regard to the FBI's alleged need for "discovery." 

Here again, long before the FBI's demand for discovery, 

Weisberg had provided what it requested under "discovery" and 

it had, consistent with its long record, ignored what Weisberg 

provided 

"Sex Dossiers" on "Critics" of the 
Assassination Investigations 
  

The Associate Attorney General directed the FBI to process 

for disclosure its records on the “critics" of the official 

investigations. Phillips attested that ther FBI had no such 
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records. Weisberg attested that it had disclosed to him, in 

this litigation and elsewhere, the existence of field office 

records on the critics and that he provided copies of some 

such records, attached to his affidavits and appeals, along 

with relevant Dallas and New Orleans file numbers. He also 

attested to the use of seemingly inappropriate file classifications 

for the hiding of relevant and potentially embarrassing records 

of this and similar character and provided samples from what 

the FBI had disclosed. 

One of the FBI's ticklers disclosed to Allen, in the 

form of an outline of what could embarrass the FBI, leaves 

it beyond question that the FBI and Phillips and his assistants 

in particular knew it had records on the critics. One page 

of this tickler, attached as Exhibit 5, under "3. Bureau Relations 

with Warren Commission," at "C. Related Bureau Actions and 

Activities," discloses that the FBI has withheld records on 

them from which it prepared "(7) sex dossiers on critics of 

probe." 

(There is much else in this particular tickler that indi- 

cates the existence of pertinent and withheld records and that 

pinpoints areas of great embarrassment to the FBI in them. 

This, in turn, suggests motive in the FBI's dishonesties in 

this litigation. One illustration is the reference to Hosty's 

destruction of Oswald's threatening letter to him. This tickler 

states that it was “handled by Bureau Nov 24" or the very day 

Oswald himself was killed, “and effects in subsequent days" (sic). 
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This vecords the fact that at the very least FBIHO was directly 

involved, did the "handling," and then undertook to keep the 

sordid mess secret, from everyone, from the President and his 

Commission and from the nation. Confirming what Weisberg had 

attested, that the FBI was hiding the fact that it never investi- 

gated the crime itself, and still another area of embarrassment 

to the FBI, is “Rosen [Assistant Director Alex Rosen, in charge 

of investigative division] characterization of FBI ‘standing 

around with pockets open awaiting for evidence to drop in.'" 

Another area of embarrassment is disclosure of the nature of 

the relationship of Director Hoover and the FBI and the Warren 

Commission. This tickler discloses that Hoover opposed its 

formation and then had an “adversary relationship" with it. 

He actually intruded into its staffing by “blocking Warren's 

choice for general counsel," a man Hoover disliked, the late, 

respected Warren Olney, of the Department's Criminal Division. 

Not content with this the FBI then prepared "dossiers on staff 

and members," an obvious means of exerting pressure on the 

members and their staff; and after the Report was out, the 

FBI prepared additional dossiers on the Commission's staff. 

That the FBI spent tax money and staff and other resources 

to prepare itself to blackmail and that it prepared dossiers 

on such respected and eminent Americans as the chief justice; 

the former Director of Central Intelligence; Senator Richard 

B. Russell, who was in charge of Senatorial oversight and was 

the respected leader of Southern Democrats; Republican Senator 
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John Sherman Cooper: the respected banker, John J. McCloy, 

who had a long record of public service; the Congressmen members, 

Hale Boggs, another leader of Southern Democrats, and Gerald 

Ford, then Minority leader and later President, is truly shock- 

ing and scandalous, highly improper if not also illegal expenditure 

of public funds, and there is little doubt that if this had 

been disclosed during the Commission's life or during the controversy 

following publication of its Report, it would have shaken the 

nation. The dossiers the FBI prepared on the staff gives it 

dossiers on file on a number of prominent persons, a large 

number of prestigious lawyers, at least one judge, the head 

of a later Presidential Commission and Senator Arlen Specter 

ofPennsylvania. ) 

It is standard FBI practice to funnel information to 

and through its "office of origin," in this case Dallas, with 

New Orleans, because of Oswald's activity there and because 

of the investigation of District Attorney Jim Garrison, virtually 

a second office of origin. Exhibit 6, which Weisberg provided 

on appeal and attached to an affidavit, illustrates this was 

done with the "critics." The FBI had its symbol informers 

covering the meetings of "critics," not fewer than seven of 

whom are identified by name and file number, with copies sent 

to both Dallas and New Orleans. The FBI files the "critics" 

as subversives and its informer was ostensibly assigned to 

. a . . . . . 

"security" from h is FBI identification number. (Here again, 

the FBI ignored this and other similar documentation Weisberg 

provided and then demanded it again on discovery, after ignoring 
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it when he provided it voluntarily.) 

That the FBI kept records relating to the "critics" and 

their books is disclosed in a record processed for Allen (Exhibit 

7) which is captioned "Biased Books Re Assassination of President 

Kennedy." These ticklers have individual folders for individual 

“critics" and for their books, as is illustraaed by Exhibit 8. 

(The author is Mark Lane, pertaining to whom Weisberg had provided 

the FBI field offices' file numbers, "subversive," of course. 

The FBI did not need "discovery" from Weisberg to learn its 

own file numbers, which are posted on its indices, but Weisberg 

did provide them and the FBI ignored the information he provided. 

It thus did not need this information under "discovery" and 

there is nothing else that the FBI did need under this so-called 

"discovery.") 

Exhibit 6 also discloses that even the Los Angeles FBI 

field office knew that New Orleans had a 100 or "subversive" 

file on Jim Garrison and thus not only was no discovery from 

Weisberg needed for the FBI to be aware of this but Weisberg 

had provided it and it was ignored, with the file itself withheld 

as nonexistent rather than as exempt. 

Obviously, there is no possibility that any so-called 

"discovery" from Weisberg would have engbled the FBI to prove 

that it had complied when it had not and knew it had not and 

had not even searched and knew it had not and, even more, when 

Weisberg had already provided it with its own file numbers 

on these "critics." 

Bearing further on the deliberateness of the FBI's false 
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Swearing to the court, the fraud Weisberg believes was perpetrated 

and on the FBI's means of hiding information by tricky filing, 

is Exhibit 9. This FBI record on another book on the assassination 

was designated by the Dallas SAC for an 80 or “Laboratory Research 

Matters" file when there is nothing relating to the Laboratory or 

to research matters in the record captioned "Jim Bishop, Author." 

(New Orleans also uses the 80 classification for delicate 

matters entirely unrelated to the Laboratory or its “research 

matters" but is related to Garrison and his staff, among other 

things. An example, provided by Weisberg as attachments to 

an affidavit, is filing information relating to a member of 

Garrison's staff, who provided confidential Garrison information 

to the New Orleans FBI, in an 80 file. Even when the search 

‘Slips recorded the existence of relevant 80 files, the FBI 

withheld them as irrelevant despite the copies of its own records 

Weisberg provided. ) 

With regard to all these matters related to "critics" 

and their books, Weisberg had already provided all the information 

he had prior to the demand for discovery. The new evidence 

makes it apparent that the FBI's attestations to the nonexistence 

of records on the "critics" were, when made, known not to be 

truthful and they also indicate fraud. This is still another 

illustration of the known impossibility of the FBI's sworn-to 

representations with regard to its alleged need for "discovery" 

from Weisberg. The FBI - and Phillips and his assistants in 

particular - knew that no discovery from Weisberg would enable 

it to prove that it had complied with his requests (and the 
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Associate Attorney General's direct ive) with regard to "critics." 

The FBI's possession of and under Phillips its processing of this 

new evidence makes it apparent that it - and he in particular 

-needed no help in the form of "discovery" from Weisberg in 

order to be able to locate and process its information relating 

to "critics." Likewise, it appears to be obvious that at the 

very time Phillips swore subject to the penalties of perjury 

that the “discovery” demanded of Weisberg would have enabled 

the FBI to prove that it had complied with his request, he 

had solid documentation in his division andynder his control 

which left it without question that his attestation was false. 

And at no time subsequent to the disclosure to Allen of these 

and the other relevant records has Phillips or anyone else 

in the FBI or its counsel withdrawn or corrected this false 

swearing and to this very day the FBI has not provided the 

relevant records in this litigation. Weisberg attributes additional 

Significance to these failures because he did inform the defendant 

that he did obtain some copies from Allen and he sent explained 

copies to the FBI's counsel. Knowing these things, the FBI 

nonetheless persists in its fraud and persists in its efforts 

to obtain money from Weisberg as part of its fraud upon him 

and upon the courts. This, Weisberg reemphasizes, after the 

FBI was ordered by the Associate Attorney General to process 

all such records for disclosure to him. 

Another tickler or new evidence record relating to the 

FBI's knowledge of its records relating to the "critics" and 
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their books is Exhibit 10. This is but one of a series of 

related tickler records on this subject disclosed to Allen 

having to do with President Johnson's desire to have the FBI 

Director write a book responding to the “critics." In order 

to do this it is obvious that the FBI had to have and know 

it had records relating to the "critics" and their books. 

With regard to this, it again is obvious that no discovery 

from Weisberg could possibly have enabled the FBI to establish 

that it had complied when it knew it had not and that no discovery 

from Weisberg was necessary for the FBI to retrieve its own 

records that, still again, were in Phillips' division and under 

his control. 

(The other related records disclosed to Allen reflect 

the recorded detail and ready retrievability of the FBI's records. 

With the collaboration of the President's unwilling emissary, 

Supreme Court Justice Abe Fortas, SA Wick, of the so-called 

"Crime Records" Division, concocted a substitute for the proposed 

book by the unwilling Direct or. It was to have a sycophantic 

reporter sign a letter to the FBI requesting the kind of infor- 

mation the President wanted to receive extensive attention. 

When Wick left the FBI for the Washington Star with the approved 

letter for City Editor Sid Epstein to sign, when he signed 

it, when Wick left the Star for the White House and when he 

got there is all dutifully recorded.) 

Exhibit ll, from the tickler, records the fact that the 

FBI was still engaged in preparing assassination-related books 
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in 1970. “TNG" is SA Goble referred to earlier and he reports 

that "I am assigned to the book writing detail." 

Withheld Field Office Macquarie Oswald File 

As Weisberg attested, it is his experience that when 

the FBI cannot entirely ignore the information he provides 

it limits itself to the records he reveals knowing exist. 

Tickler records relating to the mother of the accused assassin, 

the late Mrs. Marguerite Oswald, confirm this as the FBI's 

Practice in this litigation. After full compliance had been 

claimed, Weisberg identified an additional Dallas file on Mrs. 

Oswald. Phillips then attested that the FBI had to withhold 

the file number and caption in the interest of "national security." 

Weisberg then provided a disclosed copy with no redactions 

and with none justified. What Weisberg did not know and what 

these field offices and PHillips and his assistants did know 

is disclosed in this new evidence (Exhibit 12), that both offices 

were directed to establish still another file on her and, as 

the other records from this tickler disclosed to Allen reflect, 

both field offices did. 

Still again, this new evidence establishes that no discovery 

could have enabled the FBI to prove that it had complied with 

Weisberg's request and no discovery from Weisberg was needed 

by the FBI for it to locate and process these relevant and 

knowingly withheld files. 

Unsearched New Orleans Records Identified 
in Ticklers Disclosed to Allen 
  

  

Part of Weisberg's New Orleans request, omitted in what 
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the FBI represented as full and verbatim quotation of it to 

the appeals court, includes "all records on or pertaining to 

Clay Shaw, David Ferrie and any other persons or organizations 

who figured in District Attorney Jim Garrison's investigation 

into President Kennedy's assassination." The existence of a 

number of Clay Shaw ticklers - New Orleans information - is 

disclosed in the ticklers Allen received from the FBI. In one 

tickler alone there were two different folders identified as on 

the jurors in the Shaw trial. A copy of one is attached as 

Exhibit 13. These records also indicate that the FBI's Garrison 

Watch was located in Room 818 of the puifing at Ninth and D 

Streets, NW, to which copies of records were directed. 

Each of a series of “deleted page" sheets in the ticklers 

disclosed to Allen is identified, with appended numbers, as on 

"Garrison Witnesses." (Sample attached as Exhibit 14) one par- 

ticular copy of a list of persons "who figured in" Garrison's 

investigation is selected because it does not disclose the 

name of a member of President Johnson's personal staff who, it 

was suspected, might have had a kind of association with them. 

(Exhibit 15) Exhibits 14 and 15 relate to New Orleans information. 

Still zgain, no discovery from Weisberg could have enabled the FBI 

to establish that it had complied with this part of Weisberg's 

New Orleans request and no discovery from him was needed for 

it to be aable to search its own records. 

This sampling of the "new evidence" in the form of FBI 

ticklers - which the FBI's affiant in this litigation swore under 
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the penalties of peridury could not and did not exist while it 

was disclosed to another requester in the lawsuit in which he 

as the FBI's supervisor provided its affidavit - establish, 

Weisberg believes, redundantly and overwhelmingly the deliberate 

misrepresentation, nature and extent of the fraud perpetrated 

upon him and the courts and the knowingness and deliberateness 

se swearing by which the FBI prevailed before both be
 of the fa 

courts. 

Each and every one of the foregoing illustrations of new 

evidence establish@$y Weisberg believes, the deliberate dis- 

honesty of what the FBI and its counsel have done to him in 

this litigation also establishes the inequity of the situation 

in which he finds himself. 

"“'Equitable' and '‘inequitable' signify just and unjust." 

(27 Am Jur 2d, p.517) From the outset of this litigation, what 

has happened to Weisberg is, from what this new evidence discloses 

and means fas intended to be inequitable - unjust. Weisberg 

believes that this court has both the power and the obligation 

to rectify this manifest injustice. 

CONCLUSION 

Weisberg believes that under Rule 60(b) he is entitled 

to relief from the abuses documented herein and to the protection 

of the courts from such abuses. He believes that this court 

should now vacate its judgment against him and reopen the case 

so that he may obtain justice and relief; that there should be 

a judicial inquiry into the official fraud and misrepresentation 
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documented herein; that such an inquiry is essential to preserve 

the integrity and the Constitutional independence of the courts; 

and that there has been perjury, if not also its subornation, 

before this court. Weisberg and Phillips both swore to what 

is material, they swore in contradiction to each other, and 

Weisberg believes this new evidence establishes that it is 

Phillips who swore faisely. If Phillips swore falsely and 

persisted in this, then Weisberg believes he should be charged 

with the offense and tried. More than the average person an 

FBI special agent ought be aware of the importance of swearing 

only truthfully to a court. He ought know a felony when he 

sees one - and when he commits one. The government's lawyers 

have no less responsibilities as officers of the court than 

other lawyers and in this litigation they were not only untruthful, 

they persist in their untruthfulness after it was with pointedness 

called to their attention. In violation of the relatively 

recent notification of the then attorney general,.to mark "law 

day," government lawyers were put on notice that they were 

to file only what they had reason to believe was true and not 

what they had any reason to believe might not be true. In 

this litigation the government's lawyers filed what they had 

ample and unrefuted reason to believe was not true. This, 

Weisberg believes, ought not be acceptable to any court and 

certainly ought not be the basis of sanctions against a private- 

citizen plaintiff in an FOIA case. 

In addition, as a matter of equity, Weisberg believes 
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he is entitled to the relief he seeks because what the FBI 

and its counsel have done to him and to the courts is so manifestly 

unjust. No system of justice can survive such official transgres- 

sions as are established by this new evidence and none can 

survive in any degree if the consciences of the courts do not 

cry out, as Peter so long ago said the very stones would. 

if this new evidence and what Weisberg believes is its 

clear meaning does not stir the conscience of this court, then 

Weisberg believes that, particularly with the failure of this 

court to make the requisite "Findings of Fact," he has a Consti-.. 

tutional right to a trial for any offenses attributed to him 

by the government, stated with specificity so that he may defend 

himself, and he herewith requests such a trial. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Harold Weisberg, pro se 
7627 Old Receiver Road 

Frederick MD 21701 

July 10, 1985 
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Mr. Harold Weisberg 
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Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

This letter is to advise you that we have located certain records that appear to be responsive to your requests to the Criminal Division for records relating to the assassination of President John F, Kennedy. Those requests are the subject of Appeal Nos. 80-1644 and 81-0533. These records contain the Original dictabelt Provided to the HScA by the Dallas Police 
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the office safe of Roger Cubbage, a Criminal Division attorney, 
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Sincerely, 

Richard L, ff, Co-Director Office of Information and 
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i aM confident there there ure no privacy considerations whatever the time of tha 
records. The Ful disclosed the list of its Dallas employees and those on TD there, 
with home uddresses and phones and those involved through HSCA have also been 
Publicly identified, I tull you this because it is possible that when I can go 
over those records I may be able to suave you time and effort. 

The original taupe recordings ur: quite isportant becuuse the distabelts 
have deterioated, through time and repeuted uses, Which, with a needle, do 
damage the bolts. This is also, at least to a degsres, true of belt duplicates. 

When dubs ure mude for me, I would uppreciate a second set, for which I will . 
pay. This also will be: economical for the Ful beeause there igs another resvarcher 
who will, without question, want a sot. I will provide him with xeroxes of the 
recorda you send te and save you and the lui thut tine and trouble, 

Are you aware that 1 was to have received all rulevunt records of the Vritninal Division? That I filed appeals directly with it (hur. Buckley, as I recall) and 
with Mr, Shea and never recvived a word in return? 

For your and ius. “ubbell's information, the five minutes of obliterated 
conversation were analyzed for both hoCa :md the attorney General, with contra= 
dictory interpretations, iGUa's exyerts detected what the Ful cluims there was 
not, a fourth shot. The al's panel dispute.. this. 

Unofficial und poor copies o1 the tajes Nave been avedlable for years. For 
your additional information, what 1 refer to above as ouitted by the FI relates 
to Officer J.b. Tippit, who also was killed, 

As I think you cin see, this is a matter of continuing interest, so if there 
is any way in wlich I nay be able to help, please let we know. and my thanks to 
Mg. Hubbell, pleuse. 

Sincgruly, 

Cul 

tiaroid Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Kd. 
Frederich, MD 21701
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J. Woover fastructions erdering thet wo Bureau official me 

earliest BC session, ésapite Ketsenbech fequest _ 
Sane, * 

e Belsy i= sending iaformation to Comission sugarting ve 

Buresu’s past sine contacts with Ruby 

. Agperant withholding ef “eswald —<_ gene ef 1960-1961 

  

11. Eendling ef Ruby polygraph 

G. Releted Buresu Actions and Activicies   
° <fT 24 aby. | 

1. Preperstios ef dossiers ow W staff gfter the Lepoert 

9. Boover’s leaking of early FBI report (Sullives <7. 

3. Hoover views ea Cousunisa end Oowald Cironhete Lecter), oo. 

[s. Sullives “salacionshtp with Angletog: pre-arrangiag eo. *. 

ensvers to Commission questious. . a 

S$. Secret plea te distribute Oswalé-Merxist posters in = ~ 

Baresu plas to discredit Commmist Party; peajodicta} aspects 
   

6. Hoover resection to Barres Eeport 

i". | J. Subsequent preparation ef sex dossiers on erities Les of geste, 

stem i 6. Quest Lous vegarding FBI's continssl pledge that "ease Lil * ~ 

pension opes for all cime;° ectusel designation ef ic es closed 

lle es fe ietersel Bureau files. . .- .- - ---~-— == 
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g SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-71285) , DATE: 3/20/68 

; TMM Fe)” SA RICHARD H. BLOESER 

2 SMARET: KEMMENY ASSASSINATION AQUTH COMMIQTER _ 
Aye Is -C 

gil 
a KE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION 

ere 2/24/68 4/f1z/68 Ic 

ee BERNARD 
body P, BLAIS 

a | 
. ooh Informant's report has been Xeroxed and is attached. 

|. ACTION: | y" 

aa " "All necessary action in connection with this mento vt 
* has been teken by the writer, 

wy INDEX: —-LALYp!"_ (phonetic ) 

~ 2" EC: 1 - NEW ORLEANS (KEGIS‘E RED) \7 . f) 100- JM ‘GAKiTSON) 5 A \ 

Bo G+ DALLAS (KEGIST=RED) py7~ %4 -¢ he 
wy 60-hour RMCRATG ) AS 61" lan 
Vt PUN ETO to Vv 4” (| uv 3 - : _ ° “ + ue / LU ¢d 

ote. —100-NEAD ° (PENN JOS) ¢ | 
ee: 100- sete? MLRKE FARRELL) 
mt 100-71256 (MIKE RAVEN) 
“Ge 1O0-DEAD = (JEKRY LUCAS) 

7 * ~~" 100-DEAD oat rVe JArKEE , _ , DD pbptpean | tSiive Buazon§  G-f-A-G1E/ 
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. 4 ‘S 
ine Gttornoy representing jlr, +radlcy WaS at this eeting anJ it 

wac Actually neitioned by the PCople that he was 1n the cudiencc. 

Wwac also Rentioned that he was tapine the Hocting ang that is why 

e
 

«a
e 

< 

& WAPELE onda he woul AAVE 40 Watch What he oaid. : i Pol Wine the TICCZB, About 125 People Cue bacy fnd Joincd thése 
Wh. jad otayea, “hen nouree ex-se back into the reon there vere 
Jittle clustoy.« of pcople cathercd togethers Quite a lerge group 

‘WAG it the front Where the Sveacern vere ind there were “bout 20 

peonle pethered Growid Vradley ty aviorney, Venting to know his 
‘¥2Cvs on tho inveuti.n.tion, 

> “ittlo bits of COlvercation wore Overheard = rostlw the people 
were just tryans to Lind out EMAC TV whist these jOonde were after 

While 6ourece yar wuitins in dine berore the Lectin started he ° 

Picked un the NNG of a worn VhO Lecied to snow Cuite a fou 

d::nortent beople, ler MUNe wus LALY," (pir); Che Veg hetvycst 

ehort, uboit 50 years old, with cra: heir, ind she ins: enotrh 

danportsnt peorle 60 Lb: enlled ont OF dine ane clVen a peas in the 

TOO before anyone elee ya Gllowed in, “he wap a friend Of Janey, 
Quite a Tow of tie reonle at this MCC Ne: werg feen bw Source gt 

the Lecting the previous night, SHEY Were right up in front, 
‘ 

dip ditereture sigs russed out, 

G23) /iic 

ed 
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9/26/66 

MR. TOLSON; : " 
RE: BIASED RCOKS RE | 

ASSASSINATION OF 
PRESIDENT KUONNCDY 

: lcalled me from New York thie 6) (No) 
Borning. “sce that his best regards be given to you THE 
and the Director, 

S&S :. fed up with tho rash of distorted, biased NC 
books currently on tho narkot concorning the &SSasgination of (b\(7 C, 
President Kennedy. Ye particularly ig incensed at the books 
by Epstein and Nark Lane, 

I told@@@ briefly of the backsround of both Epstein and Lane. Ile asta 41f there wag Something he could to do to 
set the rocord Straight. He Gtated the Ful had not cove off 
vory good in oithor of those bool:s. I told hin Wo knew this; “is 
however, the Dircctor could not be placed in the position of chi thé 
Baking a public statenont inasmuch as Wo were the investigative lop 
Qgéency with responsibilities of not only investigating but also CA", 
Tunning down Considerable lenadsy for tho Warren Coumission: 
conscqucntly, it would be Presunptuous for the TBI to Ss ealc ae ~ : WD haa tear mi eRe j s Sie ite tiers 
ec, ea or teers epi at amen CCL Uc 

ett CGled 1f we con eel tebe ct Jutoriartion F Dati tical ctr ee ea ea 
Lis would check With — 

    
    

   

   
   

  

        

    

           

       
It is suzccsted we tako the analysig prepared here 

at the Curecu on Mark J: *s book and Work up a blind uUenorandum 
which can be used by dn walking Mark Lano’s book 
look ridiculous, Vie, of course, would not furnish {]. \/ 
any inforsaation which is conficantial or which has not beon AQ 
releused to the Ancricar public, We are, hovever, in « position~ 
to furnisk Loaformaation that. wt1ll mv-e L2no's book look stupid, 
The cuaid blind nNcrorandum, if this plan is approved, will be 
sent to you ond the Director. for approvan prior to belag civen 

   

   

“Respoctfully, 
Co My .-LeLoach 

rv. Losen 
ir. Sullivan C. D. NeLoach Us. Wick 
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s Co ON £30 vere e TS a rn yr tee eee Hee ee ne Seine 1 “v mS 
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(at Gar ae * VET Re lal 78-322 ¢ 78-42 Ege ia thet ae BM Te Ee ar a x 2 ate a Consolidated 
Rakes *3 Ss have yer Exhibit S ‘Nd a got oe 

: a he wre ak re, on troy “wt ees i, vg & rr y 422 257 a4 eee oa» 

eee ee 
gious “(awa as Loy iy. Buty = CER 33 vs PF er enec ane we me : gn y 1/28/67 ee 2; eee ae 

ewe wy 2 Gea ee Va leg ly ete oe ‘a fies Bute a He Oe weds 28s (great if es 4 ee af ay s% s re ” + . u- thes % ‘at ‘ hee Bae ne tthe ae ae ROS ne if, 

See 
: va eae wpe te v. “ae 

eee? Oe pan eee ne? se iaks Pats 
290 es ae 

i, ps 7 poe eat f 14% & 4d * 40 see ai | on Bale Seg, nde . ne) laa ‘ SE ae. ae aa 
ee Gene be . tae. an oe pe wo! eer oh we n sedis intl 3 “ea? 34 5? ie gt: OTe ee fete * . 24, a Ge EF ON, “wondeg™ 11/20/67, Mr.- JIM BISHOP and his wite YAP IE fa Ee ‘KELLY ‘appeared at the office aad discussed with me the’ eine ae tf Civ ate, he-is going.to write about the day President: KENNEDY died,~-" iT } eee He was most: appreciative of the accoumodationg he bad had ' ce gy) . 
ps ay at the Hotel Texas, Ft. Worth, stating that the suite thats... +. 40 Wee - -the late President KENNEDY had uséd tho night before hig <: “0: Yo Peive death had been made available to him gratis by the. msnwre a. Saree Dla ase ve, A ane a . ee) “any We Ree " ose" bere” ros: ‘ve si 4 3. ‘fe Ligias od (eal nite at ‘ : wee Sot : ‘Nye ae 7 wep ey 

SMe SBS. ‘He. ‘then’ foenienaa me with, a list which. ‘ts attached,. et St ae a 
Naa <, of \Wariougs beople that he stated'he was ‘going: to try ta: sea: “Ion =vb> 3 
wee. a -in'Dallas..+ He stated he did want to talk to BA VINCENT. E,: DRAIN Phaie 3 am Att sand me about what we did no the day of the ussassination, with we AT) Rae ee particular reference to the securing of the evidence from the :.“. :- veivie Dallas Police Department by SA DRAIN, the time, how it was taken -‘-. Tee - ‘to eee. aod when it arrived An Washington, Os ed, (figs i 

tat fees ere “on' Nov."22, 1967, Mr,’ BISHOP ‘and “hig ‘wife came ‘back oe inde” Set et ute the ‘Office and tated they, had. been having quite<«a: bit! ‘of: ete PP R55 * success with everyone they had’ contacted with’ the exception ‘of: peers Br ‘the: Dallas, Police’ Department, who had told them they would - not i. ee BUNS give them anything, Mr. BISHOP was furnished information’? ‘ .~.-" “t SIT “concerning. ‘the evidence he requested, which was in Pages 158,'*: Me, " ee Sn 160 and 161 of the report of SA ROBEKT P, GEMBERLING dated - ae ve wi ti 11/30/63 at Dallas, Texas, captioned "LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka; -- Yen ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOIN FI‘CZGERALD KENNEDY, NOV..22,*°" =" ei Kem, 2. 1963. The only other information which I furnished was; - ed aay é wanted ‘to know. haw I learned that President KENNEDY was. sho “Be 2 and TI -told him that I had an employes nonitoring the police®. 
erg re He, ‘wanted to know then what IY did with the information and I ‘told“him [ immediately furnished 1t to Mr. HOOVER. -*'I ¢ oe et ~told him that upon receipt of information concerning KENNEDY's >... Mees ‘death being definitely so rormaned I _turnished this information’ a 

“: tg Mr. HOOVER, 00° s+ . Ba 

  

    

   
    
   

* es; i. ‘ 

eee a : oe oe + Bes lle be «78 . ° a. 7 A ‘E72 <16¢6 RSS ee oa. SES ate It’ is noted:he stated chat ‘thie: book would be ”. a) oe e. 
A a eae bal tted | to Assistant Director 2 LOACH PELOr. to pu glicat ion, 7. “2: wes . Vw y?" ato mA. dont’ j i om {4 -, . aa - S - : 

    

    

nea Tee ee ‘On. the norning of sa /aafer, ‘BISHOP call iquaud 3. Dei. 

  

  

  

eee ‘that he and his wife were returniny to Flor ida, cagadokwsen 
tyeevea ss most appreciative of the_assis tance which Jha had rpce itt RG] ; 

cat fe “the, Dallas Office, 9—1/% | _ “A - 

baie Dallas? *(80- 879) (802 07}—— = fa, 

TBST AEF coe FSR sas Soe a oe SEE 
FURR TT FT | | Sar Se eee eee \ «
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: ASSASSINAT
ION OF ‘presipenT

 KENNEDY
; 

Ur. Trotter 

LEETING WITH JUSTICE FORTAS, 2 P:% 10/7/66 = Tele. Roo —~ 

AND REQUEST FOR pINECTOR TO WRITE Book 
Miss ‘pine — 

J saw Justice Fortas at 2:45 Pp-M- this 
Miss Gandy 

afternco® 
at his chambers at the Supreme court Building - 

pursuas 
the pirector's 

instruction
s outlised 

to . ° 

Justice Fortas the many reasons why the pirectcr 
could not 

\ 

accede t the president's 
and Justice Fortas’ request 

5 

the pirector 
wanted to te of a 

president
 and hin, 

i 

i 
pirectcr 

would apprecia 

. 
re2sons 

why it would no 

te considerat
ios be givea t 

t he lotical for him to undertake 
this 

praject: 

4 . 
without any nesitatio

n, Justice Fortas told me he 

Ye stated he could not indicate 
this 

“slYs novever, 
he had argued 

Jozical for the Director 
to prepare this book {nasnuch 

would necessari
ly have to substantia

te 

as the Director 
in doing 5° ™ 

the jnvestiga
tive efforts of many other agercesot

her than those 

of the FBI- 

Justice Fortas indicated
 he had no argu:.ent 

whatso~- 

{rector’s 
thoughts - In reply, 1 told him the 

pirector 
nad suggested 

that Chief Justice Yarren night undertaxe 

h as he, the chief Justice, yould be acting 

“warren Semnission 
vather than 

Court. 
Justice 

Fortas stated he ‘doubted 
Chief justice Yarren would agree to this 

assumption.
 te added, however» 

that Lee Rankin, th? chief Cousse] 

of the warren Commission
s nad agreed to write 2 

Rankin's book would not be ready for publicatio
n for approx 

one year- 

Justice Fortas stated he and tke president 
would decPp 

appreciate
 the pirector 

giving considera
tion to 4ssving ® stateme 

or writing
 one brief article restricted

 solely to the controversy
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MEO TO: MR. TOLSON ’ 
RE: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY:. 

MEETING WITH JUSTICE FORTAS, 2 p.m. 10/7/66 - ~.. 
AND REQUEST FOR DIRECTOR TO WRITE BOOK 

raised by critics with respect to the dif 
autopsy between the FBI reports and the fi 
Warren Comniesion. I told Justice Fortas 
to the Director's attention and I felt ce 
would be agreeable to the issuance of as 
BO long as the statement pertains to this 

I brought up the subject of u 
Portas. After outlining to him the fact 
responsible for any misunderstanding whic 
Department and the FBI, Justice Fortas in 
he had known Reis for many years and dis] 
Since he, Justice Fortas, had represented 
ment in dealings for the United States. 
a knife in his back on more than one occa 
stated in one instance he had told former 
Katzenbach in President Johnson's presenc 
had a very brazen, undesirable nersonalit 
should get rid of him. Fortas asked me t 
Ramsey Clark the next time I see Clark. 
that this afternoon. 

Pursuant to the Director's in preparing a statement in line with the Pr 
Fortas' request. 

Respectfylly 

4 

QD prow AAS Td. 

ferences as shown in the 
nal conclusion of the 
thig would be brought 

rtain the Director 
tatement in this regard 
one point, a 

arold Reig with Justice 
that Reis was undoubtedly 
h had arisen between the 
terrupted me and gaid 
ikeihim intensely. ever 
the Puerto Bican Govern- 

He stated Reis had stuck 
Sion. Justice Fortas 
Attorney General 

e of the fact that Reis 
y and that Katzenbach 
o tell this fact to 
I will, of courss, do 

structions, we are 
esident’s and Justice 

C. D. DeLoach 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET 

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statemsate, where indicated, explain this deletion. 

Deleted under exemption(s) with no segregable 
material available for release to you. 
  

{infomation pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request: 

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only. 

Document(s) originating with the following goverment agency(ies) 
. was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you. 
  

  

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following goverment agency(ies). ee 
as the information originated with them. You will be advised of availability upon retum of the material to the FBI, 

  

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): 

(ose Fe lererce-See 62109560 - 665.3 
L 

For your infomation: : 

  

C following number is to be used for reference regarding these o 7 pages: 
Arricgn Ss * Wereseys - 10? =e 7 

NO DUPLICATION FEE 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKKKK 
t DELETED PAGE(S) : 
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FEDERAL SUREAL OF INVESTIGATION 

AGE INFORMATION SHEET 

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where 

indicated, explain this deletion. 
. 

Deleted under exemption(e) (L) (1 Y c) | with no sogagabie 
material available for release to you. 

laformation pertained only to a third party with no reference to you of the subject of your request 

information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only. 

Document(s) originating with the following government agency(ies) 

_was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you. 
  

  

Paga(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency(ies),;, — ———____—_ 

as the information originated with them. You will 

be advieed of availability upon retum of the material to the FBI. 
  

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): 

  

    

For your information:   

  

7 following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages: 
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And in this, typically, the Opposition is unfaithful to fact, 

misleading, and wisrepresents. 

The one illustration misused in the Opposition is ticklers. 

(pages 2-3) But even then the Opposition does not really refer 

to ticklers but to something of its own creation, entirely different 

and utterly irrelevant, “tickler systems." There is no relevance 

to “systems" of ticklers, and this semantical dodge is clearly intended 

once again to mislead and to misrepresent to this Court and to be 

immune in these offenses. This is entirely consistent with the 

various semantical dodges SA John N. Phillips used in his attestations 

in which he shifted each knowingly incorrect definition of tickler 

every time he was corrected and never once interpreted the word 

correctly, not even after Weisberg provided the dictionary meaning. 

There is and there can be no purpose in defining “tickler" 

as "tickler systems" other than to be evasive and to mislead and 

deceive the Court and to perpetuate the offenses alleged by Weisberg. 

Even then, however, the Opposition is not truthful because, 

while Weisberg never referred to any “tickler systems," the Opposition, 

in misrepresenting that he did, then states “that the Dallas and 

New Orleans field offices, like all others, do not maintain tickler 

systems." In fact, Phillips himselt attested to their use of a 

"tickler system" when Weisberg presented a FBIHQ directive to the 

Dallas office to establish a certain tickler. In trying to explain 

that away, Phillips attested to that particular tickler as a system 

of keeping track of things to be done. 

What gets lost in all of this is thit to this day there has



not been any search for any ticklers in either field office and 

that Weisberg has records of offices indicating the existence of 

ticklers in them and provided those documents for the case record. 

After this deliberate misrepresentation of the unsystemized 

ticklers in question as “tickler systems," which is basic in the 

Opposition, it misrepresents further and seriously with regard to 

- the pages of FBIHO ticklers Weisberg provided with his Motion. It 

states, with falsehood that cannot be accidental, that his exhibits 

"include copies of what Weisberg alleges are the 'ticklers' he was 

asking the FBI to search for pursuant to this FOIA request." This 

is not true, the FBI and its counsel know it is not true, and the 

untruth is stated to obfuscate the realities, that when Phillips 

swore that all FBI ticklers are preserved for only a few days and 

then are “routinely destroyed" he swore falsely and knew he swore 

falsely; and that these FBIHQ ticklers, which Weisberg identified 

as from FBIHQ and not from the field offices, refer to relevant 

information in the field offices that is known to exist, is known 
  

to be relevant, and remains withheld. Even now, at this late date. 
  

Where in the midst of this verbiage, distortion, misrepresenta- 

tion and straight-out untruth the Opposition is, atypically, not 

incorrect, it is evasive and it ignores the seriousness of what 

Weisberg alleges. “In addition," the Opposition states (page 2), 

"Weisberg argues that the FBI affiant, Mr. John Phillips, who attested 

to the responses in this case was also responsible for the responses 

in the other cases." That is the Allen case in which this new evidence 

was disclosed while, simultaneously, the one and only John Phillips



was Swearing to the contrary in this Litigation -— inconsistently 

and in self-contradiction to its nonexistence, to the FBI's need 

of discovery to be able to locate it, and to the FBI's need of discovery 

from Weisberg to be able to prove that it had provided what it and 

Phillips knew very well it had and had not provided. The Opposition 

does not in any way deny that Phillips was at one and the same time 

supervising disclosure in the Allen case of records reflecting the 

existence of information relevant in this case and swearing to its 

nonexistence and alleged discovery needs in this case. Instead of 

denying what cannot be denied, while pretending to do that, the 

Opposition again misrepresents in stating that "Weisberg concludes 

that Mr. Phillips was defrauding this Court by not providing the 

information to Weisberg which was provided to Allen." 

Weisberg concludes no such thing, but this misrepresentation, 

which is deliberate if the authors of the Opposition read Weisberg's 

Memorandum, also is basic to the FBI's perpetuated misrepresentations. 

Weisberg went into detail (aka "rambling," "regurgitating" 

and "rehashing" in the Opposition) about the history of Allen's 

request and of Phillips' personal knowledge of it and of disclosures 

in it and, specifically, Weisberg stated that when he received copies 

from Allen he withdrew his information request similar to Allen's 

  

for FBIHQ, not field office, information. 

Without chis) Geka because misrepresentation of the reality 

the Opposition would find it impossible to address the reality that, 

in addressing the fraud, misrepresentation and false swearing employed 

to obtain the judgment relief from which he seeks, Weisberg stated 

LO



tnat, from his knowledge of the FBI's methods and practices, what 

was disclosed to Allen reflects the existence of relevant information 

in the field offices not provided to Weisberg - and to the knowledge 

of the FBI's affiant Phillips is known to exist and to be withheld. 
  

Each and every exhibit of illustrations from what was disclosed 

to Allen was used, clearly and explicitly, to show that the FBI had 

amd has and knows it had and has field office information withheld 

from Weisberg, that no discovery from him was necessary for the 

FBI to locate and process it and that, obviously, no discovery from 

him could have enabled the FBI to prove in this litigation that 

it had provided what it knowingly withholds. With Weisberg's repetition 

of this refrain throughout, honest misunderstanding of it and his 

purposes is entirely impossible. He used it to show misrepresenta- 

tion, fraud and false swearing from which he seeks relief. 

In the paragraph that begins by describing the new evidence 

Weisberg presented as “regurgitating," the Opposition pretends that 

it is addressing all of Weisberg's allegations when in fact it refers 

to but a single one and then only with the most serious misrepresenta- 

tion (in referring to ticklers as "tickler systems"). It also pretends 

that ali was explained away in affidavits and argument, which is 

not true, and it concludes with an even larger untruth that is sweeping 

in its all-inclusSiveness: “Nothing presented in Weisberg's latest 

pleading shows that the 'new evidence' came from Dallas or New Orleans, 

as his request specifically required." (emphasis added, page 3) 

Origin is entirely immaterial. What is material is whether or 
not the withheld information exists in eitlier field office so whether 
or not any "came from" either office is not relevant. However, it 

Il



ht-out false to represent that “nothing presented (t
T simply is strai ply is s oO 

in Weisberg's latest pleading shows that" any of the new evidence 

came from the field offices. As one of many conspicuous examples, 

Weisberg cites what he présented on the existence and finding of 

the recordings of the Dallas police radio broadcasts of the time 

of the assassination along with documents relating to them and his 

Citation of Phillips' not infrequent false swearings with regard 

to them. (Phillips began by lying, under oath, in swearing that 

the FBI had never had them and concluded in his series of lies with 

another, that they had been given to the Warren Commission. This 

is not true and he and the FBI know it is not true.) Without ques- 

tion, this information reached Washington from the Dallas field 

office. Without question, the recordings and documents are relevant. 

And without question, long, long after they were located, exactly 

where Weisberg had indicated they would be and even after Weisberg 

was informed of this in writing, they remain withheld, along with 

all the located and relevant records. This and more like it is 

most certainly “in Weisberg's latest pleading," along with illustrative 

exhibits (Exhibits 3 and 4), which also remain ignored while being 

lied about all over again to this Court. 

Did Weisberg have to inform the FBI that its New Orleans 

information about the New Orleans persons who figured in District 

Attorney Jim Garrison's investigation and of the New Orleans Clay 

Shaw jurors came from its New Orleans office? 

Is it possible that any FBI special agent or any Department 

of Justice lawyer handling FBI litigation does not know that, almost 
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without exception, case information originates in the field offices 

and is also routed to them if of other origin? Special agents and 

Department counsel know very well that such information as Weisberg 

cited does not originate in FBIHQ. Moreover, he was specific in 

stating that information was routed to the Office of Origin, Dallas, 

and other offices, and that New Orleans was virtually a second office 

of origin because of Lee Harvey Oswald's activity there and because 

of the Garrison investigation there. 

So, while it is not true that Weisberg did not show any of 

"the "new evidence' came from" the field offices, because he did, 

with specificity, it also was not necessary for him to do this, 

as the Opposition represents. 

Bearing on the FBI's intent to keep on misleading and mis- 

representing to this Court is the fact that Weisberg also illustrated 

the routing to both the Dallas and New Orleans offices of relevant 

information pertaining to the so-called "critics." (Exhibit 6) 

It thus 1s obvious that, as the FBI knew without Weisberg informing 

it, the field offices have relevant information that was sent to 

them as well as what went to FBIHQ from them. Weisberg believes 

this was known to the FBI's counsel when counsel made this additional 

attempt to mislead and misinform this Court. Certainly what he 

sent to FBI counsel is specific enough and is documented, and this 

Opposition is their response to it. 

With misrepresentation heaped on misrepresentation the Opposi- 

tion then repeats (page 3) its basic misrepresentation, that "(i)n 

any event, all these [i.e., Weisberg's] allegations are irrelevant 
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because they go to the decison of this Court on the merits made 

over twenty months ago as to the adequacy of the search in this 

case." 

This is a deliberate misrepresentation of the purpose of 

a Rule 60(b) motion in general and it is, specifically, a deliberate 

misrepresentation of Weisberg's stated purpose, to obtain relief 

from the judgmentbased on misrepresentation, fraud, false swearing 
oT 

  

and the like. All that follows in the Opposition likewise is 

irrelevant and does not in any way address the actual and stated 

purpose for which Weisberg filed his Rule 60(b) Motion and, in 

fact, to which any Rule 60(b) motion is limited. 

But there still is no end to misrepresentation and just 

plain gall in this Opposition. In admitting that "(a) District 

Court" can "consider a Rule 60(b) motion after an appellate court 

has ruled on a matter ... if the motion is not a frivolous attempt 

to relitigate the claim" (thus explaining the need for all its 

untruth and misrepresentation and inappropriate descriptives like 

"“regurgitating" to describe indubitably and undeniedly "new evi- 

dence"), the Opposition seeks to hold Weisberg responsible for 

the transgressions of the FBI and Department of Justice by attribut- 

ing to him "a belated attempt to present evidence which should 

have been presented earlier." (page 4) The FBI and its counsel 

know very well, and unrefutedly Weisberg's Memorandum establishes, 

that the FBI made it impossible for him to present this new evidence 

earlier because the FBI withheld it from him when, undeniedly, the 
  

FBI knew it had this new evidence and knew its relevance in this 

litigation. 
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